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Little-Girl-Afraid-of-a-Dog 
by Mary E. Wilkins Freeman 

 

Little-Girl-Afraid-of-a-Dog first appeared in Harper's Monthly Magazine, December, 1906, and is featured 

in our collections, Dog Stories and Children's Stories. 

 

Joachim Beuckerlaer, Girl with a basket of eggs, 17th century 

“The chickens are beginning to lay again,” said Emmeline's aunt Martha, “and Emmeline can begin carrying 

eggs over to the poor Ticknors tomorrow.” Martha, who was quite young and pretty, cast a glance of 

congratulation at Emmeline, as if she were proposing a great pleasure. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/mary-e-wilkins-freeman
https://americanliterature.com/dog-stories
https://americanliterature.com/short-stories-for-children
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Emmeline's mother echoed her sister. “Yes, that is so,” said she. “Sydney” (Sydney was the man) “said 

yesterday that the chickens were laying very well. Tomorrow Emmeline shall begin.” 

“Only think how nice it is going to be for those poor Ticknors, with all those children, to have half a dozen 

new-laid eggs every day,” said Martha, again with that congratulatory glance at her little niece, who sat beside 

the window, holding her best doll. 

“We shall be able to send more than that some days, I dare say,” said Emmeline's mother. “Maybe, when I go 

to the store, I will buy a pretty new basket for you to carry the eggs in, dear.” 

“Yes'm,” said Emmeline, in a low voice. She sat full in the glow of the setting wintry sun, and her whole little 

blond head and delicate face were gilded by it. It was impossible for her mother and her aunt to see that she 

had turned very pale. She kept her face turned toward the window, too, and when she said “Yes'm” infused a 

hypocritical tone of joy into the word, although she was a most honest and conscientious little girl. In fact, the 

joy was assumed because of a Jesuit-like issue of conscience in her inner dealings with herself. 

The Ticknors, the poor Ticknors, with the large brood of children, lived about half a mile down the road, and 

Emmeline's mother and aunt esteemed it a great delight for her to carry eggs to them when eggs were 

plentiful. Emmeline herself never denied the delight, but God alone knew how glad she was, how wickedly 

(she told herself that it was wickedly) glad she was, when about Thanksgiving time, when people naturally 

wished to use more eggs, the chickens, after the perverse nature of their race, laid fewer eggs, and there were 

only enough for the family. Then Emmeline had a respite. She grew plumper, and there was more color on her 

little, soft, curving cheeks. “Emmeline always seems so much better this time of the year,” her mother often 

said; and she never dreamed why it was, although Emmeline could have told her, had it not been for her 

conscience, which pricked her on in spite of her pains. 

The Ticknors had a dog — a very small dog, it is true, but with voice enough for a whole pack — and 

Emmeline was in mortal terror of him. He always barked at her when she went to carry the eggs, and he 

always sniffed ominously around her ankles. Sometimes he made bounds of vicious yelping joy at her, almost 

reaching her face, although he was a little dog. Emmeline was a little girl, small for her age, which was barely 

ten. She was very much under the dominion, the very loving dominion, of her mother and aunt. Her father 

was dead. The Ameses — Emmeline's last name was Ames — lived on a small farm, and Sydney managed it. 

They were regarded as quite rich people in the little village where they lived, and they looked at themselves in 

that light. Therefore they realized a sense of duty, of pleasurable duty, toward the less fortunate people around 

them. At that very moment both Aunt Martha and Mrs. Ames were sewing upon garments for poor people — 

some strong and durable flannelette petticoats of soft pink and blue. Sometimes Emmeline herself was asked 

to sew a seam on these soft garments, and she always obeyed with the utmost docility, although she did not 

like to sew very well. She was a sober, reflective little girl, not exactly indolent, but inclined to sit quite still, 

while her young mind indulged in pryings into the future and conceptions of life and her own little niche in 

the universal scheme of things, which would have quite astounded her mother and her aunt Martha had they 

known of it. They saw in Emmeline only a darling, obedient, sweet little girl holding her doll baby; not as she 

really was — lit into flame by her own imaginings and the sun. Neither dreamed that, as she sat there and said 

“Yes'm” so prettily, she was shuddering in her very soul from a most exaggerated fear, stimulated by an 

imagination entirely beyond theirs, of the Ticknors' little dog. 

Soon the copper-gilt glow faded from Emmeline's head and face, and she sat, a pale little shadow in the dusk, 

until her mother lighted the lamp, and Annie, the maid, came in to announce supper. Emmeline had not much 
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appetite that night, although there were her favorite fried oysters and waffles. It seemed as if the subject of the 

eggs and the Ticknors, which caused her to project more plainly her vision of fear concerning the little dog, 

could not be let alone. They had hardly seated themselves at the table before Annie spoke of the large number 

of eggs which had been brought in that day. Annie had been with the Ameses a long time, and was considered 

quite a member of the family. “I think you can carry a dozen eggs tomorrow morning, dear,” Emmeline's 

mother said, happily. 

“Yes'm,” replied Emmeline. 

“Only think what it will mean to those poor Ticknors,” said Aunt Martha. 

“Yes'm,” said Emmeline. 

Then Emmeline's mother noticed that the child was not eating as usual. “Why, Emmeline,” she said, “you 

have not half finished your oysters!” 

Emmeline looked helplessly at her plate, and said that she was not very hungry. She felt that she was wicked 

because she was not hungry, since she was so afraid of the Ticknors' little dog that she did not want to carry 

the eggs to them the next morning, when they were so poor and needed the eggs so much. 

“If you don't eat your oysters, you must swallow two raw eggs,” said Emmeline's mother, suddenly. “Annie, 

beat up two eggs with a little sugar and nutmeg and a little milk.” 

Emmeline felt just then more than a physical loathing: she felt a moral loathing for anything in the shape of an 

egg; but she swallowed the mixture, which Annie presently brought to her, with her usual docility. 

“That will be just as nourishing as the oysters,” said Aunt Martha. Aunt Martha had on her pretty blue gown. 

She was expecting Mr. John Adams that evening. It was Wednesday, and Mr. John always came on 

Wednesday and Sunday evenings. Emmeline knew why. She knew with a shy and secret admiration, and a 

forecast of Wednesday and Sunday evenings yet to be when some young man should come to see her. She 

made up her mind that she would wear red on those interesting occasions, which filled her, young as she was, 

with a sweet sense of mystery and prescience. She gazed at pretty Aunt Martha, in her gown of soft blue, cut 

out in a tiny square at the neck, revealing her long white throat. She forgot for a second the Ticknors and the 

Ticknor dog, which represented the genuine bugbear of her childhood. Then the old fear overcame her again. 

Her mother regarded her, and Aunt Martha regarded her; then the two women exchanged glances. After 

supper, when they were all on their way back to the sitting room, Emmeline's mother whispered anxiously in 

Martha's ear, “She doesn't look well.” 

Martha nodded assent. “I don't think she has had enough fresh air lately,” she said, in a low voice. “It will do 

her good to take that morning run to the Ticknors'.” 

“That is so,” assented Emmeline's mother. “I'll have her go to bed early tonight; then right after breakfast 

tomorrow morning, when the air is fresh, she can take the eggs to the Ticknors.” 
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Emmeline went to bed before Mr. John Adams arrived. Her mother tucked her in and kissed her, then blew 

out the lamp and went downstairs. Emmeline had said her prayers, introducing, mentally, a little clause with 

regard to the Ticknor dog. It was a piteous little child codicil to the Lord's Prayer and “Now I lay me,” which 

she always said. 

After her mother had gone downstairs Emmeline lay awake staring at the darkness. The darkness very soon 

seemed to flicker with wildfire; grotesque faces grinned at her from the midst of this fire, which was and was 

not. A terrible horror, of which the little bugbear dog was the keystone, was over her. She wanted so to call 

her mother, to get up and run downstairs into the lamp-lit sitting room; but she lay still, stiff and rigid. She 

had too much self-control for her own good, young as she was. Presently she heard the distant tinkle of the 

front-door bell, and heard Aunt Martha open the door and greet Mr. John Adams. Again, for a second, her 

own spirit of joyous prophecy was over her; but after Mr. John Adams and Aunt Martha had gone into the 

parlor, and she could only hear the faint hum of their voices, she returned to her former state. However, it was 

not very long before her attention was again diverted. Mr. John Adams had a very deep bass voice. All of a 

sudden this great bass was raised. Emmeline could not distinguish one word, but it sounded like a roar to her. 

Then, also, she heard her Aunt Martha's sweet, shrill voice, almost loud enough for the words to be audible. 

Then she heard doors opening, and shutting with almost a slam; then she was certain she heard a sob from the 

front entry. Then she heard the sitting-room door opened with a fling, then a continuous agitated hum of 

conversation between her mother and aunt. Emmeline wondered why Mr. John Adams had gone so soon, and 

why he had almost slammed the door, and what her aunt and mother were talking about so excitedly. Then, as 

she had not much curiosity, her mind reverted to her own affairs, and again the wildfire of the darkness 

flickered and the grotesque faces grinned at her, and all her pleasant gates of sleep and dreams were guarded 

against her by the Ticknors' little dog. 

Emmeline slept very little that night. When she did sleep, she had horrible dreams. Once she woke crying out, 

and her mother was standing over her with a lighted lamp. “What is the matter? Are you ill?” asked her 

mother. Her mother was much older than Aunt Martha, but she looked very pretty in her long, trailing white 

robe, with the lamp-light shining upon her loving, anxious face. 

“I had a dream,” said Emmeline, faintly. 

“I guess you were lying on your back,” said her mother. “Turn over on your side, darling, and try to go to 

sleep again. Don't think about the dream. Remember how you are going to carry eggs to those poor Ticknor 

children tomorrow morning. Then, I know, you will go to sleep.” 

“Yes'm,” said Emmeline; and she turned obediently on her side, and her mother went out. 

Emmeline slept no more that night. It was about four o'clock in the morning. The Ameses had quite an early 

breakfast, at seven o'clock. Emmeline reflected that in three hours she should be up and dressed and at the 

breakfast table; that breakfast would take about half an hour; that in about three hours and a half she would be 

on her way to the Ticknors'. She felt almost as a condemned criminal might have felt on the morning of his 

execution. 

When she went laggingly downstairs, as Annie played a discordant chime on the string of Japanese bells, she 

felt weak and was very pale. Her mother and Martha, who herself looked wretched, as if she had been 
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weeping all night, glanced at her, then again at each other. “It will do her good to get out in the fresh air,” said 

Martha, stifling a heavy sigh. 

Emmeline's mother looked commiseratingly at her sister. “Why don't you slip on your brown gown and go 

with her, dear?” she said. “You look as if the air would do you good, too.” 

Annie, coming in with the eggs, cast a sharp glance of mingled indignation and sympathy at Miss Martha. She 

knew perfectly well what the matter was. She had abnormally good ears, and had been in the dining room, the 

evening before, when Mr. John Adams was in the parlor with Miss Martha, and there was a door between, a 

badly hung door, with cracks in it, and she had heard. She had not meant to listen, although she felt that all the 

affairs of the Ames family were her own, and she had a perfect right to know about them. She knew that Mr. 

John Adams had been talking about where he and Miss Martha should live after they were married, and had 

insisted upon her going to live in the old Adams homestead with his mother and elder brother and two sisters, 

instead of living right along with Emmeline and her mother and herself (Annie). She considered that Miss 

Martha had done exactly right to stand out as she had done. Everybody knew what old Mrs. Adams was, and 

one of the sisters was called quick-tempered, and the elder brother was unmarried, and there was therefore no 

possible reason why Mr. John Adams should feel obliged to remain at home after his marriage. On the other 

side, it would obviously be very hard for Emmeline's mother to part with her sister and live alone in her big 

house with Emmeline and Annie. It was a very large house, and there was plenty of room; whereas the Adams 

house was small. There could be no question, so Annie thought, and so Emmeline's mother thought, and so 

Martha herself thought, but she had done right. Martha reasoned it out in her own mind that John Adams 

could not care so very much for her, or he would not insist upon subjecting her to such discomfort and 

annoyance as she would evidently experience if she were to live in the Adams house after her marriage. 

John had always been frank about his mother's difficult temper and his sister's, although he was a devoted son 

and brother. He knew, too, that Martha could not have a sitting room to herself in which to display her 

wedding treasures, and she could have that in the Ames house. She considered within herself that he could not 

possibly love her as much as she had supposed, because he had given no reason whatever for his insistence 

that she should comply with his wishes except that they were his wishes. Martha had a pretty spirit of her 

own, and she resented anything like tyranny, even in those whom she loved. So she held her head high, 

although her eyes were red, and said, in reply to her sister's suggestion, that she rather thought she would not. 

She thought she would take the ten-thirty train for Bolton and do a little shopping. She wanted to see about a 

spring suit, and the sooner she got the material to the dressmaker's the better. She said it exactly as if she had 

not planned to have that same spring suit her going-away costume when she was married. Martha had 

expected to be married the first of June. It was now March. When she said that about going to Bolton her 

sister's face brightened, and she gave her a look of pride in her spirit. “So I would,” said she. 

She did not notice at all how Emmeline's face fell. For a second the thought of her aunt's going with her to the 

Ticknors' and shooing away with her superior courage and strength that dreadful little dog had caused her 

heart to leap exultantly. But now that chance of respite was gone. She took a spoonful of her cereal, puckering 

her little mouth most pathetically after she had swallowed it. She did not care for cereal, and ate it only 

because her mother and aunt said that it was good for her. Emmeline had begun to wonder why so many 

things which she disliked, and so many things which she more than disliked, were so good for her. She 

acquiesced in the wisdom of her elders, but she wondered. 

She ate her cereal, then her soft-boiled egg on toast. She hated eggs that morning, although usually she liked 

them. She felt as if she was fairly eating her terror and dread of what lay before her: eggs were so intimately 
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associated with it. It seemed to her that the fear in her heart was enough, without being obliged to have it in 

her stomach also. 

After breakfast Emmeline put on her red coat and hat (she was still wearing her winter garments), and her 

mother gave the basket of eggs to her and kissed her. “Don't walk too fast and get all tired out, dear,” she said. 

She and Martha stood at the window watching the gay little figure move slowly down the road. They need not 

have cautioned her against speed. She did not feel in the least inclined to hurry. 

“The child does not look very well this morning,” said Mrs. Ames. “She has that old anxious expression 

again, and she is pale, and she ate her breakfast as if she did not want it.” 

“Ate it just as if she was swallowing pills,” said Annie. 

“Yes, she did,” Mrs. Ames agreed, anxiously. 

“Well, the walk in the fresh morning air will do her good,” said Martha. “I must make a start if I am going to 

catch that ten-thirty train. I must mend my gloves. I think I will wear my brown taffeta. I may call at the 

Robinses' while I am in Bolton.” 

“I would,” said Mrs. Ames. It was tacitly understood between them that nothing more was to be said about 

Mr. John Adams, that the whole subject was to be left out of sight and hearing, and everything was to go on as 

before. However, as the last glimpse of red disappeared down the street, and Martha's step was heard 

overhead, her sister thought how glad she was that she had proposed going to Bolton. “It will take her mind 

up,” she thought, but she would not have said it to Martha for the world. 

Meantime, Emmeline continued slowly but none the less surely on her road to the Ticknors'. It was a perfectly 

straight road for a quarter of a mile, then it curved. It was not until one passed this curve that one could see 

the Ticknors' ragged, squalid residence. Then one saw it as a blur on the landscape. How Emmeline dreaded 

rounding that curve! She walked very slowly, toeing in a little, as was her wont when she was nervously 

intent. She prayed incessantly, and her poor little prayer ran in this wise: “Oh, Father in Heaven, please take 

care of me, and don't let Spotty come near me nor hurt me nor bark at me.” 

Emmeline repeated this prayer over and over in a sort of rhythmic cadence. She fairly kept step with it, and 

yet she had not the slightest faith in the prayer. She could not really see why she should have. She had always 

prayed in such wise while carrying eggs to the Ticknors, and Spotty had never failed to race barking out to 

meet her, and sniff at her nervous, twitching little ankles and try little nips and tugs at her skirts. The prayer 

had never, so far as she could see, been answered, and why should she expect it to be now? Emmeline was a 

very honest little girl. She was reverent, and she believed God could keep Spotty from barking at her; but she 

did not believe that He would. Moreover, she was Christian enough to hope and trust, somehow, that these 

agonies of terror which she was called upon to undergo were in the end for her spiritual good. She did not 

complain, but she knew that she suffered, and she knew that Spotty would not fail to bark. 

Presently she turned that dreaded curve of the road, and she could see the wretched place where the Ticknors 

lived. The dwelling itself was an unpainted, out-of-drawing shanty, leaning so far to one side that it seemed it 

must topple over, but saving itself by a lurch in another direction. It was a very drunkard of a house, a 
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habitation which had taken upon itself the character of its inmates. It was degenerate, miserable, and oblivious 

to its misery. Beside this main shanty was a stable, far out of the perpendicular, out of which looked a high-

hipped cow. Sometimes Emmeline was afraid of the cow, which was often at large, but never as of the dog. 

There was also a pigsty and various other horrible little adjuncts of the main whole. Emmeline shuddered as 

she came in sight of it. The mere aspect of the place would have gotten on her sensitive nerves even if Spotty 

had not been there. But immediately, breaking upon her prayer, came the well-known vicious little yelp. 

Spotty was a mongrel, but he had wondrous ears. Emmeline espied the little animal coming for her so fast that 

he seemed a mere line of speed, but never ceasing that wild yelp. Emmeline prayed on, and walked on. It was 

strange that she never at such times thought of turning round and running. It never occurred to her to disobey 

her mother and not take the eggs to the Ticknors. She walked along, praying, her heart beating heavily, her 

limbs shaking. The little dog reached her. He was a little dog, and it was a sheer absurdity for her to feel such 

fear of him. He danced around in circles, a regular dog war dance, as she advanced. His yelps became louder 

and louder. It seemed inconceivable that such a small animal could have such a terrific bark. Emmeline went 

steadily on, toeing in, holding her basket of eggs in a hand which did not feel as if it belonged to her. It did 

not seem that her whole body belonged to her in any other sense than as a machine which bore her 

conscience, her obedience, her fear, and the basket of eggs. 

When she reached the Ticknor house she was blue-white, trembling with a curious rigid tremor. She knocked, 

and the little dog gave a furious, a frantic yelp, and tugged at her skirt. Then the second of her deliverance 

came. The door opened. An enormous slatternly woman, a mountain of inert flesh appeared. She bade the dog 

be quiet. He did not obey, but Emmeline had a sense of protection. It had occurred to her more than once that 

perhaps Mrs. Ticknor, in consideration of the eggs, would, if Spotty actually attacked her, sit upon him; that 

she would not actually let her be bitten. Behind Mrs. Ticknor the close room swarmed with children — 

children with gaping, grinning faces, some of them with impudent faces, but most of them placidly inert like 

their mother. The Ticknors represented the very doldrums of humanity. None of them worked nor progressed, 

except the father, who occasionally could be induced to do a little work for the neighbors when the supplies 

ran too low and actual starvation became a temporary goad. Today he was ploughing for a farmer, plodding 

lazily along behind a heavy old horse. He could scarcely be said to be working. Emmeline was glad that he 

was not at home. Sometimes he had been drinking considerable hard cider, and although he never spoke to 

her, the hard red in his face disturbed her; also the glassy stare of his stupid eyes. 

“Mother sent these eggs,” said Emmeline in a small, weak voice. Mrs. Ticknor took them with an inarticulate 

note of thanks, like a dumb beast. The children stared and grinned and gaped. All the dingy room seemed full 

of staring eyes and gaping, grinning mouths. The little dog yelped viciously, louder and louder. It was 

incredible of what a crescendo that small dog was capable. Emmeline pinned her faith on Mrs. Ticknor's 

coming to her rescue in case of an actual assault, but every minute she expected to feel the needlelike teeth in 

her ankle. All her flesh shrank and quivered. It seemed as if Mrs. Ticknor would never find a dish in which to 

deposit the eggs. Finally she did, however, and Emmeline took her basket. The little dog followed, with his 

circling war dance and his crescendo of yelps, to the curve of the road. Then, as was invariably the case, he 

turned suddenly and ran home, as if with a sudden conviction that the game was not worth the candle. 

Then Emmeline toed out, and walked on briskly, her head up; her trial for that day was over. 

When she reached home her mother looked at her and her face brightened. “You look so much better for your 

walk, darling,” she said. Then she asked if the Ticknors seemed pleased with the eggs. Emmeline was in a 

little doubt as to the amount of actual pleasure which the Ticknors had displayed, but she said, “Yes'm.” 
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“It means a great deal to them, poor things,” said her mother. “I am so glad we can help them a little, and so 

glad you can do your part.” 

“Yes'm,” said Emmeline. 

The next morning the torture was repeated. It was like a historical promenade between two rows of Indians 

armed with cruel weapons. However, she survived it, and when she came home both her mother and aunt 

remarked upon her improved appearance. That was what so misled them. Every morning Emmeline returned 

from her charitable trip with such a sense of momentary relief that her face was naturally brighter than when 

she started, but all the while she steadily lost ground under the strain. Finally the doctor was called in and a 

tonic prescribed, and when school began, after the spring vacation, it was decided that Emmeline should 

remain at home, but try to go on with her class with Aunt Martha's assistance. 

“I think nothing except that morning walk to the Ticknors', to carry eggs, keeps the poor child up, anyway,” 

said Emmeline's mother, who had followed the doctor to the door. 

“I dare say,” he replied. “Keep her out in the fresh air all you can, and send her on errands that interest her.” 

“That does interest her,” said Mrs. Ames. “She is so pleased to think she is helping those poor Ticknors, dear 

little thing.” 

Emmeline overheard what was said; the door was slightly ajar. There was a curious little twitch about her 

sensitive mouth. Troubled as she was, she saw the humor in the situation. The very thing which was making 

her ill her mother regarded as her chief medicine. 

It seemed strange that Emmeline did not tell her mother of her true state of mind. The expeditions would have 

been at once stopped. She did not tell her, however, and probably for reasons which she did not herself 

understand. There is in every complete personality a side which is dark except toward its own self and God, 

and Emmeline realized this dark side in herself, although vaguely. She knew perfectly well that nobody, not 

even her mother, who loved her, could understand rightly this dark side, which was sacred to herself. She 

knew that if she told her mother how afraid she was of that little Ticknor dog she would be petted and 

comforted, and would never have to face the terror again; and yet she knew that her mother would secretly 

laugh over her and not comprehend how she felt, and it seemed to her that she could not face that. She would 

rather face the dog. 

So she continued carrying the eggs and praying, and the little dog continued barking at her and snapping at 

her heels and tugging at her dress, and she took the doctor's medicine, and yet she grew paler and thinner, and 

slept less, and ate less, and her mother and aunt thought that the daily walk in the open was all that kept the 

child up. Then, three weeks after she first began her charitable trips, something happened. 

It was almost the 1st of April, but the spring was very late, and that Wednesday morning had seemed to suffer 

an actual relapse into winter. The northwest wind blew cold, as if from northern snow and ice fields; the 

ground was frozen hard, and the farmers had been obliged to quit their plowing, which they had begun on 

mild days. The long furrows in a field which Emmeline had to pass before she reached the curve in the road 

lay stretched out stiff and rigid like dead men. In the midst of that field stood a little corn house, the door of 

which was open. Emmeline glanced casually across the field as she lagged along. She still wore her little red 
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coat and hat, under which her soft fleece of blond hair flew before the wind like a flag. She glanced casually; 

then her heart gave a great leap and seemed to stand still. 

Over that rigid field she had seen a little live object scamper and make straight for that corn house, which he 

entered, doubtless in pursuit of some smaller, swifter thing which she could not see, possibly a field mouse or 

a mole. Emmeline knew the pursuer to be the Ticknor dog. A thought leaped into her brain — a thought so 

wild and audacious that she could not entirely harbor it for a second. Then all her faculties rose to action. 

Down on the ground she set her basket of eggs. Over the fence, with its tangle of leafless vines, she went, and 

across the field she raced, her little feet skipping from furrow to furrow, her hair streaming. She reached the 

corn house, and grasped the door, swinging outward and creaking in the cold wind, with a grasp of despair. 

She slammed it to, and fastened it. Emmeline at last had her enemy safe in prison. An angry bark and a 

scratching assailed her ears as she sped back to the road, but Spotty could not get loose. She was sure of that. 

It was a strong little house. 

Emmeline took up her basket of eggs and went on. Nobody had seen her. This was a lonely spot in the road. A 

mad exultation filled her heart. For the first time she was going to the Ticknors' without fear clutching her, 

body and soul. When she rounded the curve in the road and came in sight of the squalid little group of 

buildings they looked almost beautiful to her. She fairly laughed to herself. She almost danced as she went on. 

When she reached the house and Mrs. Ticknor opened the door as usual she saw for the first time what a 

really lovely little face the next little girl to the baby had, in spite of dirt. She smiled as she delivered the eggs, 

and stood beaming while Mrs. Ticknor emptied the basket and returned it. She had no need to look about or 

listen for any little spiteful animal now. She was quite safe. She went home light-footed. She was quite rosy 

when she reached there. 

“The dear child is really better,” her aunt said to her mother when Emmeline had gone to put away her 

outdoor wraps. 

“Yes,” said Mrs. Ames, “she certainly does look better, and I do believe it is nothing but that walk every 

morning in the fresh air has done her good.” 

“I think so, too,” said Martha. “I think it has done her much more good than the doctor's medicine.” 

Poor Martha herself looked, in spite of her pride and her high carriage of head, as if she needed some helpful 

tonic for either soul or body, or both. She had grown thinner, and although she smiled, the smile did not look 

spontaneous. In these days Martha smiled mechanically and only with her lips. Her lips curved prettily, but 

her eyes remained serious and thoughtful, even while she spoke about Emmeline's looking better. 

Emmeline did, in reality, seem better all that day. She even asked for luncheon between breakfast and noon. 

She slept well that night. She ate her breakfast with an appetite the next morning, and set out even merrily on 

her errand to the Ticknors'. It was still cold, and the northwest wind had not gone down. It had raged all night. 

When she came to the field in which the corn house stood the door was closed fast; no one was at work, and 

the plow ridges which later on would be green with waving flags of corn lay stiffly like dead men, as they had 

done the day before. Emmeline looked at the corn house. She thought, but she was not quite sure, that she 

heard a little plaintive sound, something between a whine and yelp. When she returned she was quite sure. 

She knew that she heard it. Her face sobered. When she reached home her mother and aunt exchanged 

glances, and her mother went into the kitchen to tell Annie to make some beef tea. Emmeline had to drink a 
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cup of it when it was made. Her mother and aunt had agreed, with dismay, that she did not look so well as she 

had done the day before. 

She looked still worse as the day wore on and the days wore on. During three days Emmeline suffered 

tortures of remorse with regards to the little dog shut up in the corn house and perhaps starving to death, 

unless there might be some scattered corn left over from the year before, or rats. Emmeline was not quite sure 

as to whether Spotty would eat rats, even if reduced to starvation. She astonished her mother on the evening 

of the second day by inquiring, apropos of nothing at all, “Mother, do dogs ever eat rats?” And when both her 

mother and aunt seemed unable to answer positively in the affirmative, her little face took on an expression of 

white misery which amazed them. After Emmeline had gone to bed that night her mother told her aunt that if 

the child was not better before long she should call in another doctor. 

It was horrible for Emmeline during those mornings to pass that corn house, with its shut door and desolate 

field. She felt like a murderess. She was not quite sure whether she heard Spotty's plaintive whine. She 

wondered if he were dead and she had killed him. 

It was the evening of the third day that Emmeline made up her mind. Chance favored her. Annie had forgotten 

to order a yeast-cake, and the fact was mentioned in her presence just before supper. Annie said that she 

would go to the store after supper and get it, for she must mix bread that night. Then Emmeline spoke eagerly: 

“Mother, can't I go? There is plenty of time before supper. Please let me go.” 

Her aunt abetted her. “I would let her go if I were you,” she said. “She will sleep better. The air is lovely, 

although it is frosty for this time of year.” Martha had just come from a walk to the post office. “There I have 

been right in the store, and could have got it if I had known,” she said; “but I do think it will do Emmeline 

good to run out, and it will not be dark until after she gets back.” 

So Emmeline went. She had mysteriously tucked up the sleeve of her red coat a little parcel which contained 

two chicken bones. They were nice little chicken bones, wrapped in white paper. She carried also her little 

purse, in which she had some money of her own besides the pennies which her mother had given her to buy 

the yeast with. 

Emmeline flashed out of sight of the house windows, a swift little figure in red. 

“I can't make her out at all,” Emmeline's mother said. “There she has seemed all down in the dumps for two 

days and a half, and all of a sudden she is as eager to go to the store as I ever saw her about anything in her 

life. Her eyes looked as bright as stars.” 

“If she were grown up, I should think she had something on her mind,” Martha said, reflectively. 

“Now, Martha, what nonsense! What can that baby, with everything done for her, have on her mind?” 

“Of course she cannot,” said Martha, but her eyes were reflective. 
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Meantime, Emmeline sped on her way. The store was on a street at right angles to the one leading to the 

Ticknors', which opened just before the field with the corn house was reached. Emmeline hurried to the store, 

bought the yeast-cake, and also with her own money a little paper bag of sweet crackers. Then swiftly, 

without a moment's hesitation, she ran back to the other road and across the field to the corn house. She 

listened for just one second before opening the door. She heard a little whine — not a bark, but a whine. Then 

she opened the door, and no soldier charging the enemy ever required more spirit than she; but open it she 

did. She held out the chicken bones. Then she flung them at poor Spotty, emerging trailingly from the dusty 

interior. Spotty caught at the little bones and crunched them down. Then Emmeline fed him with the sweet 

crackers. She put one on the ground. Then, as the little animal caught it up, a feeling of great love and pity 

overcame her. All at once she loved that which she had feared. She fed Spotty the rest of the sweet crackers 

from her little red-mittened hand, and did not have the slightest quiver of terror, even when the sharp little 

teeth were so near her fingers. 

After the crackers were all gone, Emmeline started homeward, and Spotty followed her. He bounded around 

her, leaping up, barking with joy. He was a poor little mongrel, and from heredity and poor training he had 

lacked the better traits of his kind. He had been mischievous, cowardly, and malicious. He had loved nobody. 

But now he loved Emmeline for setting him free and giving him food. He knew nothing of the injury which 

she had done him. He was conscious only of the benefit. So he followed her, as he had never followed any of 

the Ticknors. They, in truth, had never cared for him. They had simply been too indolent and too indifferent to 

turn him adrift when, a poor canine wanderer, he had located himself with them uninvited. But this was 

different. He loved this little girl, who had opened his prison door and fed him with nice chicken bones and 

sweet crackers. He had suffered, and she had come to his aid. He was still thirsty, but thirst also would be 

satisfied by her. He followed her with joyful faith across the field. When they reached the road leading to the 

store a man emerged thence, walking hurriedly. Emmeline knew him at once. He was Mr. John Adams. 

John spoke to Emmeline in a confused sort of way. “Oh, it is you, Emmeline!” he said. 

“Yes, sir,” replied Emmeline. 

“How are your mother and aunt?” 

“Pretty well, I thank you.” 

“Have you been to supper?” 

“No, sir.” 

Mr. John Adams hesitated still more. “Well,” he said, “I had my supper early, and so, and so —” 

Emmeline glanced up at him, and saw to her amazement that his face was burning red, and he was smiling 

foolishly. 

“I thought,” he said, finally, “that I would run up to your house this evening and — I thought I would go 

early, because — I happened to think it was the evening for prayer meeting, and I didn't know but she — your 

mother and aunt might be going, and — I thought if they were — if I went early, I would go along with 

them.” 
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“Mother and Aunt Martha aren't going to meeting. I heard them say so,” said Emmeline. Then she added, out 

of the innocence of her soul: “I know Aunt Martha will be real glad to see you.” 

“Do you think she will?” asked Mr. John Adams, eagerly. 

“Yes, sir.” 

“I wonder how you would like it if I should come and live in your house, with you and your mother and 

aunt?” said John Adams. 

Emmeline slipped her little hand into his. “I think it would be real nice,” she said. 

“You dear little soul!” said Mr. John Adams. He squeezed her hand in his big strong one. “Is that your dog, 

little one?” he asked. 

“No, sir.” 

“I didn't know but you had been getting a pet dog since I was at your house.” 

“That is the Ticknor dog; he followed me.” Just then the dog leaped up, and Emmeline patted his head, 

laughing. 

“He is a mongrel, but he seems a bright little dog,” said Mr. John Adams. “I should think you would keep 

him. He can't have a very good home at the Ticknors'.” 

“I am going to if mother will let me,” said Emmeline, with sudden resolve. 

The little triumphal procession went on its way. The west was a clear cold red. They passed a field in which 

stood scattered stacks of last year's corn. In the shadow the withered blades had a curious vivid crudeness of 

something which was rather tone than color. They gleamed out like newly cut wood, like naked flesh. They 

were elemental, belonging to the first: dry death, for which there are no paints on the palette, any more than 

for light and air and sentient life. But where the red western glow struck these blades of corn they were lit 

with brilliant reflections, and seemed to leap into flames of red gold. 

In the sky was faintly visible a filmy arc of new moon. A great star was slowly gathering light near it. 

Emmeline danced along, holding to Mr. John Adams' hand. Her head was up. Her whole face laughed. The 

little dog raced ahead; he ran back; he leaped and barked short joyous barks. They were all conquerors, by 

that might of spiritual panoply of love with which they had been born equipped. There was the dog, in whom 

love had conquered brute spite and maliciousness; the man in whom love had conquered self-will. But the 

child was the greatest conqueror of the three, for in her love had conquered fear, which is in all creation its 

greatest foe, being love's own antithesis. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/mary-e-wilkins-freeman/short-story/little-girl-afraid-of-a-dog 

https://americanliterature.com/author/mary-e-wilkins-freeman/short-story/little-girl-afraid-of-a-dog
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Physical pain is unpleasant, yet it’s vital for survival because it’s a warning that your body is in danger. It tells 

you to take your hand off a hot burner or to see a doctor about discomfort in your chest. Pain reminds us all 

that we need to take care of ourselves. 

Feeling lonely is the social equivalent to feeling physical pain. It even triggers the same pathways in the brain 

that are involved in processing emotional responses to physical pain. 

Just like feeling physical pain, feeling lonely and disconnected from others is also a signal that we need to 

take care of ourselves by seeking the safety and comfort of companionship. But what happens when we are 

unable to find companionship and the loneliness persists? 

As scholars at the Center for Healthy Aging at Penn State, we study the impact of stress on the aging body 

and brain, including how it can worsen cognitive decline and risk for dementia. The social isolation older 

adults are experiencing now amid the coronavirus pandemic is raising new mental health risks, but there are 

things people can do to protect themselves. 

The health consequences of loneliness 

The COVID-19 pandemic has put many older adults’ social lives on hold, leaving them at greater risk 

for loneliness. They know they face a higher risk of developing severe symptoms from COVID-19, so many 

are staying home. Restaurant closures and limits on visitors to assisted living centers have made it harder to 

see family and friends. 
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But even prior to the pandemic, public health experts were concerned about the prevalence and health impacts 

of loneliness in the U.S. Loneliness affects between 19% and 43% of adults ages 60 and older, and many 

adults ages 50 and over are at risk of poor health from prolonged loneliness. 

Research has shown that prolonged loneliness is associated with increased risk for premature death, similar to 

smoking, alcohol consumption and obesity. Other health consequences are also associated with loneliness, 

including elevated risk for heart disease and stroke, and it is associated with increased physician 

visits and emergency room visits. 

Loneliness can affect brain health and mental sharpness 

Older adults who are socially isolated or feel lonely also tend to perform worse on tests of thinking abilities, 

especially when required to process information rapidly. And those who feel lonely show more rapid 

decline in performance on these same tests over several years of follow-up testing. 

It is thought that loneliness may contribute to cognitive decline through multiple pathways, including physical 

inactivity, symptoms of depression, poor sleep and increased blood pressure and inflammation. 

Abnormal levels of beta-amyloid protein in the brain form plaques (brown in this illustration) between 

neurons, disrupting cells. Tau protein can form tangles (blue) within neurons, harming neural 

communication. National Institute on Aging, NIH 

Loneliness has also been found to increase the risk of developing dementia by as much as 20%. In fact, 

loneliness has an influence similar to other more well-established dementia risk factors such as diabetes, 

hypertension, physical inactivity and hearing loss. 
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Although the underlying neural mechanisms are not fully understood, loneliness has been linked with the two 

key brain changes that occur in Alzheimer’s disease: the buildup of beta-amyloid and tau proteins in the brain. 

Other indicators of psychological distress, such as repetitive negative thinking, have also be linked with the 

buildup of beta-amyloid and tau in the brain. Theories suggest that loneliness and other psychological 

stressors act to chronically trigger the biological stress response, which in turn appears to increase beta-

amyloid and tau accumulation in the brain. 

How loneliness can contribute to disease 

The evidence suggests that prolonged feelings of loneliness are detrimental to health. So, how do those 

feelings get converted into disease? 

Feeling lonely and socially isolated can contribute to unhealthy behaviors such as getting too little exercise, 

drinking too much alcohol and smoking. 

Loneliness is also an important social stressor that can activate the body’s stress responses. When prolonged, 

that response can lead to increased inflammation and reduced immunity, particularly in older adults. 

Inflammation is the body’s response to fight off infection or heal an injury, but when it continues unchecked it 

can have a harmful impact on health. Stress hormones play an important role in making sure that 

inflammation doesn’t get out of control. But, under chronic stress, the body becomes less sensitive to the 

effects of the stress hormones, leading to increased inflammation and eventually disease. 

In healthy older people, loneliness is related to a stress hormone pattern similar to that of people who are 

under chronic stress. This altered pattern in the stress response explained why people who were lonelier had 

poorer attention, reasoning and memory ability. 

Social activity can buffer against the decline 

Maintaining high quality relationships may be a key for protecting brain health from the negative impacts of 

loneliness. 

Older adults who feel more satisfied in their relationships have a 23% lower risk of dementia, while those 

who feel their relationships are supportive have a 55% lower risk of dementia, compared to those who feel 

dissatisfied or unsupported in their relationships. 

Maintaining social activity also buffers against decline in thinking abilities, even for those who live alone or 

who have signs of beta-amyloid accumulation in their brain. One reason for these benefits to brain health is 

that maintaining strong social ties and cultivating satisfying relationships may help people to cope better with 

stress; people who feel better able to cope with difficulties or bounce back after a stressful event show less 

buildup of tau protein in their brains. 

This is good news because, with the importance of social distancing for controlling the COVID-19 pandemic, 

how people manage their feelings and relationships is likely more important for brain health than the fact that 

they are spending time physically apart. 
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[Get our best science, health and technology stories. Sign up for The Conversation’s science newsletter.] 

Strategies for coping with loneliness 

Loneliness is a common and normal human experience. An important first step is to recognize this and accept 

that what you are feeling is part of being human. 

Rather than focusing on what’s not possible at the moment, try to refocus your attention on what you can do 

to stay connected and make a plan to take action. This could include planning to reach out to friends or 

family, or trying new activities at home that you normally wouldn’t have time for, such as online classes or 

book clubs. 

During times of high stress, self-care is essential. Following recommendations to maintain regular exercise 

and sleep routines, healthy eating and continuing to engage in enjoyable activities will help to manage stress 

and maintain mental and physical health. 
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_us&utm_term=The%20loneliness%20of%20social%20isolation%20can%20affect%20your%20brain%20an

d%20raise%20dementia%20risk%20in%20older%20adults 
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How Plants Helped Colette Satisfy an Insatiable Desire 

Damon Young on Colette's Life in the Garden 

VIA SCRIBE PUBLICATIONS 

By Damon Young 

 

April 13, 2020 

Colette was modern France’s most lauded woman author. But she also had a second career as a scandal. In 

1893 she arrived in Paris from provincial Burgundy as the 20-year-old bride of an urbane cad, the writer 

Henry “Willy” Gauthier-Villars. “In a few hours an unscrupulous man,” she wrote of her husband in My 

Apprenticeships, “will transform an ignorant girl into a prodigy of licentiousness.” Colette had her literary 

apprenticeship as one of his ghostwriters before publishing her first novel, Claudine at School. The risqué 

tale, heavily edited by her husband, featured teenage promiscuity, lesbianism, teacher–student affairs and a 

casual disregard for bourgeois propriety. “It promises something a bit more than glory to its 

author: martyrdom,” said Rachilde in a review for the Mercure de France, “for there will never be enough 

stones or crowns of thorns to throw at her.” 

Colette was undeterred, and continued to write best-selling Claudine novels in her “little drawing-room jail,” 

while Willy had his affairs. During their marriage, and after their strangely amicable divorce, Colette also 

performed raunchy pantomimes in a music hall to the applause of audiences and the consternation of 

establishment conservatives. She was a fashionable lesbian before it was fashionable. Her onstage kiss with 

her lover Mathilde (Missy) de Mourney, in a Moulin Rouge pantomime, caused such a fracas that the police 

were called. Still touring as an actress, Colette was also a journalist for Le Matin, a theatre critic, a novelist 

and a playwright—often under a pseudonym, because of her scandalous reputation. 

https://scribepublications.com/books-authors/books/philosophy-in-the-garden
https://lithub.com/author/damonyoung/
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Meanwhile, the drama continued in her life. After Missy and several other affairs with men and women, 

Colette married Henri de Jouvenel and had a child, also named Colette (nicknamed “Bel-Gazou”), whom she 

gave to an English nanny to raise for most of the year. Polite society again raised its eyebrows when Colette 

seduced her teenage stepson Bertrand, some thirty years her junior. “She belonged to the first generation,” 

wrote Henri de Jouvenel’s secretary, “of 20th-century sexual revolutionaries.” Ever the optimist, she went on 

to get married for a third time, to Maurice Goudeket. Throughout her life, Colette wrote prodigiously, keeping 

up what she called her “merciless control” over prose, without putting the brakes on hedonism or notoriety. 

She also poured her funds, and those of rich (and perhaps credulous) friends, into “Colette” branded beauty 

products (“Streetwalker” chic, according to one friend). Suffice it to say that, as a cosmetics entrepreneur, she 

was a fine author. Colette had no talent for this craft or industry, but she approached it with the same ferocity 

she did literature, sex, food and love. Colette could be cruel, fickle and deceitful. But in a conservative era, 

her chief scandal was her willingness, as a woman, to affirm her own ample appetites. 

* 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

More than four decades after Willy first showed her off to Paris, we find Colette still in the capital, in her new 

apartment in the Palais-Royal. She sits at her divan bed, a fur throw on her legs. Despite the pillows at her 

back, and her loose sandals, she is uncomfortable. Her back and hips ache. Her ankles and feet are swollen. 

And her hand, gripping the Parker Duofold, is bent with arthritis. Alongside her cats, her constant companion 

is, she says, “pain ever young.” But her lamp, shaded with the famous blue paper, is on, so her friends know 

she is writing. More blue sheets sit on a card table on her lap’s thick folds, alongside unread letters and a vase 

of fleshy pink roses. Her fountain pen glides quickly over the pages— “as easily as frying an egg,” she once 

boasted. This Chevalier of the Legion of Honour is still on top of her literary game. 

As she writes, she hears the Resistance snipers. “The shots echoing and reechoing from wall to wall across the 

garden,” she wrote in The Evening Star, “provided a rather theatrical display.” Colette wants to lean on her 

windowsill to watch the shooting, but it is not safe (“they’re such bad shots”). But in daylight, she savors the 

view. 

“What! Are the flowers cruel too?” she wrote. “Are they too the slaves of a demanding sexuality? Do they too 

have savage and cruel caprices?” 

Below are the neat geometries of the Jardin du Palais-Royal: 18th-century parterres around a dry fountain, 

bordered by avenues of lime trees. The sunlit mist of the morning has gone, and Colette’s eyes flit between 

the paper’s light blue and the greens outside her window. She sees the occupying German officers, pacing 

with their pistols holstered. She soaks up the Palais-Royal’s rural idyll, right on her Paris doorstep— “another 

country home,” as her friends put it. Scents of wisteria brought from her childhood home, bees landing on her 

window sill, and the noise of kids playing. She will die here, and the thought comforts her. “I like the idea that 

I shall have to face my end,” she writes in “The Palais-Royal,” “watched over … by the remains of an arbor 

that once gave shade to nuns.” She can almost smell the citrus leaves. 

Almost. For Colette is bedridden. And as she ages, she will suffer this more regularly—already she must be 

carried downstairs to La Grand Vefour for her favorite salmon pastry. The room feels small, stuffy. The 

jardin’s enlightenment lines are as far away as her old Saint-Tropez retreat, or the roses of her Burgundy 
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childhood. No more training vines to climb iron arches, or staking tomatoes. Left hand gently stroking her 

wiry hedge of hair, she watches the window and writes. After a life of public notoriety, the septuagenarian 

author conjures up one of her last reveries: a garden. 

“I don’t have a garden any more,” Colette writes in Flowers and Fruit. No matter—she will daydream. “The 

worrying thing,” she continues, “would be if the future gardens, whose reality is of no importance, were 

beyond my grasp.” But her mind is still clear—the future can be written, if not lived. She’ll plant 

blue Hepaticas, which will edge a basket of Dielytras. Her pansies, she says, will look like Henry VIII. She’ll 

have an arbor and a trellis for dragon-tongued Cobaeas. Her vases will be stuffed with white lilies, and 

tuberose will climb the staircase. If it’s a Breton garden, Colette will plant Daphne. If it’s by a lake, she’ll 

have Japan allspice—the nightingale of flowers, dull to look at but beautiful to other senses. “How I love this 

ideal flower bed of mine,” she writes, “with its sumptuous border of ‘ifs.'” It’s a grab bag of Colette’s 

aesthetic passions, so practicality or feasibility are irrelevant. For her, the important thing is the fantasy 

itself—to ward off forgetfulness. “I shall dig them all into their storage trenches, some in my memory, the 

others in my imagination,” she writes. “There … they can still find the humus, the slightly bitter water, the 

warmth and the gratitude which will perhaps keep them from dying.” Because of her literary talent, Colette’s 

fantasies seem palpable—as if the humus and bitter water were right by her day bed. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

* 

In her “well-ordered solitude,” Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette lived in two worlds, real and imagined. There was 

her Paris apartment, and its procession of entertainments: fan mail, cut flowers, visits from neighbor Jean 

Cocteau, with whom she traded barbs and closet-skeletons like “precious marbles.” And there was her inner 

universe, her sumptuous border of “ifs”: two long roads of memory and fantasy, forking behind to childhood, 

and ahead to death and beyond. This tendency to daydream was more than a product of Colette’s advancing 

age. If the years intensified her imagination, the disposition was always there. She loved the faded and the 

nascent with equal ferocity. This sounds schizoid, but it was not. Unifying all of Colette’s flights was an ideal 

of tranquillity, centered on the French landscape, particularly flowers. 

Most obviously, this stemmed from her bucolic childhood at Rue de l’Hospice, in Saint-Sauveur-en-Puisaye, 

a Burgundy commune in the late 19th century. Her mother Sidonie—nicknamed Sido—was a keen green 

thumb, who shrugged off her domestic burdens in the fresh air. “Off she would go,” recalled Colette in Sido, 

“into the garden, and at once her resentment and her nervous exasperation subsided.” All year round Sido 

guarded her “babies”: shelves of young potted plants, growing on green wooden steps. Colette once scratched 

into a pot’s lifeless-looking dirt, trying to discover the bulb or seed. “You’re nothing but a little eight-year-old 

murderess,” said her mother, angrily. Sido coveted her flowers, and was known to refuse roses for use in 

funerals, pelargoniums for Corpus Christi. If she avoided state religion, there was a secular reverence in this, 

which stamped itself upon Colette’s soul. “The style of things, the kind of things that we shall love in later life 

are fixed,” she wrote in “Autumn,” “in that moment when the child’s strong gaze selects and molds the 

figures of fantasy that for it are going to last.” Daffodils ringing a spring, a family feast arranged like a 

bouquet, conifers dressed in snow— these provided Colette with her distinctive imagery. She took pleasure in 

them throughout her long life. They colored her prose, from her debut Claudine at School (her Sapphic 

teenager, Claudine, loves “deep, encroaching woods”) to her very last memoirs and essays. 
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Biographer Judith Thurman notes that happy childhoods are “as scarce in biography as they are in fiction.” 

She questions Colette’s halcyon vision of girlhood, with its convenient contrast with urbane Parisian 

cynicism. But whatever their sources—fact or fiction, invention or revision—Colette’s fantasies were 

consistent. Her works are full of intimate botanical and horticultural detail, often from her Burgundy 

childhood. “I plunge off down a once familiar path at the pace I walked along it then,” she wrote in The 

Evening Star. “I aim for the big, crooked oak, for the poor farm where the cider and the bread spread with 

butter were doled out to me with such a generous hand.” If scenes like this were fictions, they were necessary 

ones for her. An insomniac, Colette spent whole nights this way, wandering in her past landscapes—what the 

author called her “virtuoso playing upon memory.” 

The imagined future had the same horticultural appeal. In 1925, when she was in her early fifties, Colette 

purchased a Saint-Tropez property. She did not buy it for the house, much less for the investment or cachet (it 

was then a place to buy seafood, not to be “seen”). She bought it for the landscape, with its 4 acres of 

Mediterranean soil and flora. “There is … a house,” she wrote, “but that counts less.” She dubbed it “La 

Treille Muscate”: The Grape Vine. As soon as the house was hers, she began to invent her ideal garden. She 

painstakingly listed the tomatoes, aubergines, tarragon, sage, mint and yellow, pink and red roses. She 

devoted a purple paragraph to the vines, climbing iron arches and spiralling above the dirt. “Already lyrical, 

already in ecstasy?” she chided herself, but then justified her fancy: “The shores of the Mediterranean have 

turned more than one steady head with their intoxications.” Like many owners then and now, Colette was 

excitedly making plans for her new property. But this idea was more than a dry blueprint to be discarded in 

favor of the real thing. The idea was the real thing, to be played with in her mind. Hence her Bacchanalian 

prose, reveling in “grapes with their taut-skinned curves … wind laden with resins … the yellow rose which 

has a scent of fine cigars.” This was a fantasy, enjoyed for its own sake. 

The point is not that Colette was anesthetized to the present. Even in her eighth decade she was still switched 

on. After a nervous visit in March 1948, Simone de Beauvoir told her American lover, Nelson Algren, that the 

ageing raconteur was so alive, “nobody would think of looking at younger, finer women.” She was no 

doddering anachronism. The point is that, for Colette, the undone and unrealised—past and future, decay and 

renewal, recollection and invention—were equally real, and equally worthy of contemplation and joy. In her 

fantasies, she kept returning to visions of Breton soil, fleshy roses or grapevines. For Colette, this vision had a 

restorative, rejuvenating role. 

* 

In particular, the garden liberated Colette from her own appetites. As her no-holds-barred affairs suggest, 

Colette was motivated by particularly intense desires. But like many who’ve tasted abandon and 

transgression, she knew that the moments of joy never lasted. Hence the continual disappointment of her 

lovers in The Pure and the Impure: they were looking for respite from deprivation in one another, but 

deprivation was their fundamental condition. “The lovers,” summarizes Thurman, “give pleasure but can’t 

receive it, or take it but can’t give it, … are mis-matched in age, appetite, egotism, and experience—… all 

feel obscurely cheated.” 

This does not mean that pleasure did not exist for Colette—on the contrary, it could be an obsession, precisely 

because of its fleeting nature. There was still the frisson of sex with a much-younger stepson, or the 

straightforward pleasure of a rich salmon pie, or a cooling breeze on a sandaled foot. The point is that these 

gratifications were the exception, and not the rule. In Colette’s mind, it led to a dog-eat-dog cosmos, in which 

all things were constantly craving something and usually competing with one another for it. ‘How many 
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crimes’, said Colette in Flowers and Fruit, ‘perpetrated by one kingdom upon another!’ In Colette’s world, 

craving never ended; one only discovered new things to crave, ad nauseam. 

So for Colette, appetite was a central existential principle. It began with food: as a little girl with a fever, she 

pushed away medicinal chicken and rice pudding, and sighed: “I’d like some Camembert, please.” After 

suffering violent food poisoning, she pigged out on stuffed cabbage, cider and a currant tart—the richer the 

meal, the better the rejuvenation. She was convinced that her friend Annie de Pene, who succumbed to the 

1914 Spanish influenza epidemic, died because she had not eaten well. “The flu took her with her defenses 

down,” she wrote to a friend, “which is to say on an empty stomach.” Hoping to remedy this by proxy, she 

tried to console Annie’s daughter with a bunch of grapes, and then prawns at Prunier’s. 

For Colette, food cured spiritual and bodily ills. When she hit late adolescence and early youth, sex had the 

same restorative role—for one lover, at least. In The Pure and the Impure, Colette described this as if it were 

parasitism—lovers as vampires or victims. She wrote of “individuals who let themselves be filled by me, 

leaving me empty and drawn”—like her bookish, teenage stepson, Bertrand de Jouvenel, whom she seduced 

in her fifties. In her youth, she was herself “filled” by the rakish Willy. Colette was, she later wrote in My 

Apprenticeships, one of those “barely nubile girls who dream of being the spectacle, the plaything, the erotic 

masterpiece of an older man.” For Colette, pleasure usually required some hierarchy: master and slave, 

domination and submission, predator and prey. “I don’t love people I can dominate,” said her 15-year-old 

heroine Claudine, who wanted to be bullied a little by a lover. Even Colette’s ties with pets and children were 

“raptorial,” as she put it—she had to “conquer and subdue,” lest they did the same to her. A child was, she 

wrote in My Mother’s House, a “happy little vampire.” 

Whereas desire for sex or food always left Colette wanting more, plants helped to rid her of desire altogether; 

helped her to become less starved and more contemplative. 

As this suggests, Colette played both roles, and excelled in each: the naïve nymphet with long braids, and the 

predatory seductress; the capricious, stubborn child, and the stern mother. At the heart of both was ongoing 

appetite: someone always needed to be “fed,” gastronomically, libidinally, psychologically. Because of this, 

Colette had an ongoing fear of emptiness: in herself, and the world. “She utterly abhors a vacuum,” writes 

Thurman, “and her famous insatiability is proportional to her exaggerated terror of any vital insufficiency.” 

Hence Colette’s distinctive hunger for Camembert, Bordeaux wine, transgressive love—all attempts to stave 

off some kind of physical or spiritual deprivation. 

* 

The garden might seem an unlikely remedy for this exhausting appetite. After all, roses and truffles, just like 

French authors, are creatures of craving. They feed, procreate, die. Colette recognized this now and then, but 

rarely for long—plants were always given a “get out of jail free” card. In Prisons and Paradise, for example, 

she reflected on flowers in light of modern science and cinema. Researchers suggested that plants had nervous 

systems, and therefore suffered pain, perhaps anxiety and anger. “What! Are the flowers cruel too?” she 

wrote. “Are they too the slaves of a demanding sexuality? Do they too have savage and cruel caprices?” 

Cinema portrayed plants on a gigantic scale, moving quickly with time-lapse photography. A climbing pea 

looked like a python, a lily like a crocodile. 
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Colette was unsettled by these images, but she repressed her horror in favor of a rosier outlook. “I would 

rather not know,” she wrote in Flowers and Fruit, about a stinking carrion flower, surrounded by dying flies. 

“Let the little black secret remain lying there in the depths of that flower-of-ill-repute.” Flowers, in Colette’s 

world, had to stay pure. For her, they were an almost magical break from the normal laws of the universe. 

Hence the scenes in Claudine at School, with her town transformed into a flowery bower, a kind of youthful 

fantasy land. 

This might seem like Jean-Paul Sartre’s bad faith: recognizing plants’ voracious will with one breath, and 

denying it with another. And certainly Colette was not aiming at philosophical consistency in her life or 

writings. Perhaps this is why Sartre described her as a “sacred monster,” after dining with her: the normal 

rules of intellect and scholarship did not apply. Nonetheless, her love of flowers and gardens provided 

genuine respite from her private “red in tooth and claw” universe. Whereas desire for sex or food always left 

Colette wanting more, plants helped to rid her of desire altogether; helped her to become less starved and 

more contemplative. 

For Colette, there was nothing cryptic in flowers, nothing capricious or fickle. They did not lie, cheat, betray; 

they were what they were, in 1880 or 1932, in Paris or Burgundy. Put simply, flowers were straightforward: 

they had a common and continuous nature. Because of this, Colette felt she did not have to seduce or coerce 

them (and she fumed when urbanites blithely did so: “Parisians nip all flowers in the bud,” she grumbled). 

She was simply happy to observe nature’s principles, what she called a “labor which strives towards 

perfection.” More specifically, instead of seeing flowers as predators or prey, Colette considered them calmly. 

In Prisons and Paradise, she described this attitude as her “disinterested botanical passion.” With this 

outlook, the flowers were no longer things to be measured and manipulated. 

__________________________________ 
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Excerpted from Philosophy in the Garden by Damon Young. Published April 2020 by Scribe US. 

 

Damon Young 

Damon Young is a prize-winning philosopher and writer. He is the author or editor of twelve books, 

including The Art of Reading, How to Think About Exercise, Beating and Nothingness, and Distraction. His 

works have been translated into eleven languages, and he has also written poetry, short fiction, and children’s 

fiction. Young is an Associate in Philosophy at the University of Melbourne. 

 

https://lithub.com/how-plants-helped-colette-satisfy-an-insatiable-desire/  
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Soil microbes may counter methane release from thawing permafrost 

By Michael Irving 

 

The Arctic permafrost is melting, which will release extra methane and other greenhouse gases 

John A. Kelley, USDA Natural Resources Conservation, CC BY 2.0 

Polar ice and glaciers aren’t the only things at risk of melting as a result of climate change. The Arctic 

permafrost is beginning to thaw as well, with scientists concerned that this will release huge amounts of 

greenhouse gases stored there. But now researchers at Purdue University have found that methane-munching 

microbes might counter some of that, resulting in far lower emissions than previously thought. 

In extremely cold regions around Siberia and the Arctic, the ground can freeze solid, locking away vast stores 

of carbon, methane, plant matter and microbes. And of course, as that permafrost begins to thaw out, those 

things are released again. 

https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
https://newatlas.com/imbie-antarctic-ice-loss-accelerating/55035/
https://newatlas.com/science/robotic-sub-first-ever-images-threatening-glacier/
https://newatlas.com/environment/maps-arctic-permafrost-climate-change/
https://newatlas.com/environment/maps-arctic-permafrost-climate-change/
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These emissions are already being recorded, with methane detected bubbling out of the ground and the East 

Siberian Sea at high levels. It may not get as much attention as carbon dioxide, however, methane is even 

more potent as a greenhouse gas. 

But according to the new Purdue study, we may be overestimating just how much methane will end up in the 

atmosphere. That’s because of an often overlooked factor – microbes. Specifically, a group of bacteria called 

methanotrophs, which consume methane. 

 

Youmi Oh (left) and Qianlai Zhuang (right), researchers on the new study 

Purdue Agricultural Communication/Tom Campbell 

Methanotrophs live in organic-rich wetland soil in the Arctic, although this environment gives off far more 

methane than the bugs can consume. But the researchers on the new study discovered brand new species of 

methanotroph in Arctic mineral uplands. These soils are drier and contain far less methane, so the new species 

absorbs the gas from the air. 

“This group of bacteria utilizes atmospheric methane as an energy source,” says Qianlai Zhuang, co-author of 

the study. “The emissions from wetlands will potentially be quite large, but if you consider the uplands, then 

the area-aggregated net emissions will be much smaller than previously thought.” 

https://newatlas.com/nasa-arctic-winter-methane-emissions/41040/
https://newatlas.com/environment/powerful-methane-fountains-siberian-sea/
https://newatlas.com/environment/powerful-methane-fountains-siberian-sea/
https://newatlas.com/environment/soil-microbes-methane-release-thawing-permafrost/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-92970593#gallery:2
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Realizing that these microbes hadn’t been included in prior calculations, the researchers then added their 

methane consumption into a biogeochemical model. And sure enough, the methane emission projections 

dropped. Interestingly, the team says that this falls in line with observed trends of methane emissions, which 

hadn’t been as quick to increase as had been predicted. 

 

A chart comparing the old and new models of permafrost methane emissions 

Youmi Oh 

That said, the researchers are careful not to let their work inspire complacency for climate change. After all, 

it’s still a serious problem, and this doesn’t account for emissions in other parts of the world. Plus, the team 

says things could change as the temperatures heat up. 

“We do believe that Arctic methane emissions will increase by the end of this century as other studies have 

shown, but the net increase to the atmosphere will be much smaller once upland methanotrophs are taken into 

consideration,” says Youmi Oh, co-author of the study. “It was even possible in our simulation that net 

emissions decrease because high-affinity methanotrophs survive better than methanogens in response to 

warming.” 

The research was published in the journal Nature Climate Change. 

Source: Purdue University 

We recommend 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-020-0734-z
https://www.purdue.edu/newsroom/releases/2020/Q1/purdue-study-downgrades-arctic-methane-emissions-thanks-to-soil-microbes.html
https://newatlas.com/environment/soil-microbes-methane-release-thawing-permafrost/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-92970593#gallery:1
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1. MIT groups develop smartphone system THAW that allows for direct interaction between devices 

by Bob Yirka et al., TechXplore.com 

2. Afatinib for the Treatment of Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer Harboring Uncommon EGFR Mutations: 

A Database of 693 Cases 

James Chih-Hsin Yang et. al., JTO, 2020 

3. Microsoft hands developers early view of Visual Studio 

by Nancy Owano et al., TechXplore.com 

1. A stretchable, compressible sensor for wearable electronics and soft robots 

by Ingrid Fadelli et al., TechXplore.com 

2. German Cancer Research Center Completes €77M Renovation, Eyes Launch of New Programs 

GenomeWeb, 2010 

3. Epigenomics Signs up Turkish Distributor for Cancer Test 

GenomeWeb, 2010 

Michael Irving 

Michael has always been fascinated by space, technology, dinosaurs, and the weirder mysteries of the 

universe. With a Bachelor of Arts in Professional Writing and several years experience under his belt, he 

joined New Atlas as a staff writer in 2016. 

https://newatlas.com/environment/soil-microbes-methane-release-thawing-

permafrost/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-

92970593 

  

https://techxplore.com/news/2014-09-mit-groups-smartphone-interaction-devices.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://www.jto.org/article/S1556-0864(20)30014-9/fulltext?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=JTO_TrendMD_1
https://www.jto.org/article/S1556-0864(20)30014-9/fulltext?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=JTO_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2014-06-microsoft-early-view-visual-studio.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2020-03-stretchable-compressible-sensor-wearable-electronics.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://www.genomeweb.com/german-cancer-research-center-completes-%E2%82%AC77m-renovation-eyes-launch-new-programs?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://www.genomeweb.com/dxpgx/epigenomics-signs-turkish-distributor-cancer-test?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
https://newatlas.com/environment/soil-microbes-methane-release-thawing-permafrost/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-92970593
https://newatlas.com/environment/soil-microbes-methane-release-thawing-permafrost/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-92970593
https://newatlas.com/environment/soil-microbes-methane-release-thawing-permafrost/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-92970593
https://newatlas.com/environment/soil-microbes-methane-release-thawing-permafrost/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-92970593
https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
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Provincial Spring 
by Yannis Ritsos 

Issue no. 91 (Spring 1984) 

Time slows down, the light smoothes out surfaces, seeps 

into old closets, drawers, and underneath the beds; 

dries the pillow’s saliva, abrogates the winding of the stairs, 

puts words in iambic order. And now the man 

who had only a long, threadbare coat to hide 

inglorious scars, the grey hairs, is obliged 

to stand naked in the light, pretending to be 

the statue of a youth, over whose marble curls 

some fatuous passerby has thrown a beat-up straw hat 

with ribbons and wax cherries from Immemorial summers. 

 

—translated from the Greek by Martin McKinsey 

 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 Two more Yannis Ritsos poems published in issue no. 91, Spring 1984? 

 The introduction to a new edition of Three Summers by Margarita Liberaki, one of the most famous 

Greek novels of the twentieth century? 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=6597fe4b69&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=6597fe4b69&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=30c635fca1&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=74df14009e&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=6597fe4b69&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=6597fe4b69&e=d538c8f2e0
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Facade-mounted panels designed to boost solar uptake 

By Ben Coxworth 

 

A 2 by 3-meter (6.6 by 9.9-ft) demonstration model of the system, featuring nine embedded solar panels 

A. Heller, Architektur-Institut Leipzig 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

While we're used to seeing buildings with photovoltaic panels on their roofs, the fronts of those buildings are 

typically panel-free. German researchers are working on putting that space to use, with facade-based solar 

panels. 

The technology was initially developed by a team from the Fraunhofer Center for Silicon Photovoltaics – 

working with colleagues from the Leipzig University of Applied Sciences, and the Dresden University of 

Technology – as part of the SOLAR.shell project. 

https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
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Their experimental system is intended to be more aesthetically-pleasing than simply placing traditional panels 

flat against the front of a building, while also being more effective at receiving sunlight for conversion into 

electricity. 

The latter is achieved via a design in which each panel is angled up toward the sun, instead of facing straight 

out from the side of the building. As a result, the setup is claimed to deliver up to 50 percent more energy than 

an equivalent amount of traditional vertically-mounted panels. 

Although the panels could be fastened to existing facades made of regular concrete, the researchers are 

particularly interested in combining them with a long-lasting experimental new material known as Carbon 

Concrete Composite. Unlike traditional reinforced concrete, which contains steel wires, it incorporates carbon 

fibers. Sections of facade made from the material could be cast with panel-shaped depressions already in 

them, allowing for a smoother-looking, snugger fit once the panels are added. 

The SOLAR.shell research project itself has already wrapped up, with the follow-up SOLARcon project now 

focusing on commercializing the system. 

Source: Fraunhofer 

We recommend 

1. Nanoparticles give solar panels a green color 

by AMOLF, TechXplore.com 

2. Solar energy solutions for facades 

by Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, TechXplore.com 

3. 'Inkjet' solar panels poised to revolutionise green energy 

by Stanislaw Waszak, TechXplore.com 

1. Solar panels get a facelift with custom designs 

by Rob Matheson et al., TechXplore.com 

2. NREL identifies where new solar technologies can be flexible 

by National Renewable Energy Laboratory, TechXplore.com 

3. Afatinib for the Treatment of Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer Harboring Uncommon EGFR Mutations: 

A Database of 693 Cases 

https://www.fraunhofer.de/en/press/research-news/2020/march/solar-energy-solutions-for-facades.html
https://techxplore.com/news/2017-08-nanoparticles-solar-panels-green.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2020-03-solar-energy-solutions-facades.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2019-02-inkjet-solar-panels-poised-revolutionise.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2017-02-solar-panels-facelift-custom.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2018-11-nrel-solar-technologies-flexible.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://www.jto.org/article/S1556-0864(20)30014-9/fulltext?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=JTO_TrendMD_1
https://www.jto.org/article/S1556-0864(20)30014-9/fulltext?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=JTO_TrendMD_1
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James Chih-Hsin Yang et. al., JTO, 2020 

 

Ben Coxworth 

Based out of Edmonton, Canada, Ben Coxworth has been writing for New Atlas since 2009 and is presently 

Managing Editor for North America. An experienced freelance writer, he previously obtained an English BA 

from the University of Saskatchewan, then spent over 20 years working in various markets as a television 

reporter, producer and news videographer. Ben is particularly interested in scientific innovation, human-

powered transportation, and the marine environment. 

 

https://newatlas.com/energy/facade-mounted-solar-

panels/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-

92970593 

  

https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
https://newatlas.com/energy/facade-mounted-solar-panels/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-92970593
https://newatlas.com/energy/facade-mounted-solar-panels/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-92970593
https://newatlas.com/energy/facade-mounted-solar-panels/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-92970593
https://newatlas.com/energy/facade-mounted-solar-panels/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e3268b4039-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_31_08_18&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-e3268b4039-92970593
https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
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Another House 
by Golan Haji 

Issue no. 217 (Summer 2016) 

The house 

A frightened face 

In the window of another house. 

I was my house 

Drinking the water of my breath 

And sitting on my dreams. 

A stranger lit 

A fire in the bedroom 

And warmed himself 

Then he carved names from the past 

On the black walls 

I still can’t read them. 

—Translated from the Arabic by Marilyn Hacker 

 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 more summer issue from The Paris Review over the years, like issue no. 217, Summer 2016? 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=7916e5a270&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=7916e5a270&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=3310e184c2&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=7916e5a270&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=7916e5a270&e=d538c8f2e0
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Constantine Johnny/Moment/Getty Images 

Working from home forever could make us seriously lonely 

By Tracey Anne Duncan 

Most of us non-essential types have surrendered to the idea that we will be working at home for a while. But 

surrendering is not the same as acceptance, and frankly, I don’t know how long I can thrive in my office of 

uno. So for better or worse, some major corporations are already making decisions that may last longer than 

this current crisis. Both Facebook and Google told employees that they could work remotely until 2021, and 

Twitter announced recently that it will let its employees work from home forever. As these global giants 

embrace extended work from home options, some of us are starting to wonder if office culture is canceled 

forever and how working from home might affect our mental health. 

“Working from home is highly likely to increase the experience of loneliness for many people,” says Gail 

Saltz, associate professor of psychiatry at the NY Presbyterian Hospital Weill-Cornell School of medicine and 

host of the “Personology” podcast. “Many people live alone, and work equals their social circle and ability to 

socially be and bond with others.” Before coronavirus, Saltz tells me, loneliness was already a pandemic 

health concern. 

I have always had a love-hate relationship with working from home. 

This stay-at-home experience could exacerbate some of those preexisting conditions and lead to what some 

are calling a “social recession.” Unfortunately, that could be a hard consequence to bear. Loneliness, as Saltz 

explains, can lead to depression and anxiety. We hear these mental health terms so often that it’s easy to 

overlook the very real impact they have on people. Studies suggest that social isolation can increase the risk 

of death by up to 26%, and that was before the virus. 

https://www.mic.com/profile/tracey-anne-duncan-18145054
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/17/opinion/coronavirus-office-telecommuting.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/video/index/607678/disconnected/
https://www.theatlantic.com/video/index/607678/disconnected/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/america-faces-social-recession/608548/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25910392/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25910392/
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Westend61/Westend61/Getty Images 

But how an individual responds psychologically to moving out of the office and into some nook of their home 

isn’t just based on their pre-COVID-19 mental health status. Emotional wellbeing is more nuanced than that, 

and our behavior plays a giant role in how psychologically healthy we feel. The good news in that is that we 

all have some control over whether working from home feels like a nest or a prison. “How healthy working 

from home will be for someone's mental health will depend on a variety of factors,” says Lisa Orbé-Austin, 

New York-based psychologist and career coach. 

The factors that play into how healthy a person’s work from home space feels to them include their 

preferences for social interaction during their work day, their ability to set up their environment in a way that 

works for them, and how good they are at creating work-life balance. Orbé-Austin asserts that the choices we 

make about how to set up our spaces and use our time and energy can make a big difference. 

“Work relationships can provide a lot of companionship and camaraderie in ways that people don't realize." 

The problem is that a lot of folks, particularly those who live in small apartments in big cities and those who 

don’t have the money for an expansive home office, won’t have a lot of wiggle room when it comes to space, 

so they will be more limited in their choices. To be clear, privilege and location, two already intersecting 

domains, will inevitably play a role in an individual’s experience of working from home. 
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There are also a lot of professional variables that no one can control right now that can be contributing factors 

to emotional wellbeing. Part of staying mentally healthy, for a lot of people, includes the professional 

satisfaction that we get from working as part of a team, so distance can make work less satisfying. “Work 

relationships can provide a lot of companionship and camaraderie in ways that people don't realize,” says 

Orbé-Austin. “There are certain industries where working from home is not optimal and you can't fully do 

your best work. 

It will also affect how concepts of ‘face time’ changes advancement and team cohesion. A lot of people are 

reporting that although they are seeing people more often through video conferencing, they are still feeling 

lonely.” It’s hard to feel like you’re part of a team when you’re alone in your apartment, and that may be 

really difficult, and upsetting, for people who’s professional lives rely on establishing rapport or networking.  

How we feel about being out of the office could also evolve over time. The comforting thing about working at 

home right now, Saltz says, is that it may feel safer than being in the office. But it’s also only been about two 

months since most of us went into lockdown, she explains. “As fear dissipates over time, the lonely feelings 

are more likely to present. Right now, no one is in the office so there is nothing to actively miss. But once that 

changes, people stuck not at home will likely feel even lonelier.” 

But it’s kind of cozy to make spreadsheets in your slippers, no? Unfortunately, once the novelty of working in 

our bathrobes wears off, Saltz fears that the end of office culture may not be a reason to rejoice. What may 

feel okay and safe to us now may feel claustrophobic, limiting, and upsetting later, so we should be prepared 

to evolve emotionally, because we may not be able to choose our own best case scenario. 

I have always had a love-hate relationship with working from home. My home is extremely cozy; I have to 

acknowledge my privilege in that way. But I also thrive on the dynamic interplay that only comes with 

collaboration, and while the comforts of home are nice to have, I am missing the sense of having a shared 

experience. It’s lonely, but I'm trying to adapt — not to the loneliness, but to new ways of reaching out. And 

just as we've had to cope with ways office life has made us uncomfortable in some way, we'll calibrate if we 

need to. 

 

https://www.mic.com/p/working-from-home-forever-could-make-us-seriously-lonely-

22933993?utm_campaign=mic&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email 

  

https://www.mic.com/p/working-from-home-forever-could-make-us-seriously-lonely-22933993?utm_campaign=mic&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email
https://www.mic.com/p/working-from-home-forever-could-make-us-seriously-lonely-22933993?utm_campaign=mic&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email
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Memorial Day 

by Joyce Kilmer 

 

Memorial Day was published in Kilmer's collection, Trees and Other Poems (1914). 

 

George Matthews Harding, US Army artist, Village of Marne, 1918 

THE bugle echoes shrill and sweet, 

But not of war it sings to-day. 

The road is rhythmic with the feet 

https://americanliterature.com/author/joyce-kilmer
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Of men-at-arms who come to pray. 

 

The roses blossom white and red 

On tombs where weary soldiers lie; 

Flags wave above the honored dead 

And martial music cleaves the sky. 

Above their wreath-strewn graves we kneel, 

They kept the faith and fought the fight. 

Through flying lead and crimson steel 

They plunged for Freedom and the Right. 

 

May we, their grateful children, learn 

Their strength, who lie beneath this sod, 

Who went through fire and death to earn 

At last the accolade of God. 

In shining rank on rank arrayed 

They march, the legions of the Lord; 

He is their Captain unafraid, 

The Prince of Peace . . .  

Who brought a sword. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/joyce-kilmer/poem/memorial-day 

https://americanliterature.com/author/joyce-kilmer/poem/memorial-day
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Yes to Life, in Spite of Everything: Viktor Frankl’s Lost Lectures on Moving Beyond Optimism and 

Pessimism to Find the Deepest Source of Meaning 

“Everything depends on the individual human being, regardless of how small a number of like-minded people 

there is… each person, through action and not mere words, creatively making the meaning of life a reality in 

his or her own being.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“To decide whether life is worth living is to answer the fundamental question of philosophy,” Albert Camus 

wrote in his classic 119-page essay The Myth of Sisyphus in 1942. “Everything else… is child’s play; we must 

first of all answer the question.” 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/07/camus-myth-of-sisyphus-suicide/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/080700555X/braipick-20
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Sometimes, life asks this question not as a thought experiment but as a gauntlet hurled with the raw brutality 

of living. 

That selfsame year, the young Viennese neurologist and psychiatrist Viktor Frankl (March 26, 1905–

September 2, 1997) was taken to Auschwitz along with more than a million human beings robbed of the basic 

right to answer this question for themselves, instead deemed unworthy of living. Some survived by reading. 

Some through humor. Some by pure chance. Most did not. Frankl lost his mother, his father, and his brother 

to the mass murder in the concentration camps. His own life was spared by the tightly braided lifeline of 

chance, choice, and character. 

Viktor Frankl 

A mere eleven months after surviving the unsurvivable, Frankl took up the elemental question at the heart of 

Camus’s philosophical parable in a set of lectures, which he himself edited into a slim, potent book published 

in Germany in 1946, just as he was completing Man’s Search for Meaning. 

As our collective memory always tends toward amnesia and erasure — especially of periods scarred by 

civilizational shame — these existential infusions of sanity and lucid buoyancy fell out of print and were soon 

forgotten. Eventually rediscovered — as is also the tendency of our collective memory when the present fails 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/12/18/a-velocity-of-being-helen-fagin/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/19/viktor-frankl-humor-survival/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/19/viktor-frankl-humor-survival/
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us and we must lean for succor on the life-tested wisdom of the past — they are now published in English for 

the first time as Yes to Life: In Spite of Everything (public library). 

Frankl begins by considering the question of whether life is worth living through the central fact of human 

dignity. Noting how gravely the Holocaust disillusioned humanity with itself, he cautions against the defeatist 

“end-of-the-world” mindset with which many responded to this disillusionment, but cautions equally against 

the “blithe optimism” of previous, more naïve eras that had not yet faced this gruesome civilizational mirror 

reflecting what human beings are capable of doing to one another. Both dispositions, he argues, stem from 

nihilism. In consonance with his colleague and contemporary Erich Fromm’s insistence that we can only 

transcend the shared laziness of optimism and pessimism through rational faith in the human spirit, Frankl 

writes: 

We cannot move toward any spiritual reconstruction with a sense of fatalism such as this. 

 

“Liminal Worlds” by Maria Popova. Available as a print. 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/080700555X/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/yes-to-life-in-spite-of-everything/oclc/1125351500&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/04/erich-fromm-anatomy-of-human-destructiveness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/04/erich-fromm-anatomy-of-human-destructiveness/
https://society6.com/product/liminal-worlds-by-maria-popova_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/liminal-worlds-by-maria-popova_print?curator=brainpicker
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Generations and myriad cultural upheavals before Zadie Smith observed that “progress is never permanent, 

will always be threatened, must be redoubled, restated and reimagined if it is to survive,” Frankl considers 

what “progress” even means, emphasizing the centrality of our individual choices in its constant revision: 

Today every impulse for action is generated by the knowledge that there is no form of progress on which we 

can trustingly rely. If today we cannot sit idly by, it is precisely because each and every one of us determines 

what and how far something “progresses.” In this, we are aware that inner progress is only actually possible 

for each individual, while mass progress at most consists of technical progress, which only impresses us 

because we live in a technical age. 

Insisting that it takes a measure of moral strength not to succumb to nihilism, be it that of the pessimist or of 

the optimist, he exclaims: 

Give me a sober activism anytime, rather than that rose-tinted fatalism! 

How steadfast would a person’s belief in the meaningfulness of life have to be, so as not to be shattered by 

such skepticism. How unconditionally do we have to believe in the meaning and value of human existence, if 

this belief is able to take up and bear this skepticism and pessimism? 

[…] 

Through this nihilism, through the pessimism and skepticism, through the soberness of a “new objectivity” 

that is no longer that “new” but has grown old, we must strive toward a new humanity. 

Sophie Scholl, upon whom chance did not smile as favorably as it did upon Frankl, affirmed this notion with 

her insistence that living with integrity and belief in human goodness is the wellspring of courage as she 

courageously faced her own untimely death in the hands of the Nazis. But while the Holocaust indisputably 

disenchanted humanity, Frankl argues, it also indisputably demonstrated “that what is human is still valid… 

that it is all a question of the individual human being.” Looking back on the brutality of the camps, he 

reflects: 

What remained was the individual person, the human being — and nothing else. Everything had fallen away 

from him during those years: money, power, fame; nothing was certain for him anymore: not life, not health, 

not happiness; all had been called into question for him: vanity, ambition, relationships. Everything was 

reduced to bare existence. Burnt through with pain, everything that was not essential was melted down — the 

human being reduced to what he was in the last analysis: either a member of the masses, therefore no one real, 

so really no one — the anonymous one, a nameless thing (!), that “he” had now become, just a prisoner 

number; or else he melted right down to his essential self. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/02/08/zadie-smith-feel-free-optimism-and-despair/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/02/08/zadie-smith-feel-free-optimism-and-despair/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/28/conscience-in-revolt-sophie-scholl/
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Illustration by Margaret C. Cook for a rare 1913 edition of Leaves of Grass. (Available as a print.) 

In a sentiment that bellows from the hallways of history into the great vaulted temple of timeless truth, he 

adds: 

Everything depends on the individual human being, regardless of how small a number of like-minded people 

there is, and everything depends on each person, through action and not mere words, creatively making the 

meaning of life a reality in his or her own being. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
https://society6.com/product/i-will-confront-these-shows-of-the-day-and-night_framed-print?sku=s6-8968158p21a12v52a13v54?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/i-will-confront-these-shows-of-the-day-and-night_framed-print?sku=s6-8968158p21a12v52a13v54?curator=brainpicker
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Frankl then turns to the question of finding a sense of meaning when the world gives us ample reasons to 

view life as meaningless — the question of “continuing to live despite persistent world-weariness.” Writing in 

the post-war pre-dawn of the golden age of consumerism, which has built a global economy by continually 

robbing us of the sense of meaning and selling it back to us at the price of the product, Frankl first dismantles 

the notion that meaning is to be found in the pursuit and acquisition of various pleasures: 

Let us imagine a man who has been sentenced to death and, a few hours before his execution, has been told he 

is free to decide on the menu for his last meal. The guard comes into his cell and asks him what he wants to 

eat, offers him all kinds of delicacies; but the man rejects all his suggestions. He thinks to himself that it is 

quite irrelevant whether he stuffs good food into the stomach of his organism or not, as in a few hours it will 

be a corpse. And even the feelings of pleasure that could still be felt in the organism’s cerebral ganglia seem 

pointless in view of the fact that in two hours they will be destroyed forever. But the whole of life stands in 

the face of death, and if this man had been right, then our whole lives would also be meaningless, were we 

only to strive for pleasure and nothing else — preferably the most pleasure and the highest degree of pleasure 

possible. Pleasure in itself cannot give our existence meaning; thus the lack of pleasure cannot take away 

meaning from life, which now seems obvious to us. 

He quotes a short verse by the great Indian poet and philosopher Rabindranath Tagore — the first non-

European to win the Nobel Prize, Einstein’s onetime conversation partner in contemplating science and 

spirituality, and a man who thought deeply about human nature: 

I slept and dreamt 

that life was joy. 

I awoke and saw 

that life was duty. 

I worked — and behold, 

duty was joy. 

In consonance with Camus’s view of happiness as a moral obligation — an outcome to be attained not 

through direct pursuit but as a byproduct of living with authenticity and integrity — Frankl reflects on 

Tagore’s poetic point: 

So, life is somehow duty, a single, huge obligation. And there is certainly joy in life too, but it cannot be 

pursued, cannot be “willed into being” as joy; rather, it must arise spontaneously, and in fact, it does arise 

spontaneously, just as an outcome may arise: Happiness should not, must not, and can never be a goal, but 

only an outcome; the outcome of the fulfillment of that which in Tagore’s poem is called duty… All human 

striving for happiness, in this sense, is doomed to failure as luck can only fall into one’s lap but can never be 

hunted down. 

In a sentiment James Baldwin would echo two decades later in his superb forgotten essay on the antidote to 

the hour of despair and life as a moral obligation to the universe, Frankl turns the question unto itself: 

At this point it would be helpful [to perform] a conceptual turn through 180 degrees, after which the question 

can no longer be “What can I expect from life?” but can now only be “What does life expect of me?” What 

task in life is waiting for me? 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/04/27/when-einstein-met-tagore/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/03/07/tagore-mans-universe/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/22/a-life-worth-living-albert-camus/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/23/james-baldwin-nothing-personal-4-am/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/23/james-baldwin-nothing-personal-4-am/
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Now we also understand how, in the final analysis, the question of the meaning of life is not asked in the right 

way, if asked in the way it is generally asked: it is not we who are permitted to ask about the meaning of life 

— it is life that asks the questions, directs questions at us… We are the ones who must answer, must give 

answers to the constant, hourly question of life, to the essential “life questions.” Living itself means nothing 

other than being questioned; our whole act of being is nothing more than responding to — of being 

responsible toward — life. With this mental standpoint nothing can scare us anymore, no future, no apparent 

lack of a future. Because now the present is everything as it holds the eternally new question of life for us. 

 

https://society6.com/product/salut-au-monde_print?sku=s6-8967918p4a1v45?curator=brainpicker
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Another of Margaret C. Cook’s illustrations for the 1913 English edition of Leaves of Grass. (Available as a 

print.) 

 

Art from Margaret C. Cook’s 1913 English edition of Leaves of Grass. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
https://society6.com/product/salut-au-monde_print?sku=s6-8967918p4a1v45?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/salut-au-monde_print?sku=s6-8967918p4a1v45?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
https://society6.com/product/i-will-confront-these-shows-of-the-day-and-night_framed-print?sku=s6-8968158p21a12v52a13v54?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
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Frankl adds a caveat of tremendous importance — triply so in our present culture of self-appointed gurus, 

self-help demagogues, and endless podcast feeds of interviews with accomplished individuals attempting to 

distill a universal recipe for self-actualization: 

The question life asks us, and in answering which we can realize the meaning of the present moment, does not 

only change from hour to hour but also changes from person to person: the question is entirely different in 

each moment for every individual. 

We can, therefore, see how the question as to the meaning of life is posed too simply, unless it is posed with 

complete specificity, in the concreteness of the here and now. To ask about “the meaning of life” in this way 

seems just as naive to us as the question of a reporter interviewing a world chess champion and asking, “And 

now, Master, please tell me: which chess move do you think is the best?” Is there a move, a particular move, 

that could be good, or even the best, beyond a very specific, concrete game situation, a specific configuration 

of the pieces? 

What emerges from Frankl’s inversion of the question is the sense that, just as learning to die is learning to 

meet the universe on its own terms, learning to live is learning to meet the universe on its own terms — terms 

that change daily, hourly, by the moment: 

One way or another, there can only be one alternative at a time to give meaning to life, meaning to the 

moment — so at any time we only need to make one decision about how we must answer, but, each time, a 

very specific question is being asked of us by life. From all this follows that life always offers us a possibility 

for the fulfillment of meaning, therefore there is always the option that it has a meaning. One could also say 

that our human existence can be made meaningful “to the very last breath”; as long as we have breath, as long 

as we are still conscious, we are each responsible for answering life’s questions. 

With this symphonic prelude, Frankl arrives at the essence of what he discovered about the meaning of life in 

his confrontation with death — a central fact of being at which a great many of humanity’s deepest seers have 

arrived via one path or another: from Rilke, who so passionately insisted that “death is our friend precisely 

because it brings us into absolute and passionate presence with all that is here, that is natural, that is love,” to 

physicist Brian Greene, who so poetically nested our search for meaning into our mortality into the most 

elemental fact of the universe. Frankl writes: 

The fact, and only the fact, that we are mortal, that our lives are finite, that our time is restricted and our 

possibilities are limited, this fact is what makes it meaningful to do something, to exploit a possibility and 

make it become a reality, to fulfill it, to use our time and occupy it. Death gives us a compulsion to do so. 

Therefore, death forms the background against which our act of being becomes a responsibility. 

[…] 

Death is a meaningful part of life, just like human suffering. Both do not rob the existence of human beings of 

meaning but make it meaningful in the first place. Thus, it is precisely the uniqueness of our existence in the 

world, the irretrievability of our lifetime, the irrevocability of everything with which we fill it — or leave 

unfulfilled — that gives our existence significance. But it is not only the uniqueness of an individual life as a 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/24/emily-levine-ted-reality/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/24/emily-levine-ted-reality/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/12/10/joanna-macy-a-year-with-rilke-death-mortality/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/12/10/joanna-macy-a-year-with-rilke-death-mortality/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/24/brian-greene-janna-levin-conversation/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/24/brian-greene-janna-levin-conversation/
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whole that gives it importance, it is also the uniqueness of every day, every hour, every moment that 

represents something that loads our existence with the weight of a terrible and yet so beautiful responsibility! 

Any hour whose demands we do not fulfill, or fulfill halfheartedly, this hour is forfeited, forfeited “for all 

eternity.” Conversely, what we achieve by seizing the moment is, once and for all, rescued into reality, into a 

reality in which it is only apparently “canceled out” by becoming the past. In truth, it has actually been 

preserved, in the sense of being kept safe. Having been is in this sense perhaps even the safest form of being. 

The “being,” the reality that we have rescued into the past in this way, can no longer be harmed by 

transitoriness. 

In the remainder of the slender and splendid Yes to Life, Frankl goes on to explore how the imperfections of 

human nature add to, rather than subtract from, the meaningfulness of our lives and what it means for us to be 

responsible for our own existence. Complement it with Mary Shelley, writing two centuries ago about a 

pandemic-savaged world, on what makes life worth living, Walt Whitman contemplating this question after 

surviving a paralytic stroke, and a vitalizing cosmic antidote to the fear of death from astrophysicist and poet 

Rebecca Elson, then revisit Frankl on humor as lifeline to sanity and survival 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/05/17/yes-to-life-in-spite-of-everything-viktor-

frankl/?mc_cid=f34f628426&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 
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https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/19/viktor-frankl-humor-survival/
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NASA okays SunRISE CubeSat mission to study solar storms 

By David Szondy 

 

A new NASA mission called SunRISE will study what drives solar particle storms – giant surges of solar 

particles that erupt off of the Sun – as depicted in this illustration 

NASA 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

NASA has given the green light to a new CubeSat mission to study the giant space weather storms produced 

by the Sun. Slated to launch after July 1, 2023, the Sun Radio Interferometer Space Experiment (SunRISE) 

will use six toaster-oven-sized spacecraft flying in formation to form a single, very large radio telescope to 

monitor solar particle storms. 

Space weather sounds innocuous but, like Earth weather, it can be extremely dangerous. Because the Sun is 

essentially a gigantic fusion reactor that goes through periods of high and low activity, it sends out streams of 

radiation and subatomic particles punctuated by massive flares, resulting in solar particle storms. 

https://newatlas.com/author/david-szondy/
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These storms are invisible to the naked eye but they have very real effects. Astronauts traveling outside the 

Earth's protective magnetic fields could be exposed to dangerous levels of radiation, satellites and deep-space 

probes can be damaged by energetic particles, and they can even knock out power grids on the Earth's surface. 

Therefore, it's no surprise that NASA and other space agencies are very keen to keep an eye on the Sun. To 

help with this task, NASA has awarded a US$62.6 million grant to the SunRISE project, which is led by 

Justin Kasper at the University of Michigan, to design, build and launch the CubeSat constellation under the 

management of NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California. 

Once in Earth orbit, the six mini-satellites will remain on station within 6 miles (10 km) of each other as they 

observe the Sun and the space environment at low spectral frequencies. The goal is to build up three-

dimensional maps that will locate where solar particles are blasting out from the Sun, learn more about how 

they evolve, and how these jets are produced and accelerated. NASA says that they will also map the pattern 

of magnetic field lines reaching from the Sun out into interplanetary space for the first time. 

SunRISE is being developed as one of NASA's Missions of Opportunity, where mission costs are kept down 

by launching as a ride-along with an already approved mission. In this case, a commercial satellite provided 

by Maxar of Westminster, Colorado. 

"We are so pleased to add a new mission to our fleet of spacecraft that help us better understand the Sun, as 

well as how our star influences the space environment between planets," says Nicky Fox, director of NASA's 

Heliophysics Division. "The more we know about how the Sun erupts with space weather events, the more we 

can mitigate their effects on spacecraft and astronauts." 

Source: NASA 

We recommend 

1. New safer, inexpensive way to propel small satellites 

by Chris Adam et al., TechXplore.com 

2. Next generation batteries could provide power to microsatellites, CubeSats 

by Linda Herridge et al., TechXplore.com 

3. Novel solar cells arrive at International Space Station for testing 

by John Toon et al., TechXplore.com 

1. Want to turn off the internet? It could happen if a solar storm hits the Earth 

by Doyle Rice et al., TechXplore.com 

https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-selects-mission-to-study-causes-of-giant-solar-particle-storms
https://techxplore.com/news/2019-07-safer-inexpensive-propel-small-satellites.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2017-02-batteries-power-microsatellites-cubesats.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2019-11-solar-cells-international-space-station.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2019-03-internet-solar-storm-earth.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
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2. Advanced 3-D printed parts for NASA's Orion designed to hold up to extreme temperatures 

by Nancy Owano et al., TechXplore.com 

3. Hacker used Raspberry Pi computer to steal restricted NASA data 

TechXplore.com 

David Szondy 

David Szondy is a freelance journalist, playwright, and general scribbler based in Seattle, Washington. A 

retired field archaeologist and university lecturer, he has a background in the history of science, technology, 

and medicine with a particular emphasis on aerospace, military, and cybernetic subjects. In addition, he is the 

author of a number of websites, four award-winning plays, a novel that has thankfully vanished from history, 

reviews, scholarly works ranging from industrial archaeology to law, and has worked as a feature writer for 

several international magazines. He has been a New Atlas contributor since 2011. 
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Could regulators of the immune system have a role in schizophrenia? 

Author: José R. Pineda got his Ph.D. from University of Barcelona in 2006. Since 2007 he has worked for 

Institut Curie and The French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission. Currently he is a 

«Ramón y Cajal» researcher affiliated to UPV/EHU and the Achucarro Basque Center for Neuroscience. He 

investigates the role of stem cells in physiological and pathological conditions. 

In a new publication led by Dr. Albert Giralt, the researchers discovered the interaction between a 

transcription factor identified as “Helios” and a protein called “WDFY1” that could help elucidate the link 

between immunity and schizophrenia 1. Schizophrenia is an incurable mental illness characterized by 

relapsing episodes of psychosis. This disorder affects approximately 1% of the world’s population and 

requires lifelong treatment. Signs and symptoms can vary, but usually include delusions, hallucinations with 

speech, disorganized thoughts, social withdrawal, anhedonia, and behaviors. Over the years, it has been 

proposed that one of the factors contributing to schizophrenia could be the aberrant interaction of the immune 

system provoking alterations such as brain inflammation which in turn could contribute to schizophrenia. 

However, the molecular mechanisms are little known and genetic predisposition together with both 

immunological and neural alterations during development could trigger schizophrenic symptoms. 

Characterization of schizophrenia-like phenotypes related to striatal function in He–/– mice. (I) 

Representative images of a DiI-labeled medium spiny neuron (scale bar = 20 microns) and (J) representative 

medium spiny neuron dendrites from 8-weeks-old He+/+ and He–/– mice (scale bar = 3 microns). (K) 

Quantitative analysis showing dendritic spine density per micron of dendritic length from 8-week-old He+/+ 

and He–/– mice. (L) Density of each type of dendritic spine (stubby, thin, and mushroom) in dendrites of 

medium spiny neurons from (K) in He–/– and He+/+ mice. Source: Sancho-Balsells et al (2020) 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/05/25/could-regulators-of-the-immune-system-have-a-role-in-schizophrenia/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6827-1
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The role of the WDFY1 protein has been studied as a Toll-receptor (TLR3/4) scaffold/recruiting protein in the 

immune system 2 and in different oncogenic conditions. However, its function in brain remains poorly 

understood. In previous research led by Dr. Canals and by Dr. Giralt, they demonstrated that Helios, a 

transcription factor that classically acts as a potent regulator of immune-related molecular pathways, was also 

involved in the neurological development of the striatum and hippocampus 3. Both brain regions are known to 

be affected in patients with schizophrenia 4 . The approach with High Throughput RNAseq made it possible to 

identify the Wdfy1 gene (WD Repeat and FYVE Domain Containing 1) as the main target of Helios. 

The WDFY1 protein is an adaptive protein for the Toll-like receptor signaling pathway 3 and 4 (TLR3 / 4) 

and, as such, mediates innate and adaptive immune responses. In the present study, using genetically-

engineered animals with Helios gene removed (He-/- mice), they found an aberrant and sustainably regulated 

levels of the Wdfy1 gene. Furthermore, after a thoughtful analysis of the socio-cognitive and impulsive and 

dopamine-associated behaviors of He-/- mice they found several phenotypes similar to schizophrenia related to 

dysfunctions in the striatum and hippocampus. 

To validate the relevance of these observations with the disease, they analyzed the levels of WDFY1 protein 

in patients and showed an increase in the hippocampus and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of schizophrenic 

patients, but not in the hippocampus of patients with Alzheimer’s disease with an associated psychotic 

disorder. These results highlighted the specificity of the relationship between the marker and the disease. To 

fully gain insight in the molecular mechanism they analyzed the synapses in the mouse model and found an 

increase in spine density in Medium Spiny neurons (MSN) with a decrease in the number and size of post-

synaptic protein PSD-95 in a hippocampal region. 

Interestingly, the observed phenotype also has been described in schizophrenic patients in previous studies 5 . 

In addition, the alterations observed in structural synaptic plasticity are associated with changes of the 

neuronal NF-κB levels, strengthening the link with the modulation of the immune response. All these results 

shows that He-/- mice are a valid model to study how alterations produced during the development of the 

central nervous system. Moreover, this new data pave the way to link the molecular pathways typically 

involved in immunomodulatory processes susceptible to trigger cumulative events able to culminate into 

neuropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenic pathology. 

Although more detailed molecular mechanisms are needed to understand the schizophrenia, new models for 

the discovery of drugs and drug repositioning could pave the way to characterize Ikaros and Helios family 

genes to move towards a possible cure for schizophrenia. 
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THE NEW WAVE OF CALIFORNIA CRIME FICTION 

A new generation of California crime novel looks at the intersection of race, class, gender, and community. 

APRIL 13, 2020 BY SARA SLIGAR 

MCD X FSG 

 

 

We all know California. Or at least a version of it. 

We’ve gotten used to the palm trees waving in the background of sitcoms that are supposed to take place in 

western Pennsylvania. 

We’ve watched the reality shows where not-quite-celebrities lounge beside infinity pools and take calls on 

speakerphone in their black SUVs. 

We’ve seen enough aerial shots of the Malibu coastline that we could probably build a topographic model 

in our sleep. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

We know the elegant Victorian houses of San Francisco, the red dip of the Golden Gate Bridge, the 

redwood forests, the striated face of El Capitan, all recognizable from films and photographs and our 

computers’ default desktop backgrounds. 

https://crimereads.com/author/sarassligar/
https://bookshop.org/a/238/9780374272616
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For over a century, California has also been a popular setting for crime novels. From Dashiell Hammett 

and Raymond Chandler, to Sue Grafton and Laurie R. King, authors have long used crime fiction to show 

the state’s grittier side. 

Lately, a new group of writers is pushing the tradition even further. This new wave of California crime 

fiction is about peeling back the stereotypical images of California and revealing diverse, complex 

communities that aren’t always featured on TV. These authors unpack the violent contrast between the 

state’s natural beauty and the tensions of race, class, and gender that structure daily life. 

Almost all of these books offer some moments of sun-kissed glamour that play into California fantasies—

but they also represent an important move toward a more textured, nuanced view of the Golden State. 

 

Steph Cha, Your House Will Pay 

Steph Cha’s widely acclaimed Your House Will Pay focuses on one of the most formative periods in L.A.’s 

recent history, the 1992 L.A. riots. As Cha moves between two narrators—an African-American man who 

lost a loved one in 1992 and a Korean-American woman looking into her family’s mysterious history—she 

explores interracial tensions and intergenerational trauma with impressive nuance. (If you’ve already 

read Your House Will Pay, try jumping to Cha’s backlist. Her Juniper Song series follows a would-be 

private investigator around Los Angeles, offering a perfect update to the tropes of L.A. noir.) 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 
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Ivy Pochoda, These Women 

Ivy Pochoda’s latest novel examines a neighborhood in South Los Angeles through the eyes of five women 

who are unknowingly connected by a serial killer preying on their community. In a book that Attica Locke 

has called “brilliantly plotted and beautifully written,” Pochoda turns the serial killer genre on its head by 

refocusing attention on the women affected—women who witness, investigate, fear, suffer, and resist. 
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Emma Cline, The Girls 

The Girls was marketed more as literary fiction than crime, but it could have easily gone the other way, 

given the violence and suspense that structures the book. Loosely based on the Manson murders, Emma 

Cline’s debut is set in the 1970s and follows a young teenager’s increasing involvement with a nearby cult. 

Cline moved the setting from San Fernando Valley (where the Manson family actually lived) up to 

northern California, to the rural area around Petaluma. The contrast between the sun-kissed, dusty land 

and the violence brewing in the cult’s headquarters gives this novel an incredible energy. 

 

Heather Chavez, No Bad Deed 

In Heather Chavez’s debut thriller, a woman stops to help a stranger by the side of the road, only to end up 

facing a threat to her own family. Set in the hills around Santa Rosa, No Bad Deed has as many twists and 

turns as the winding roads of Sonoma County. For fans of authors like Liv Constantine or Lisa Gardner, 

this fast-paced book will give you surprises galore against a beautiful backdrop. 
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Rachel Howzell Hall, Lou Norton series, starting with Land of Shadows 

There have been many police procedurals set in Los Angeles, but few that address the complex social 

dynamics of police work as thoughtfully as Rachel Howzell Hall’s Elouise Norton series. The first 

book, Land of Shadows, follows Detective Lou Norton as she investigates a teenage girl’s death that may 

be linked to her own sister’s disappearance decades ago. Hall’s series features the snappy dialogue often 

associated with noir authors like Raymond Chandler or Dashiell Hammett, but it also offers a much-

needed critique of how race and gender factor into the criminal justice system. 

 

Joe Ide, IQ 
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Joe Ide’s series transports Sherlock Holmes to twenty-first-century East Long Beach, where Isaiah “IQ” 

Quintabe investigates crimes that the police won’t get involved in. In the first book, he’s investigating a 

threat on a rap mogul’s life. Ide’s protagonist is as brilliant and discerning as Conan Doyle’s creation, but 

with more moral complexity and a stronger sense of community. With its fast-paced plots, energetic style, 

and vivid evocation of place, Ide’s series both challenges and celebrates popular ideas of California. 

 

Wendy Heard, The Kill Club 

Wendy Heard’s latest novel The Kill Club—a powerful page-turner about an anonymous club of vigilantes 

who punish domestic abusers—travels around Los Angeles at breakneck speed. A longtime Angeleno, 

Heard told the Los Angeles Review of Books, “I grew up in the parts of the city that tourists don’t visit, and 

those are the parts I wanted to include in this book.” The end result is a book that is simultaneously an 

escapist thrill ride, a searing account of how the legal system fails to punish domestic violence, and a 

testament to this diverse, multifaceted city. 

* 
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California crime fictionEmma ClineHeather ChavezIvy PochodaJoe IdeRachel Howzell HallSara 

SligarSteph ChaWendy Heard 

 

 

 

Sara Sligar 

Sara Sligar is an author and academic based in Los Angeles, where she teaches English and creative 

writing as a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Southern California. She holds a Ph.D. in English 

from the University of Pennsylvania and a master’s in History from the University of Cambridge. Her 

writing has been published in McSweeney’s, Quartz, The Hairpin, and other outlets. Take Me Apart is her 

first novel. 

 

https://crimereads.com/the-new-wave-of-california-crime-fiction/  

https://crimereads.com/tag/california-crime-fiction/
https://crimereads.com/tag/emma-cline/
https://crimereads.com/tag/heather-chavez/
https://crimereads.com/tag/ivy-pochoda/
https://crimereads.com/tag/joe-ide/
https://crimereads.com/tag/rachel-howzell-hall/
https://crimereads.com/tag/sara-sligar/
https://crimereads.com/tag/sara-sligar/
https://crimereads.com/tag/steph-cha/
https://crimereads.com/tag/wendy-heard/
https://crimereads.com/author/sarassligar/
https://crimereads.com/the-new-wave-of-california-crime-fiction/
https://bookshop.org/a/238/9780374272616
https://crimereads.com/author/sarassligar/
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One of the Old Girls 

by Edna Ferber 

 

There was something almost solemn in Effie's tone and expression. "Gabie," she said slowly, "you're the first 

man that's ever asked me to marry him." "That goes double," answered Gabe. "You're just twenty years late," 

she said. 

 

 

Thompson's glove-fitting corset, New York, 1900 

All of those ladies who end their conversation with you by wearily suggesting that you go down to the 

basement to find what you seek, do not receive a meager seven dollars a week as a reward for their efforts. 

Neither are they all obliged to climb five weary flights of stairs to reach the dismal little court room which is 

https://americanliterature.com/author/edna-ferber
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their home, and there are several who need not walk thirty-three blocks to save carfare, only to spend 

wretched evenings washing out handkerchiefs and stockings in the cracked little washbowl, while one ear is 

cocked for the stealthy tread of the Lady Who Objects. 

The earnest compiler of working girls' budgets would pass Effie Bauer hurriedly by. Effie's budget bulged 

here and there with such pathetic items as hand-embroidered blouses, thick club steaks, and parquet tickets for 

Maude Adams. That you may visualize her at once I may say that Effie looked twenty-four--from the rear (all 

women do in these days of girlish simplicity in hats and tailor-mades); her skirts never sagged, her shirtwaists 

were marvels of plainness and fit, and her switch had cost her sixteen dollars, wholesale (a lady friend in the 

business). Oh, there was nothing tragic about Effie. She had a plump, assured style, a keen blue eye, a gift of 

repartee, and a way of doing her hair so that the gray at the sides scarcely showed at all. Also a knowledge of 

corsets that had placed her at the buying end of that important department at Spiegel's. Effie knew to the 

minute when coral beads went out and pearl beads came in, and just by looking at her blouses you could tell 

when Cluny died and Irish was born. Meeting Effie on the street, you would have put her down as one of the 

many well-dressed, prosperous-looking women shoppers--if you hadn't looked at her feet. Veteran clerks and 

policemen cannot disguise their feet. 

Effie Bauer's reason for not marrying when a girl was the same as that of most of the capable, wise-eyed, 

good-looking women one finds at the head of departments. She had not had a chance. If Effie had been as 

attractive at twenty as she was at--there, we won't betray confidences. Still, it is certain that if Effie had been 

as attractive when a young girl as she was when an old girl, she never would have been an old girl and head of 

Spiegel's corset department at a salary of something very comfortably over one hundred and twenty-five a 

month (and commissions). Effie had improved with the years, and ripened with experience. She knew her 

value. At twenty she had been pale, anaemic and bony, with a startled-faun manner and bad teeth. Years of 

saleswomanship had broadened her, mentally and physically, until she possessed a wide and varied 

knowledge of that great and diversified subject known as human nature. She knew human nature all the way 

from the fifty- nine-cent girdles to the twenty-five-dollar made-to-orders. And if the years had brought, 

among other things, a certain hardness about the jaw and a line or two at the corners of the eyes, it was not 

surprising. You can't rub up against the sharp edges of this world and expect to come out without a scratch or 

so. 

So much for Effie. Enter the hero. Webster defines a hero in romance as the person who has the principal 

share in the transactions related. He says nothing which would debar a gentleman just because he may be a 

trifle bald and in the habit of combing his hair over the thin spot, and he raises no objections to a matter of 

thickness and color in the region of the back of the neck. Therefore Gabe I. Marks qualifies. Gabe was the 

gentleman about whom Effie permitted herself to be guyed. He came to Chicago on business four times a 

year, and he always took Effie to the theater, and to supper afterward. On those occasions, Effie's gown, wrap 

and hat were as correct in texture, lines, and paradise aigrettes as those of any of her non-working sisters 

about her. On the morning following these excursions into Lobsterdom, Effie would confide to her friend, 

Miss Weinstein, of the lingeries and neligees: 

"l was out with my friend, Mr. Marks, last evening. We went to Rector's after the show. Oh, well, it takes a 

New Yorker to know how. Honestly, I feel like a queen when I go out with him. H'm? Oh, nothing like that, 

girlie. I never could see that marriage thing. Just good friends." 

Gabe had been coming to Chicago four times a year for six years. Six times four are twenty-four. And one is 

twenty-five. Gabe's last visit made the twenty-fifth. 
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"Well, Effie," Gabe said when the evening's entertainment had reached the restaurant stage, "this is our 

twenty-fifth anniversary. It's our silver wedding, without the silver and the wedding. We'll have a bottle of 

champagne. That makes it almost legal. And then suppose we finish up by having the wedding. The silver can 

be omitted." 

Effie had been humming with the orchestra, holding a lobster claw in one hand and wielding the little two-

pronged fork with the other. She dropped claw, fork, and popular air to stare open-mouthed at Gabe. Then a 

slow, uncertain smile crept about her lips, although her eyes were still unsmiling. 

"Stop your joking, Gabie," she said. "Some day you'll say those things to the wrong lady, and then you'll have 

a breach-of-promise suit on your hands." 

"This ain't no joke, Effie," Gabe had replied. "Not with me it ain't. As long as my mother selig lived I 

wouldn't ever marry a Goy. It would have broken her heart. I was a good son to her, and good sons make 

good husbands, they say. Well, Effie, you want to try it out?" 

There was something almost solemn in Effie's tone and expression. "Gabie," she said slowly, "you're the first 

man that's ever asked me to marry him." 

"That goes double," answered Gabe. 

"Thanks," said Effie. "That makes it all the nicer." 

"Then---- Gabe's face was radiant. But Effie shook her head quickly. 

"You're just twenty years late," she said. 

"Late!" expostulated Gabe. "I ain't no dead one yet." 

Effie pushed her plate away with a little air of decision, folded her plump arms on the table, and, leaning 

forward, looked Gabe I. Marks squarely in the eyes. 

"Gabie," she said gently, "I'll bet you haven't got a hundred dollars in the bank----" 

"But----" interrupted Gabe. 

"Wait a minute. I know you boys on the road. Besides your diamond scarf pin and your ring and watch, have 

you got a cent over your salary? Nix. You carry just about enough insurance to bury you, don't you? You're 

fifty years old if you're a minute, Gabie, and if I ain't mistaken you'd have a pretty hard time of it getting ten 

thousand dollars' insurance after the doctors got through with you. Twenty-five years of pinochle and poker 

and the fat of the land haven't added up any bumps in the old stocking under the mattress." 

"Say, looka here," objected Gabe, more red-faced than usual, "I didn't know was proposing to no Senatorial 

investigating committee. Say, you talk about them foreign noblemen being mercenary! Why, they ain't in it 

with you girls to-day. A feller is got to propose to you with his bank book in one hand and a bunch of life-
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insurance policies in the other. You're right; I ain't saved much. But Ma selig always had everything she 

wanted. Say, when a man marries it's different. He begins to save." 

"There!" said Effie quickly. "That's just it. Twenty years ago I'd have been glad and willing to start like that, 

saving and scrimping and loving a man, and looking forward to the time when four figures showed up in the 

bank account where but three bloomed before. I've got what they call the home instinct. Give me a yard or so 

of cretonne, and a photo of my married sister down in Iowa, and I can make even a boarding-house inside 

bedroom look like a place where a human being could live. If I had been as wise at twenty as I am now, 

Gabie, I could have married any man I pleased. But I was what they call capable. And men aren't marrying 

capable girls. They pick little yellow-headed, blue-eyed idiots that don't know a lamb stew from a soup bone 

when they see it. Well, Mr. Man didn't show up, and I started in to clerk at six per. I'm earning as much as you 

are now. More. Now, don't misunderstand me, Gabe. I'm not throwing bouquets at myself. I'm not that kind of 

a girl. But I could sell a style 743 Slimshape to the Venus de Milo herself. The Lord knows she needed one, 

with those hips of hers. I worked my way up, alone. I'm used to it. I like the excitement down at the store. I'm 

used to luxuries. I guess if I was a man I'd be the kind thy call a good provider--the kind that opens wine 

every time there's half an excuse for it, and when he dies his widow has to take in boarders. And, Gabe, after 

you've worn tailored suits every year for a dozen years, you can't go back to twenty-five-dollar ready-mades 

and be happy." 

"You could if you loved a man," said Gabe stubbornly. 

The hard lines around the jaw and the experienced lines about the eyes seemed suddenly to stand out on 

Effie's face. 

"Love's young dream is all right. But you've reached the age when you let your cigar ash dribble down onto 

your vest. Now me, I've got a kimono nature but a straight-front job, and it's kept me young. Young! I've got 

to be. That's my stock in trade. You see, Gabie, we're just twenty years late, both of us. They're not going to 

boost your salary. These days they're looking for kids on the road--live wires, with a lot of nerve and a quick 

come-back. They don't want old-timers. Why, say, Gabie, if I was to tell you what I spend in face powder and 

toilette water and hairpins alone, you'd think I'd made a mistake and given you the butcher bill instead. And 

I'm no professional beauty, either. Only it takes money to look cleaned and pressed in this town." 

In the seclusion of the cafe corner, Gabe laid one plump, highly manicured hand on Effie's smooth arm. "You 

wouldn't need to stay young for me, Effie. I like you just as you are, with out the powder, or the toilette water, 

or the hair-pins." 

His red, good-natured face had an expression upon it that was touchingly near patient resignation as he looked 

up into Effie's sparkling countenance. "You never looked so good to me as you do this minute, old girl. And if 

the day comes when you get lonesome--or change your mind--or----" 

Effie shook her head, and started to draw on her long white gloves. "I guess I haven't refused you the way the 

dames in the novels do it. Maybe it's because I've had so little practice. But I want to say this, Gabe. Thank 

God I don't have to die knowing that no man ever wanted me to be his wife. Honestly, I'm that grateful that I'd 

marry you in a minute if I didn't like you so well." 
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"I'll be back in three months, like always," was all that Gabe said. "I ain't going to write. When I get here we'll 

just take in a show, and the younger you look the better I'll like it." 

But on the occasion of Gabe's spring trip he encountered a statuesque blonde person where Effie had been 

wont to reign. 

"Miss--er Bauer out of town?" 

The statue melted a trifle in the sunshine of Gabe's ingratiating smile. 

"Miss Bauer's ill," the statue informed him, using a heavy Eastern accent. "Anything I can do for you? I'm 

taking her place." 

"Why--ah--not exactly; no," said Gabe. "Just a temporary indisposition, I suppose?" 

"Well, you wouldn't hardly call it that, seeing that she's been sick with typhoid for seven weeks." 

"Typhoid!" shouted Gabe. 

"While I'm not in the habit of asking gentlemen their names, I'd like to inquire if yours happens to be Marks--

Gabe I. Marks?" 

"Sure," said Gabe. "That's me." 

"Miss Bauer's nurse telephones down last week that if a gentleman named Marks--Gabe I. Marks--drops in 

and inquires for Miss Bauer, I'm to tell him that she's changed her mind." 

On the way from Spiegel's corset department to the car, Gabe stopped only for a bunch of violets. Effie's 

apartment house reached, he sent up his card, the violets, and a message that the gentleman was waiting. 

There came back a reply that sent Gabie up before the violets were relieved of their first layer of tissue paper. 

Effie was sitting in a deep chair by the window, a flowered quilt bunched about her shoulders, her feet in gray 

knitted bedroom slippers. She looked every minute of her age, and she knew it, and didn't care. The hand that 

she held out to Gabe was a limp, white, fleshless thing that seemed to bear no relation to the plump, firm 

member that Gabe had pressed on so many previous occasions. 

Gabe stared at this pale wraith in a moment of alarm and dismay. Then: 

"You're looking--great!" he stammered. "Great! Nobody'd believe you'd been sick a minute. Guess you've just 

been stalling for a beauty rest, what?" 

Effie smiled a tired little smile, and shook her head slowly. 
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"You're a good kid, Gabie, to lie like that just to make me feel good. But my nurse left yesterday and I had my 

first real squint at myself in the mirror. She wouldn't let me look while she was here. After what I saw staring 

back at me from that glass a whole ballroom full of French courtiers whispering sweet nothings in my ear 

couldn't make me believe that I look like anything but a hunk of Roquefort, green spots included. When I 

think of how my clothes won't fit it makes me shiver." 

"Oh, you'll soon be back at the store as good as new. They fatten up something wonderful after typhoid. Why, 

I had a friend----" 

"Did you get my message?" interrupted Effie. 

"I was only talking to hide my nervousness," said Gabe, and started forward. But Effie waved him away. 

"Sit down," she said. "I've got something to say." She looked thoughtfully down at one shining finger nail. 

Her lower lip was caught between her teeth. When she looked up again her eyes were swimming in tears. 

Gabe started forward again. Again Effie waved him away. 

"It's all right, Gabie. I don't blubber as a rule. This fever leaves you as weak as a rag, and ready to cry if any 

one says `Boo!' I've been doing some high-pressure thinking since nursie left. Had plenty of time to do it in, 

sitting here by this window all day. My land! I never knew there was so much time. There's been days when I 

haven't talked to a soul, except the nurse and the chambermaid. Lonesome! Say, the amount of petting I could 

stand would surprise you. Of course, my nurse was a perfectly good nurse--at twenty-five per. But I was just a 

case to her. You can't expect a nurse to ooze sympathy over an old maid with the fever. I tell you I was dying 

to have some one say `Sh-sh-sh!' when there was a noise, just to show they were interested. Whenever I'd 

moan the nurse would come over and stick a thermometer in my mouth and write something down on a chart. 

The boys and girls at the store sent flowers. They'd have done the same if I'd died. When the fever broke I just 

used to lie there and dream, not feeling anything in particular, and not caring much whether it was day or 

night. Know what I mean?" 

Gabie shook a sympathetic head. 

There was a little silence. Then Effie went on. "I used to think I was pretty smart, earning my own good 

living, dressing as well as the next one, and able to spend my vacation in Atlantic City if I wanted to. I didn't 

know I was missing anything. But while I was sick I got to wishing that there was somebody that belonged to 

me. Somebody to worry about me, and to sit up nights--somebody that just naturally felt they had to come 

tiptoeing into my room every three or four minutes to see if I was sleeping, or had enough covers on, or 

wanted a drink, or something. I got to thinking what it would have been like if I had a husband and a--home. 

You'll think I'm daffy, maybe." 

Gabie took Effie's limp white hand in his, and stroked it gently. Effie's face was turned away from him, 

toward the noisy street. 

"I used to imagine how he'd come home at six, stamping his feet, maybe, and making a lot of noise the way 

men do. And then he'd remember, and come creaking up the steps, and he'd stick his head in at the door in the 

funny, awkward, pathetic way men have in a sick room. And he'd say, `How's the old girl to-night? I'd better 

not come near you now, puss, because I'll bring the cold with me. Been lonesome for your old man?' 
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"And I'd say, `Oh, I don't care how cold you are, dear. The nurse is downstairs, getting my supper ready.' 

"And then he'd come tiptoeing over to my bed, and stoop down, and kiss me, and his face would be all cold, 

and rough, and his mustache would be wet, and he'd smell out-doorsy and smoky, the way husbands do when 

they come in. And I'd reach up and pat his cheek and say, `You need a shave, old man.' 

"`I know it,' he'd say, rubbing his cheek up against mine. 

"`Hurry up and wash, now. Supper'll be ready.' 

"`Where are the kids?' he'd ask. `The house is as quiet as the grave. Hurry up and get well, kid. It's darn 

lonesome without you at the table, and the children's manners are getting something awful, and I never can 

find my shirts. Lordy, I guess we won't celebrate when you get up! Can't you eat a little something nourishing 

for supper--beefsteak, or a good plate of soup, or something?' 

"Men are like that, you know. So I'd say then: `Run along, you old goose! You'll be suggesting sauerkraut and 

wieners next. Don't you let Millie have any marmalade to-night. She's got a spoiled stomach.' 

"And then he'd pound off down the hall to wash up, and I'd shut my eyes, and smile to myself, and everything 

would be all right, because he was home." 

There was a long silence. Effie's eyes were closed. But two great tears stole out from beneath each lid and 

coursed their slow way down her thin cheeks. She did not raise her hand to wipe them away. 

Gabie's other hand reached over and met the one that already clasped Effie's. 

"Effie," he said, in a voice that was as hoarse as it was gentle. 

"H'm?" said Effie. 

"Will you marry me?" 

"I shouldn't wonder," replied Effie, opening her eyes. "No, don't kiss me. You might catch something. But 

say, reach up and smooth my hair away from my forehead, will you, and call me a couple of fool names. I 

don't care how clumsy you are about it. I could stand an awful fuss being made over me, without being 

spoiled any." 

Three weeks later Effie was back at the store. Her skirt didn't fit in the back, and the little hollow places in her 

cheeks did not take the customary dash of rouge as well as when they had been plumper. She held a little 

impromptu reception that extended down as far as the lingeries and up as far as the rugs. The old sparkle came 

back to Effie's eye. The old assurance and vigor seemed to return. By the time that Miss Weinstein, of the 

French lingeries, arrived, breathless, to greet her Effie was herself again. 

"Well, if you're not a sight for sore eyes, dearie," exclaimed Miss Weinstein. "My goodness, how grand and 

thin you are! I'd be willing to take a course in typhoid myself, if I thought I could lose twenty-five pounds." 
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"I haven't a rag that fits me," Effie announced proudly. 

Miss Weinstein lowered her voice discreetly. "Dearie, can you come down to my department for a minute? 

We're going to have a sale on imported lawnjerie blouses, slightly soiled, from nine to eleven to-morrow. 

There's one you positively must see. Hand-embroidered, Irish motifs, and eyeleted from soup to nuts, and 

only eight-fifty." 

"I've got a fine chance of buying hand-made waists, no matter how slightly soiled," Effie made answer, "with 

a doctor and nurse's bill as long as your arm." 

"Oh, run along!" scoffed Miss Weinstein. "A person would think you had a husband to get a grouch every 

time you get reckless to the extent of a new waist. You're your own boss. And you know your credit's good. 

Honestly, it would be a shame to let this chance slip. You're not getting tight in your old age, are you?" 

"N-no," faltered Effie, "but----" 

"Then come on," urged Miss Weinstein energetically. "And be thankful you haven't got a man to raise the 

dickens when the bill comes in." 

"Do you mean that?" asked Effie slowly, fixing Miss Weinstein with a thoughtful eye. 

"Surest thing you know. Say, girlie, let's go over to Klein's for lunch this noon. They have pot roast with 

potato pfannkuchen on Tuesdays, and we can split an order between us." 

"Hold that waist till to-morrow, will you?" said Effie. "I've made an arrangement with a--friend that might 

make new clothes impossible just now. But I'm going to wire my party that the arrangement is all off. I've 

changed my mind. I ought to get an answer to-morrow. Did you say it was a thirty-six?" 

 

One of the Old Girls was featured as The Short Story of the Day on Sat, May 23, 2020 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/edna-ferber/short-story/one-of-the-old-girls 

  

https://americanliterature.com/short-story-of-the-day
https://americanliterature.com/author/edna-ferber/short-story/one-of-the-old-girls
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Love Beyond Label: Lisel Mueller’s Tender Poem About the Lush, Unclassifiable Bond Between 

Johannes Brahms and Clara Schumann 

A lovely antidote to “the rude, irrelevant question of our age,” the hollow assumption that “the event of two 

bodies meshing together establishes the degree of love.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

Among the handful of things I have learned about life with the calm, quiet clarity of elemental knowing is one 

that bears repeating: The human heart is an ancient beast that roars and purrs with the same passions, 

whatever labels we may give them. We are so anxious to classify and categorize, both nature and human 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/13/herman-melville-nathaniel-hawthorne-love-letters/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807121282/braipick-20
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nature. It is a beautiful impulse — to contain the infinite in the finite, to wrest order from the chaos — but it is 

also a limiting one: In naming things, we often come to mistake the names for the things themselves. The 

labels we give to the loves of which we are capable — varied and vigorously transfigured from one kind into 

another and back again — cannot begin to contain the richness of feeling that can flow between two hearts 

and the bodies that contain them. Emily Dickinson knew this intimately — the extraordinary lifelong love she 

shared with Susan prompted her, after decades, to exult in verse: “Title divine — is mine! The Wife — 

without the Sign!” 

Such loves — oceanic loves, vast and deep and wholly unfathomable to any shoreline observer — are 

luminous private miracles undimmed by the tattling irrelevance of the public. Among those loves was that 

between the composer Johannes Brahms (May 7, 1833–April 3, 1897) and the virtuosic pianist Clara 

Schumann (September 13, 1819–May 20, 1896). 

 

Clara and Johannes first crossed orbits in 1853, when her beloved husband — the celebrated composer Robert 

Schumann — encountered in the twenty-year-old Brahms a talent so uncommon and promising that he 

immediately set about bringing the music world’s awed attention to it, writing impassioned letters to all the 

leading journals and auguring the young musician’s future fame. 

Brahms was intensely grateful for the famed composer’s faith. But before the mentorship could fully blossom, 

Schumann’s already precarious mental health plummeted. Only four months after meeting Brahms, he 

attempted suicide by leaping into the Rhine from a bridge. He was rescued, but never recovered — he spent 

the remaining two years of his life in a private psychiatric institution, savaged by hallucinations and 

psychoses. Clara was left to raise their seven children alone. In an era when only the rarest women had artistic 

careers, or any careers at all, she leaned on her musical talent, performing and touring tirelessly to feed her 

children and secure them an education. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/12/10/emily-dickinson-love-letters-susan-gilbert/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/27/harriet-hosmer-figuring/
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It was in that period of disorientation and bereavement that Clara came to correspond with Johannes directly 

— at first perhaps as an extension of her husband, who had seen much of himself in his young protégé, then 

as something… else, something sweeping and unclassifiable, beyond the reach of our bystander imaginations 

— a something that, over the lifetime of tender letters that followed, became an everything. “I would gladly 

write to you only by means of music,” Johannes would soon be telling Clara, “but I have things to say to you 

to-day which music could not express.” Even music — their common language, the language capable of 

expressing breadths and vicissitudes of emotion no words can express — was too small to hold the universe 

between them. 

That private vastness is what Lisel Mueller (February 8, 1924–February 21, 2020) captures with stunning 

elegance and generosity in her poem “Romantics,” found in her altogether indispensable collected 

poems, Alive Together (public library). 

ROMANTICS 

      Johannes Brahms and 

            Clara Schumann 

The modern biographers worry 

“how far it went,” their tender friendship. 

They wonder just what it means 

when he writes he thinks of her constantly, 

his guardian angel, beloved friend. 

The modern biographers ask 

the rude, irrelevant question 

of our age, as if the event 

of two bodies meshing together 

establishes the degree of love, 

forgetting how softly Eros walked 

in the nineteenth-century, how a hand 

held overlong or a gaze anchored 

in someone’s eyes could unseat a heart, 

and nuances of address not known 

in our egalitarian language 

could make the redolent air 

tremble and shimmer with the heat 

of possibility. Each time I hear 

the Intermezzi, sad 

and lavish in their tenderness, 

I imagine the two of them 

sitting in a garden 

among late-blooming roses 

and dark cascades of leaves, 

letting the landscape speak for them, 

leaving us nothing to overhear. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/21/clara-schumann-johannes-brahms-letters/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807121282/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/alive-together-new-and-selected-poems/oclc/634371216&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/21/clara-schumann-johannes-brahms-letters/
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Overhear a little — ever so little, but ever so beautiful — in these tender excerpts from Clara and Johannes’s 

surviving letters, then pair them with a lovely picture-book about love beyond label. For more of Mueller’s 

penetrating insight into the lives of the heart and the mind, savor her poems about how our frames of 

reference limit us and what gives meaning to our ephemeral lives. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/05/07/lisel-mueller-

romantics/?mc_cid=e66586b857&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/21/clara-schumann-johannes-brahms-letters/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/03/29/jerome-by-heart/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/21/clara-schumann-johannes-brahms-letters/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/21/clara-schumann-johannes-brahms-letters/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/24/immortality-in-passing-lisel-mueller/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/05/07/lisel-mueller-romantics/?mc_cid=e66586b857&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/05/07/lisel-mueller-romantics/?mc_cid=e66586b857&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Memorial Day 1950 
by Frank O’Hara 

Issue no. 49 (Summer 1977) 

Picasso made me tough and quick, and the world; 

just as in a minute plane trees are knocked down 

outside my window by a crew of creators. 

Once he got his axe going everyone was upset 

enough to fight for the last ditch and heap 

of rubbish. 

             Through all that surgery I thought 

I had a lot to say, and named several last things 

Gertrude Stein hadn’t had time for; but then 

the war was over, those things had survived 

and even when you’re scared art is no dictionary. 

Max Ernst told us that. 

                                  How many trees and frying pans 

I loved and lost! Guernica hollered look out! 

but we were all busy hoping our eyes were talking 

to Paul Klee. My mother and father asked me and 

I told them from my tight blue pants we should 

love only the stones, the sea, and heroic figures. 

Wasted child! I’ll club you on the shins! I 

wasn’t surprised when the older people entered 

my cheap hotel room and broke my guitar and my can 

of blue paint. 

                            At that time all of us began to think 

with our bare hands and even with blood all over 

them, we knew vertical from horizontal, we never 

smeared anything except to find out how it lived. 

Fathers of Dada! You carried shining erector sets 

in your rough bony pockets, you were generous 

and they were lovely as chewing gum or flowers! 

Thank you! 

             And those of us who thought poetry 

was crap were throttled by Auden or Rimbaud 

when, sent by some compulsive Juno, we tried 

to play with collages or sprechstimme in their bed. 

Poetry didn’t tell me not to play with toys 

but alone I could never have figured out that dolls 

meant death. 

             Our responsibilities did not begin 

in dreams, though they began in bed. Love is first of all 

a lesson in utility. I hear the sewage singing 

underneath my bright white toilet seat and know 

that somewhere sometime it will reach the sea: 

gulls and swordfishes will find it richer than a river. 

And airplanes are perfect mobiles, independent 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=0a995f7cab&e=d538c8f2e0
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of the breeze; crashing in flames they show us how 

to be prodigal. O Boris Pasternak, it may be silly 

to call to you, so tall in the Urals, but your voice 

cleans our world, clearer to us than the hospital: 

you sound above the factory’s ambitious gargle. 

Poetry is as useful as a machine! 

                                           Look at my room. 

Guitar strings hold up pictures. I don’t need 

a piano to sing, and naming things is only the intention 

to make things. A locomotive is more melodious 

than a cello. I dress in oil cloth and read music 

by Guillaume Apollinaire’s clay candelabra. Now 

my father is dead and has found out you must look things 

in the belly, not in the eye. If only he had listened 

to the men who made us, hollering like stuck pigs! 

 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 more Frank O’Hara poems published in The Paris Review throughout the years? 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=0a995f7cab&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=13975687a3&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=0a995f7cab&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=0a995f7cab&e=d538c8f2e0
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Animal research ‘in parallel’, lessons from Spina Bifida 

May 15th 2020 

I often think that many human therapies developed with animal research must follow a linear or step-wise 

trajectory. First, there’s a significant medical issue that burdens the welfare of humans and/or the economy. 

Or, there’s some aspect of biology that we don’t yet understand enough. Then, we determine that it would be 

worthwhile to study this issue or aspect of biology further to benefit human welfare, the economy, or 

scientific knowledge. After extensive research, spanning multiple decades, we gather enough knowledge to 

translate animal research into a therapy for humans. And voila! It’s called a breakthrough! Thank goodness 

for animal research! But, as I’ve learned over the years, that’s not really how science works. A more realistic 

example of animal research to human therapy trajectories comes from the field of ‘open fetal surgery’ to 

correct a malformation of the neural tube, referred to as spina bifida. 

Spina bifida 

 Our spinal cord acts like a switchboard, relaying messages to and from the brain and body. Damage to the 

spinal cord results in paralysis, interfering in the messaging between the spinal cord and the brain. Many 

people are familiar with ‘Superman’ star Christopher Reeves, who suffered major spinal cord damage 

following a horseback riding accident that paralyzed him from the neck down. Such damage is tragic and the 

topic of extensive scientific investigation. But damage does not always come from traumatic injury. 

Source: Wikipedia 

Each year in the United States, more than 1,000 babies are born with spinal cord damage through a condition 

called spina bifida, or split-spine. In one of the most serious types of spina bifida, the lower spinal cord, filled 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spina_bifida
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with cerebrospinal fluid, appears to protrude out of the baby’s lower back. This condition is also associated 

with hydrocephalus, paraplegia, incontinence, multiple orthopedic pathologies, and endocrinologic, sexual, 

intellectual, and psychosocial abnormalities. It is also significantly associated with a Chiari II 

malformation (~95%) where a portion of the cerebellum of the brain extends out of the skull and into the 

spinal cord region. This causes severe problems with the neck and swallowing, and requires surgery in the 

back of the head to make room for the protrusion. 

There are many ways to deal with spina bifida. Supplementing the mother’s prenatal diet with folate is the 

leading preventative measure in terms of public health to lower the incidence of the condition. In terms of 

treatment, the most common method is to operate on newborn babies, postnatally, by surgically coaxing the 

spinal cord to its proper place along the spinal vertebra, draining the spinal fluid, and closing the open defect. 

Doctors also insert a permanent shunt near the spine to drain fluid throughout the child’s life. This surgery 

prevents further damage to the nervous system like hydrocephalus, prevents infections like meningitis, and 

removes the pain associated with the condition. However, it often does not allow for recovery of motor or 

bladder control.  

Over the past decade, operating on the fetus before the mother gives birth has become more commonplace, 

thanks to extensive years of animal research and clinical trials. This surgery provides great benefit, further 

preventing damage to the nervous system like hydrocephalus, the associated neurological dysfunctions, and 

negating the need for a permanent shunt to drain the fluid that can build up over the child’s life. 

Families and patients suffering from spina bifida largely have animal research to thank for new practices 

involving ‘open fetal surgery’ and general treatment of spina bifida. But as you will see, human therapies are 

not always perfect and the apparent benefit described by animal experiments often excites society to move 

forward with clinical practices, sometimes without regard as to whether additional animal experiments may be 

needed.  

Spina bifida is reversible 

For a large chunk of our history, scientists and clinicians alike largely believed the malformation of spina 

bifida (that opening in the neural tube, exposing the spinal cord) directly caused the symptoms of 

hydrocephalus, paraplegia, neurological dysfunction, incontinence, etc. However, convincing research on 

other congenital malformations (i.e. congenital hydronephrosis) began to suggest that the damage associated 

with the malformation worsens throughout fetal development. Scientists and clinicians often refer to this as a 

two-hit injury. First, there is a congenital malformation. Then, second, that malformation leads to increasing 

damage the longer the fetus remains within the mother. 

This realization of a two-hit process intrigued a group of scientists, in the early 1990s, to see if this held true 

for spina bifida. So, they studied a number of human fetuses with spina bifida across different time points in 

pregnancy (i.e. gestation). They discovered the two-hit process was likely true for spina bifida. Early stage 

fetuses appeared to have less spinal cord damage than later stage fetuses. This indicated that the malformation 

exposed the nerve tissue, allowing amniotic fluid to come into contact with the spinal cord and cause damage. 

The longer the spinal cord was exposed the more damaged it became. Expectedly, this quickly inspired many 

to start developing methods for addressing the malformation as early as possible. Albeit, many people with 

friends and family suffering from the disease had urged doctors to consider such surgeries back in 1972. 

https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/Patient-Caregiver-Education/Fact-Sheets/Chiari-Malformation-Fact-Sheet
https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/Patient-Caregiver-Education/Fact-Sheets/Chiari-Malformation-Fact-Sheet
https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM198203113061006
https://www.choc.org/programs-services/urology/hydronephrosis/
https://academic.oup.com/neurosurgery/article-abstract/26/6/987/2752421
https://www.nytimes.com/1972/05/21/archives/the-god-committee.html
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Source:UCSF Benioff 

Children’s Hospital 

https://fetus.ucsf.edu/spina-bifida
https://fetus.ucsf.edu/spina-bifida
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So, in the early 1990s many animal experiments on spina bifida and ‘open fetal surgery’ began to take place. 

First, scientists needed to verify whether just exposing the fetal spinal cord to the amniotic fluid caused 

damage. Across the world, a number of animal models were quickly developed 

using monkeys, rats, pigs, rabbits, and sheep. Here, scientists operated on pregnant dams and made small 

incisions in the lower spine region of the fetuses to surgically induce an artificial form of spina bifida. Now, 

developing this test was no easy task. Scientists had to operate on pregnant dams to make an opening on the 

back of the fetus that exposed the spinal cord, then stitch the dams back up, and wait until the day of delivery. 

Lots of differences in biology also have to be considered, mainly the time of gestation or the time the spinal 

cord is exposed to amniotic fluid. 

Source: Mammalian gestation durations 

Experiments on sheep in 1995 were the most convincing since the surgery caused newborn lambs to be born 

paraplegic and incontinent — classic symptoms attributed to spina bifida. Such experiments also determined 

that surgical repair of the ‘spina bifida model’ (just exposure of the fetal spinal cord to the amniotic 

environment) 4 weeks after spinal cord exposure, resulted in newborns that were neurologically normal. But 

the ultimate proof didn’t come until 2007 from a genetic mouse model of spina bifida, resulting in 34% of 

pups to be born with spina bifida without the need for the artificial spina bifida model used in the monkey, rat, 

pig, rabbit, and sheep models. Investigation into the anatomy of the spinal cord in early gestation showed no 

difference between control pups and spina bifida pups. But upon birth, pups were paralyzed and had minimal 

spinal cord remnants. This study definitively showed that the two-hit injury process occurs in spina bifida. 

https://www.thieme-connect.com/products/ejournals/abstract/10.1055/s-2008-1044221
https://academic.oup.com/neurosurgery/article-abstract/32/6/1005/3771504
https://academic.oup.com/neurosurgery/article-abstract/32/6/1005/3771504
https://www.karger.com/Article/Abstract/21021
https://www.nature.com/articles/nm0495-342
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mammalian_gestation_durations
https://www.nature.com/articles/nm0495-342
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3651953/
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Fetal surgery in humans 

The first fetal surgeries for spina bifida in humans were done in 1997 and 1998 at Vanderbilt University and 

Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, respectively. For the few fetuses, they found that the surgery reduced the 

need for a shunt by 50% and there was favorable development of the head, brainstem function, motor function 

of legs, and several neurodevelopmental parameters. Unfortunately, the repair did not have any positive 

effects on incontinence. This initial evidence led to a larger trial to be undertaken in 2003. By 2010, after 

testing 183 pregnancies, across three hospitals, researchers determined that the evidence for benefit was so 

overwhelming that they needed to halt the trial and only conduct open fetal surgery. Just like the earlier 

studies, the newborns who received fetal surgery had fewer needs for a shunt and superior mental and motor 

development at 30 months of age compared to those who received postnatal surgery for spina bifida. 

Stock image of sheep in research (in the UK) by Understanding Animal Research. 

 

However, some spina bifida experts claimed the results from this study revealed that open fetal surgeries are 

problematic and more research is necessary before widespread implementation. First, the surgery itself 

requires a great deal of skill and training for surgeons and hospital staff, usually requiring 35 surgeries before 

competence is reached. In cases with low competence, a subsequent postnatal surgery is needed in addition to 

the prenatal surgery to correct the imperfection. 

Second, open fetal surgery often leads to premature birth at around 34 weeks (46% of babies) instead of 40 

weeks gestation typical to humans, or the 38 week gestation typical of babies with spina bifida and given 

postnatal surgery (85%). Although our medical system is getting better at treating preterm birth, it still has 

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1014379
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31273862
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inherent risks like respiratory distress syndrome, which is a breathing disorder from immature lungs. Thus, 

fetal surgery may decrease mental and motor development issues associated with spina bifida, but also 

increases additional disabilities like respiratory distress syndrome. 

Third, fetal surgery shows little to no improvement regarding the Chiari II malformation in the brain, and thus 

requires additional postnatal surgery to make room for the extended portion of the cerebellum. Given these 

complications and the increased training necessary some hospitals have chosen to abandon the practice 

despite the benefit and are awaiting new procedures that are less risky and more effective. 

  

  

Wrap-up 

In summary, it’s clear that animal research for treating spina bifida should continue despite the open fetal 

surgery treatment. You might hear claims that ‘open fetal surgery’ is ethically necessary and lifesaving but it 

comes with risks and does not address all symptoms associated with spina bifida (the Chiari II malformation). 

This necessity for additional animal work despite a successful therapy makes sense. Around 32 years ago an 

experiment with sheep indicated that open fetal surgery may be beneficial for treating spina bifida. Just 2 

years later, the first open fetal surgery on humans was a success. But it took 20 years, in 2010, for a 

randomized clinical trial across 3 hospitals to suggest it was worthwhile. While the randomized trial was 

running, a mouse study in 2007, showed ultimate evidence for the logic behind the surgery suggested by the 

sheep experiment back in 1988. Due to the extensive training necessary for the surgery, increased risk for 

preterm delivery, and neglect for the Chiari II malformation, animal research for treating spina bifida 

continues. For example, stem cell therapies involving the injection of mesenchymal stem cells are being 

experimented with rabbits, and non-invasive intra-amniotic therapies are being experimented with rats. So, 

despite a therapy (‘open fetal surgery’), animal research continues. 

Justin Varholick, PhD 

The author is a biomedical scientist currently studying how the environment can interfere with the healing 

process after injury.  

Further reading 

Yale New Haven Hospital team performs surgery on unborn baby 

Fetal surgery for myelomeningocele is effective: a critical look at the whys 

Fetal surgery for spina bifida 

 

https://speakingofresearch.com/2020/05/19/animal-research-in-parallel-lessons-from-spina-bifida/ 

  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30518492
https://www.eurostemcell.org/mesenchymal-stem-cells-other-bone-marrow-stem-cells
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30414695
http://www.westhartfordnews.com/news/yale-new-haven-hospital-team-performs-surgery-on-unborn-baby/article_e7021eff-cb43-56fd-be14-a2cd7fbe3eca.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=user-share
http://www.westhartfordnews.com/news/yale-new-haven-hospital-team-performs-surgery-on-unborn-baby/article_e7021eff-cb43-56fd-be14-a2cd7fbe3eca.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=user-share
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00383-014-3524-8#ref-CR22
https://thejns.org/pediatrics/view/journals/j-neurosurg-pediatr/24/2/article-p105.xml
https://speakingofresearch.com/2020/05/19/animal-research-in-parallel-lessons-from-spina-bifida/
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High temperatures and strong random interactions need not destroy many-body quantum 

entanglement 

ByDIPC   

One of the most mysterious features of quantum mechanics is that if two particles (or photons) interact at 

some point in time then the properties of these particles will remain connected at future times. A consequence 

of this is that determining the quantum state of one of the particles simultaneously determines the quantum 

state of the other, even if the two particles are very far apart. 

That quantum mechanics leads to this conclusion was first pointed out by Albert Einstein, Boris Podolsky and 

Nathan Rosen in 1935. This connectedness between particles was called entanglement by Erwin Schrödinger 

in a paper also published in 1935 in which he emphasized that it is a key feature of quantum mechanics that 

distinguishes it from classical physics. 

For many years quantum entanglement was a purely theoretical topic of interest to people concerned with the 

philosophical foundations of quantum mechanics. This situation changed dramatically in 1964 when John 

Bell showed theoretically that experimental tests could be carried out to see whether the idea of quantum 

entanglement was correct. The first experiments to investigate quantum entanglement were performed by 

Alain Aspect and his colleagues in the 1980s. They showed that quantum entanglement is a real phenomenon. 

It is possible to extend quantum entanglement to three or more particles. It was shown by Daniel Greenberger, 

Michael Horne and Anton Zeillinger in 1987 that, whereas in two-particle entanglement the differences 

between local realism and quantum mechanics are statistical, with three or more particles the differences can 

sometimes be stated as certainties. 

Decoherence, on the other hand, is the enemy of entanglement. It is a process in which a quantum mechanical 

state of a system, like entanglement, is altered by the interaction between the system and its environment. 

Quantum technologies use entanglement to outperform classical technologies, and often employ strong 

cooling and isolation to protect entangled entities from decoherence by random interactions – the entropy of 

the environment. 

But, what if the contrary were true? Could it be possible that promoting random interactions can help generate 

and preserve entanglement? If true, this could be most important for many applications of quantum 

entanglement like quantum computation, simulation, and sensing, but it would be also relevant from a 

fundamental point of view, as it is believed to underlie important many-body phenomena such as high 

temperature superconductivity. 

Now, a team of researchers has showed experimentally 1 that it is possible. 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/05/21/high-temperatures-and-strong-random-interactions-need-not-destroy-many-body-quantum-entanglement/#author
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/05/21/high-temperatures-and-strong-random-interactions-need-not-destroy-many-body-quantum-entanglement/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6817-1
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Experimental setup. A linearly polarized probe beam, red detuned by 44 GHz from the 87Rb D1 line, passes 

through a glass cell containing a hot 87Rb vapor and 100 torr of N2 buffer gas, which is housed in a low-noise 

magnetic enclosure. The transmitted light is detected with a shot-noise-limited polarimeter (a Wollaston prism 

plus differential detector). 

On the one hand we find that, as expected, in many quantum technological implementations, strong cooling 

and precise controls are required to prevent entropy—whether from the environment or from noise in classical 

parameters—from destroying quantum coherence. Quantum sensing is often pursued using low-entropy 

methods, for example, with cold atoms in optical lattices. But, on the other hand, there are important sensing 

technologies that operate in a high-entropy environment, and indeed that employ thermalization to boost 

coherence and thus sensor performance. The question is then whether entanglement can be generated, survive, 

and, importantly, be observed in a high entropy environment. 

The interaction of quantum spins with their environment introduces relaxation and decoherence in the 

otherwise fully coherent evolution of ideal closed quantum systems. Spin relaxation and decoherence play a 

central role in many branches of physics. In the case of nuclear spins, the time scales associated to energy 

relaxation and decoherence provide a very meaningful information of the environment that forms the basis of 

magnetic resonance imaging techniques. The spin relaxation and decoherence time scales set the limit of 

sensitivity in several existing magnetometry techniques, such as optically detected magnetic resonance and 

spin-exchange relaxation-free (SERF) atomic magnetometry, and are also one of the major constraints in the 

implementation of spin-based quantum computers, such as donors in silicon, electrons in quantum dots and 

even molecular magnets. 
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In the SERF regime, strong, frequent, and randomly-timed spin-exchange collisions dominate the spin 

dynamics, to produce local spin thermalization. The researchers have now studied the nature of spin 

entanglement in this hot, strongly-interacting atomic medium, using techniques of direct relevance to extreme 

sensing. They applied optical quantum non-demolition measurement—a proven technique for both generation 

and detection of non-classical states in atomic media—to a SERF-regime vapor. The experimental set-up was 

a vapor of 87Rb atoms contained in a glass cell with buffer gas to slow diffusion, and housed in magnetic 

shielding and field coils to control the magnetic environment. 

The use of Bayesian statistics and spin-squeezing inequalities let the scientists show that at least a 28 % (1.52 

× 1013 out of 5.32 × 1013) of the participating atoms enter into singlet-type entangled states, which persist for 

tens of spin-thermalization times and span thousands of times the nearest-neighbor distance. 

This is a concrete and experimentally tractable example of a system in which entanglement is not only 

compatible with, but, in fact, stabilized by entropy-generating mechanisms—in this case strong, randomly-

timed spin-exchange collisions. 

It is particularly intriguing that the observed macroscopic singlet state shares several traits with a spin liquid 

state, which is conjectured to underlie high-temperature superconductivity, a prime example of quantum 

coherence surviving in an entropic environment. 

The results show that high temperatures and strong random interactions need not destroy many-body quantum 

coherence, that collective measurement can produce very complex entangled states, and that the hot, strongly-

interacting media now in use for extreme atomic sensing are well suited for sensing beyond the standard 

quantum limit. 

Author: César Tomé López is a science writer and the editor of Mapping Ignorance 

Disclaimer: Parts of this article may be copied verbatim or almost verbatim from the referenced research 

paper. 
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Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC) is a singular research center born in 2000 devoted to research at 

the cutting edge in the fields of Condensed Matter Physics and Materials Science. Since its conception DIPC 

has stood for the promotion of excellence in research, which demands a flexible space where creativity is 

stimulated by diversity of perspectives. Its dynamic research community integrates local host scientists and a 

constant flow of international visiting researchers. 

 Website 

 @DIPCehu 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/05/21/high-temperatures-and-strong-random-interactions-need-not-

destroy-many-body-quantum-

entanglement/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance

+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29 
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A Case of Eavesdropping 

by Algernon Blackwood 

 

Jim Shorthouse was the sort of fellow who always made a mess of things. Everything with which his hands or 

mind came into contact issued from such contact in an unqualified and irremediable state of mess. His college 

days were a mess: he was twice rusticated. His schooldays were a mess: he went to half a dozen, each passing 

him on to the next with a worse character and in a more developed state of mess. His early boyhood was the 

sort of mess that copy-books and dictionaries spell with a big "M," and his babyhood--ugh! was the 

embodiment of howling, yowling, screaming mess. 

At the age of forty, however, there came a change in his troubled life, when he met a girl with half a million 

in her own right, who consented to marry him, and who very soon succeeded in reducing his most messy 

existence into a state of comparative order and system. 

Certain incidents, important and otherwise, of Jim's life would never have come to be told here but for the fact 

that in getting into his "messes" and out of them again he succeeded in drawing himself into the atmosphere 

of peculiar circumstances and strange happenings. He attracted to his path the curious adventures of life as 

unfailingly as meat attracts flies, and jam wasps. It is to the meat and jam of his life, so to speak, that he owes 

his experiences; his after-life was all pudding, which attracts nothing but greedy children. With marriage the 

interest of his life ceased for all but one person, and his path became regular as the sun's instead of erratic as a 

comet's. 

The first experience in order of time that he related to me shows that somewhere latent behind his disarranged 

nervous system there lay psychic perceptions of an uncommon order. About the age of twenty-two--I think 

after his second rustication--his father's purse and patience had equally given out, and Jim found himself 

stranded high and dry in a large American city. High and dry! And the only clothes that had no holes in them 

safely in the keeping of his uncle's wardrobe. 

Careful reflection on a bench in one of the city parks led him to the conclusion that the only thing to do was to 

persuade the city editor of one of the daily journals that he possessed an observant mind and a ready pen, and 

that he could "do good work for your paper, sir, as a reporter." This, then, he did, standing at a most unnatural 

angle between the editor and the window to conceal the whereabouts of the holes. 

"Guess we'll have to give you a week's trial," said the editor, who, ever on the lookout for good chance 

material, took on shoals of men in that way and retained on the average one man per shoal. Anyhow it gave 

Jim Shorthouse the wherewithal to sew up the holes and relieve his uncle's wardrobe of its burden. 

Then he went to find living quarters; and in this proceeding his unique characteristics already referred to--

what theosophists would call his Karma--began unmistakably to assert themselves, for it was in the house he 

eventually selected that this sad tale took place. 

There are no "diggings" in American cities. The alternatives for small incomes are grim enough--rooms in a 

boarding-house where meals are served, or in a room-house where no meals are served--not even breakfast. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/algernon-blackwood
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Rich people live in palaces, of course, but Jim had nothing to do with "sich-like." His horizon was bounded 

by boarding-houses and room-houses; and, owing to the necessary irregularity of his meals and hours, he took 

the latter. 

It was a large, gaunt-looking place in a side street, with dirty windows and a creaking iron gate, but the rooms 

were large, and the one he selected and paid for in advance was on the top floor. The landlady looked gaunt 

and dusty as the house, and quite as old. Her eyes were green and faded, and her features large. 

"Waal," she twanged, with her electrifying Western drawl, "that's the room, if you like it, and that's the price I 

said. Now, if you want it, why, just say so; and if you don't, why, it don't hurt me any." 

Jim wanted to shake her, but he feared the clouds of long-accumulated dust in her clothes, and as the price 

and size of the room suited him, he decided to take it. 

"Anyone else on this floor?" he asked. 

She looked at him queerly out of her faded eyes before she answered. 

"None of my guests ever put such questions to me before," she said; "but I guess you're different. Why, there's 

no one at all but an old gent that's stayed here every bit of five years. He's over thar," pointing to the end of 

the passage. 

"Ah! I see," said Shorthouse feebly. "So I'm alone up here?" 

"Reckon you are, pretty near," she twanged out, ending the conversation abruptly by turning her back on her 

new "guest," and going slowly and deliberately downstairs. 

The newspaper work kept Shorthouse out most of the night. Three times a week he got home at 1 a.m., and 

three times at 3 a.m. The room proved comfortable enough, and he paid for a second week. His unusual hours 

had so far prevented his meeting any inmates of the house, and not a sound had been heard from the "old 

gent" who shared the floor with him. It seemed a very quiet house. 

One night, about the middle of the second week, he came home tired after a long day's work. The lamp that 

usually stood all night in the hall had burned itself out, and he had to stumble upstairs in the dark. He made 

considerable noise in doing so, but nobody seemed to be disturbed. The whole house was utterly quiet, and 

probably everybody was asleep. There were no lights under any of the doors. All was in darkness. It was after 

two o'clock. 

After reading some English letters that had come during the day, and dipping for a few minutes into a book, 

he became drowsy and got ready for bed. Just as he was about to get in between the sheets, he stopped for a 

moment and listened. There rose in the night, as he did so, the sound of steps somewhere in the house below. 

Listening attentively, he heard that it was somebody coming upstairs--a heavy tread, and the owner taking no 

pains to step quietly. On it came up the stairs, tramp, tramp, tramp--evidently the tread of a big man, and one 

in something of a hurry. 
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At once thoughts connected somehow with fire and police flashed through Jim's brain, but there were no 

sounds of voices with the steps, and he reflected in the same moment that it could only be the old gentleman 

keeping late hours and tumbling upstairs in the darkness. He was in the act of turning out the gas and stepping 

into bed, when the house resumed its former stillness by the footsteps suddenly coming to a dead stop 

immediately outside his own room. 

With his hand on the gas, Shorthouse paused a moment before turning it out to see if the steps would go on 

again, when he was startled by a loud knocking on his door. Instantly, in obedience to a curious and 

unexplained instinct, he turned out the light, leaving himself and the room in total darkness. 

He had scarcely taken a step across the room to open the door, when a voice from the other side of the wall, 

so close it almost sounded in his ear, exclaimed in German, "Is that you, father? Come in." 

The speaker was a man in the next room, and the knocking, after all, had not been on his own door, but on 

that of the adjoining chamber, which he had supposed to be vacant. 

Almost before the man in the passage had time to answer in German, "Let me in at once," Jim heard someone 

cross the floor and unlock the door. Then it was slammed to with a bang, and there was audible the sound of 

footsteps about the room, and of chairs being drawn up to a table and knocking against furniture on the way. 

The men seemed wholly regardless of their neighbour's comfort, for they made noise enough to waken the 

dead. 

"Serves me right for taking a room in such a cheap hole," reflected Jim in the darkness. "I wonder whom she's 

let the room to!" 

The two rooms, the landlady had told him, were originally one. She had put up a thin partition--just a row of 

boards--to increase her income. The doors were adjacent, and only separated by the massive upright beam 

between them. When one was opened or shut the other rattled. 

With utter indifference to the comfort of the other sleepers in the house, the two Germans had meanwhile 

commenced to talk both at once and at the top of their voices. They talked emphatically, even angrily. The 

words "Father" and "Otto" were freely used. Shorthouse understood German, but as he stood listening for the 

first minute or two, an eavesdropper in spite of himself, it was difficult to make head or tail of the talk, for 

neither would give way to the other, and the jumble of guttural sounds and unfinished sentences was wholly 

unintelligible. Then, very suddenly, both voices dropped together; and, after a moment's pause, the deep tones 

of one of them, who seemed to be the "father," said, with the utmost distinctness-- 

"You mean, Otto, that you refuse to get it?" 

There was a sound of someone shuffling in the chair before the answer came. "I mean that I don't know how 

to get it. It is so much, father. It is too much. A part of it--" 

"A part of it!" cried the other, with an angry oath, "a part of it, when ruin and disgrace are already in the 

house, is worse than useless. If you can get half you can get all, you wretched fool. Half-measures only damn 

all concerned." 
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"You told me last time--" began the other firmly, but was not allowed to finish. A succession of horrible oaths 

drowned his sentence, and the father went on, in a voice vibrating with anger-- 

"You know she will give you anything. You have only been married a few months. If you ask and give a 

plausible reason you can get all we want and more. You can ask it temporarily. All will be paid back. It will 

re-establish the firm, and she will never know what was done with it. With that amount, Otto, you know I can 

recoup all these terrible losses, and in less than a year all will be repaid. But without it. . . . You must get it, 

Otto. Hear me, you must. Am I to be arrested for the misuse of trust moneys? Is our honoured name to be 

cursed and spat on?" The old man choked and stammered in his anger and desperation. 

Shorthouse stood shivering in the darkness and listening in spite of himself. The conversation had carried him 

along with it, and he had been for some reason afraid to let his neighbourhood be known. But at this point he 

realised that he had listened too long and that he must inform the two men that they could be overheard to 

every single syllable. So he coughed loudly, and at the same time rattled the handle of his door. It seemed to 

have no effect, for the voices continued just as loudly as before, the son protesting and the father growing 

more and more angry. He coughed again persistently, and also contrived purposely in the darkness to tumble 

against the partition, feeling the thin boards yield easily under his weight, and making a considerable noise in 

so doing. But the voices went on unconcernedly, and louder than ever. Could it be possible they had not 

heard? 

By this time Jim was more concerned about his own sleep than the morality of overhearing the private 

scandals of his neighbours, and he went out into the passage and knocked smartly at their door. Instantly, as if 

by magic, the sounds ceased. Everything dropped into utter silence. There was no light under the door and not 

a whisper could be heard within. He knocked again, but received no answer. 

"Gentlemen," he began at length, with his lips close to the keyhole and in German, "please do not talk so loud. 

I can overhear all you say in the next room. Besides, it is very late, and I wish to sleep." 

He paused and listened, but no answer was forthcoming. He turned the handle and found the door was locked. 

Not a sound broke the stillness of the night except the faint swish of the wind over the skylight and the 

creaking of a board here and there in the house below. The cold air of a very early morning crept down the 

passage, and made him shiver. The silence of the house began to impress him disagreeably. He looked behind 

him and about him, hoping, and yet fearing, that something would break the stillness. The voices still seemed 

to ring on in his ears; but that sudden silence, when he knocked at the door, affected him far more 

unpleasantly than the voices, and put strange thoughts in his brain--thoughts he did not like or approve. 

Moving stealthily from the door, he peered over the banisters into the space below. It was like a deep vault 

that might conceal in its shadows anything that was not good. It was not difficult to fancy he saw an indistinct 

moving to-and-fro below him. Was that a figure sitting on the stairs peering up obliquely at him out of 

hideous eyes? Was that a sound of whispering and shuffling down there in the dark halls and forsaken 

landings? Was it something more than the inarticulate murmur of the night? 

The wind made an effort overhead, singing over the skylight, and the door behind him rattled and made him 

start. He turned to go back to his room, and the draught closed the door slowly in his face as if there were 

someone pressing against it from the other side. When he pushed it open and went in, a hundred shadowy 

forms seemed to dart swiftly and silently back to their corners and hiding-places. But in the adjoining room 
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the sounds had entirely ceased, and Shorthouse soon crept into bed, and left the house with its inmates, 

waking or sleeping, to take care of themselves, while he entered the region of dreams and silence. 

Next day, strong in the common sense that the sunlight brings, he determined to lodge a complaint against the 

noisy occupants of the next room and make the landlady request them to modify their voices at such late 

hours of the night and morning. But it so happened that she was not to be seen that day, and when he returned 

from the office at midnight it was, of course, too late. 

Looking under the door as he came up to bed he noticed that there was no light, and concluded that the 

Germans were not in. So much the better. He went to sleep about one o'clock, fully decided that if they came 

up later and woke him with their horrible noises he would not rest till he had roused the landlady and made 

her reprove them with that authoritative twang, in which every word was like the lash of a metallic whip. 

However, there proved to be no need for such drastic measures, for Shorthouse slumbered peacefully all 

night, and his dreams--chiefly of the fields of grain and flocks of sheep on the far-away farms of his father's 

estate--were permitted to run their fanciful course unbroken. 

Two nights later, however, when he came home tired out, after a difficult day, and wet and blown about by 

one of the wickedest storms he had ever seen, his dreams--always of the fields and sheep--were not destined 

to be so undisturbed. 

He had already dozed off in that delicious glow that follows the removal of wet clothes and the immediate 

snuggling under warm blankets, when his consciousness, hovering on the borderland between sleep and 

waking, was vaguely troubled by a sound that rose indistinctly from the depths of the house, and, between the 

gusts of wind and rain, reached his ears with an accompanying sense of uneasiness and discomfort. It rose on 

the night air with some pretence of regularity, dying away again in the roar of the wind to reassert itself 

distantly in the deep, brief hushes of the storm. 

For a few minutes Jim's dreams were coloured only--tinged, as it were, by this impression of fear approaching 

from somewhere insensibly upon him. His consciousness, at first, refused to be drawn back from that 

enchanted region where it had wandered, and he did not immediately awaken. But the nature of his dreams 

changed unpleasantly. He saw the sheep suddenly run huddled together, as though frightened by the 

neighbourhood of an enemy, while the fields of waving corn became agitated as though some monster were 

moving uncouthly among the crowded stalks. The sky grew dark, and in his dream an awful sound came 

somewhere from the clouds. It was in reality the sound downstairs growing more distinct. 

Shorthouse shifted uneasily across the bed with something like a groan of distress. The next minute he awoke, 

and found himself sitting straight up in bed--listening. Was it a nightmare? Had he been dreaming evil 

dreams, that his flesh crawled and the hair stirred on his head? 

The room was dark and silent, but outside the wind howled dismally and drove the rain with repeated assaults 

against the rattling windows. How nice it would be--the thought flashed through his mind--if all winds, like 

the west wind, went down with the sun! They made such fiendish noises at night, like the crying of angry 

voices. In the daytime they had such a different sound. If only-- 
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Hark! It was no dream after all, for the sound was momentarily growing louder, and its cause was coming up 

the stairs. He found himself speculating feebly what this cause might be, but the sound was still too indistinct 

to enable him to arrive at any definite conclusion. 

The voice of a church clock striking two made itself heard above the wind. It was just about the hour when 

the Germans had commenced their performance three nights before. Shorthouse made up his mind that if they 

began it again he would not put up with it for very long. Yet he was already horribly conscious of the 

difficulty he would have of getting out of bed. The clothes were so warm and comforting against his back. 

The sound, still steadily coming nearer, had by this time become differentiated from the confused clamour of 

the elements, and had resolved itself into the footsteps of one or more persons. 

"The Germans, hang 'em!" thought Jim. "But what on earth is the matter with me? I never felt so queer in all 

my life." 

He was trembling all over, and felt as cold as though he were in a freezing atmosphere. His nerves were 

steady enough, and he felt no diminution of physical courage, but he was conscious of a curious sense of 

malaise and trepidation, such as even the most vigorous men have been known to experience when in the first 

grip of some horrible and deadly disease. As the footsteps approached this feeling of weakness increased. He 

felt a strange lassitude creeping over him, a sort of exhaustion, accompanied by a growing numbness in the 

extremities, and a sensation of dreaminess in the head, as if perhaps the consciousness were leaving its 

accustomed seat in the brain and preparing to act on another plane. Yet, strange to say, as the vitality was 

slowly withdrawn from his body, his senses seemed to grow more acute. 

Meanwhile the steps were already on the landing at the top of the stairs, and Shorthouse, still sitting upright in 

bed, heard a heavy body brush past his door and along the wall outside, almost immediately afterwards the 

loud knocking of someone's knuckles on the door of the adjoining room. 

Instantly, though so far not a sound had proceeded from within, he heard, through the thin partition, a chair 

pushed back and a man quickly cross the floor and open the door. 

"Ah! it's you," he heard in the son's voice. Had the fellow, then, been sitting silently in there all this time, 

waiting for his father's arrival? To Shorthouse it came not as a pleasant reflection by any means. 

There was no answer to this dubious greeting, but the door was closed quickly, and then there was a sound as 

if a bag or parcel had been thrown on a wooden table and had slid some distance across it before stopping. 

"What's that?" asked the son, with anxiety in his tone. 

"You may know before I go," returned the other gruffly. Indeed his voice was more than gruff: it betrayed ill-

suppressed passion. 

Shorthouse was conscious of a strong desire to stop the conversation before it proceeded any further, but 

somehow or other his will was not equal to the task, and he could not get out of bed. The conversation went 

on, every tone and inflexion distinctly audible above the noise of the storm. 
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In a low voice the father continued. Jim missed some of the words at the beginning of the sentence. It ended 

with: " . . . but now they've all left, and I've managed to get up to you. You know what I've come for." There 

was distinct menace in his tone. 

"Yes," returned the other; "I have been waiting." 

"And the money?" asked the father impatiently. 

No answer. 

"You've had three days to get it in, and I've contrived to stave off the worst so far--but to-morrow is the end." 

No answer. 

"Speak, Otto! What have you got for me? Speak, my son; for God's sake, tell me." 

There was a moment's silence, during which the old man's vibrating accents seemed to echo through the 

rooms. Then came in a low voice the answer-- 

"I have nothing." 

"Otto!" cried the other with passion, "nothing!" 

"I can get nothing," came almost in a whisper. 

"You lie!" cried the other, in a half-stifled voice. "I swear you lie. Give me the money." 

A chair was heard scraping along the floor. Evidently the men had been sitting over the table, and one of them 

had risen. Shorthouse heard the bag or parcel drawn across the table, and then a step as if one of the men was 

crossing to the door. 

"Father, what's in that? I must know," said Otto, with the first signs of determination in his voice. There must 

have been an effort on the son's part to gain possession of the parcel in question, and on the father's to retain 

it, for between them it fell to the ground. A curious rattle followed its contact with the floor. Instantly there 

were sounds of a scuffle. The men were struggling for the possession of the box. The elder man with oaths, 

and blasphemous imprecations, the other with short gasps that betokened the strength of his efforts. It was of 

short duration, and the younger man had evidently won, for a minute later was heard his angry exclamation. 

"I knew it. Her jewels! You scoundrel, you shall never have them. It is a crime." 

The elder man uttered a short, guttural laugh, which froze Jim's blood and made his skin creep. No word was 

spoken, and for the space of ten seconds there was a living silence. Then the air trembled with the sound of a 

thud, followed immediately by a groan and the crash of a heavy body falling over on to the table. A second 

later there was a lurching from the table on to the floor and against the partition that separated the rooms. The 
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bed quivered an instant at the shock, but the unholy spell was lifted from his soul and Jim Shorthouse sprang 

out of bed and across the floor in a single bound. He knew that ghastly murder had been done--the murder by 

a father of his son. 

With shaking fingers but a determined heart he lit the gas, and the first thing in which his eyes corroborated 

the evidence of his ears was the horrifying detail that the lower portion of the partition bulged unnaturally into 

his own room. The glaring paper with which it was covered had cracked under the tension and the boards 

beneath it bent inwards towards him. What hideous load was behind them, he shuddered to think. 

All this he saw in less than a second. Since the final lurch against the wall not a sound had proceeded from the 

room, not even a groan or a foot-step. All was still but the howl of the wind, which to his ears had in it a note 

of triumphant horror. 

Shorthouse was in the act of leaving the room to rouse the house and send for the police--in fact his hand was 

already on the door-knob--when something in the room arrested his attention. Out of the corner of his eyes he 

thought he caught sight of something moving. He was sure of it, and turning his eyes in the direction, he 

found he was not mistaken. 

Something was creeping slowly towards him along the floor. It was something dark and serpentine in shape, 

and it came from the place where the partition bulged. He stooped down to examine it with feelings of intense 

horror and repugnance, and he discovered that it was moving toward him from the other side of the wall. His 

eyes were fascinated, and for the moment he was unable to move. Silently, slowly, from side to side like a 

thick worm, it crawled forward into the room beneath his frightened eyes, until at length he could stand it no 

longer and stretched out his arm to touch it. But at the instant of contact he withdrew his hand with a 

suppressed scream. It was sluggish--and it was warm! and he saw that his fingers were stained with living 

crimson. 

A second more, and Shorthouse was out in the passage with his hand on the door of the next room. It was 

locked. He plunged forward with all his weight against it, and, the lock giving way, he fell headlong into a 

room that was pitch dark and very cold. In a moment he was on his feet again and trying to penetrate the 

blackness. Not a sound, not a movement. Not even the sense of a presence. It was empty, miserably empty! 

Across the room he could trace the outline of a window with rain streaming down the outside, and the blurred 

lights of the city beyond. But the room was empty, appallingly empty; and so still. He stood there, cold as ice, 

staring, shivering listening. Suddenly there was a step behind him and a light flashed into the room, and when 

he turned quickly with his arm up as if to ward off a terrific blow he found himself face to face with the 

landlady. Instantly the reaction began to set in. 

It was nearly three o'clock in the morning, and he was standing there with bare feet and striped pyjamas in a 

small room, which in the merciful light he perceived to be absolutely empty, carpetless, and without a stick of 

furniture, or even a window-blind. There he stood staring at the disagreeable landlady. And there she stood 

too, staring and silent, in a black wrapper, her head almost bald, her face white as chalk, shading a sputtering 

candle with one bony hand and peering over it at him with her blinking green eyes. She looked positively 

hideous. 
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"Waal?" she drawled at length, "I heard yer right enough. Guess you couldn't sleep! Or just prowlin' round a 

bit--is that it?" 

The empty room, the absence of all traces of the recent tragedy, the silence, the hour, his striped pyjamas and 

bare feet--everything together combined to deprive him momentarily of speech. He stared at her blankly 

without a word. 

"Waal?" clanked the awful voice. 

"My dear woman," he burst out finally, "there's been something awful--" So far his desperation took him, but 

no farther. He positively stuck at the substantive. 

"Oh! there hasn't been nothin'," she said slowly still peering at him. "I reckon you've only seen and heard what 

the others did. I never can keep folks on this floor long. Most of 'em catch on sooner or later--that is, the ones 

that's kind of quick and sensitive. Only you being an Englishman I thought you wouldn't mind. Nothin' really 

happens; it's only thinkin' like." 

Shorthouse was beside himself. He felt ready to pick her up and drop her over the banisters, candle and all. 

"Look there," he said, pointing at her within an inch of her blinking eyes with the fingers that had touched the 

oozing blood; "look there, my good woman. Is that only thinking?" 

She stared a minute, as if not knowing what he meant. 

"I guess so," she said at length. 

He followed her eyes, and to his amazement saw that his fingers were as white as usual, and quite free from 

the awful stain that had been there ten minutes before. There was no sign of blood. No amount of staring 

could bring it back. Had he gone out of his mind? Had his eyes and ears played such tricks with him? Had his 

senses become false and perverted? He dashed past the landlady, out into the passage, and gained his own 

room in a couple of strides. Whew! . . . the partition no longer bulged. The paper was not torn. There was no 

creeping, crawling thing on the faded old carpet. 

"It's all over now," drawled the metallic voice behind him. "I'm going to bed again." 

He turned and saw the landlady slowly going downstairs again, still shading the candle with her hand and 

peering up at him from time to time as she moved. A black, ugly, unwholesome object, he thought, as she 

disappeared into the darkness below, and the last flicker of her candle threw a queer-shaped shadow along the 

wall and over the ceiling. 

Without hesitating a moment, Shorthouse threw himself into his clothes and went out of the house. He 

preferred the storm to the horrors of that top floor, and he walked the streets till daylight. In the evening he 

told the landlady he would leave next day, in spite of her assurances that nothing more would happen. 

"It never comes back," she said--"that is, not after he's killed." 
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Shorthouse gasped. 

"You gave me a lot for my money," he growled. 

"Waal, it aren't my show," she drawled. "I'm no spirit medium. You take chances. Some'll sleep right along 

and never hear nothin'. Others, like yourself, are different and get the whole thing." 

"Who's the old gentleman?--does he hear it?" asked Jim. 

"There's no old gentleman at all," she answered coolly. "I just told you that to make you feel easy like in case 

you did hear anythin'. You were all alone on the floor." 

"Say now," she went on, after a pause in which Shorthouse could think of nothing to say but unpublishable 

things, "say now, do tell, did you feel sort of cold when the show was on, sort of tired and weak, I mean, as if 

you might be going to die?" 

"How can I say?" he answered savagely; "what I felt God only knows." 

"Waal, but He won't tell," she drawled out. "Only I was wonderin' how you really did feel, because the man 

who had that room last was found one morning in bed--" 

"In bed?" 

"He was dead. He was the one before you. Oh! You don't need to get rattled so. You're all right. And it all 

really happened, they do say. This house used to be a private residence some twenty-five years ago, and a 

German family of the name of Steinhardt lived here. They had a big business in Wall Street, and stood 'way 

up in things." 

"Ah!" said her listener. 

"Oh yes, they did, right at the top, till one fine day it all bust and the old man skipped with the boodle--" 

"Skipped with the boodle?" 

"That's so," she said; "got clear away with all the money, and the son was found dead in his house, committed 

soocide it was thought. Though there was some as said he couldn't have stabbed himself and fallen in that 

position. They said he was murdered. The father died in prison. They tried to fasten the murder on him, but 

there was no motive, or no evidence, or no somethin'. I forget now." 

"Very pretty," said Shorthouse. 

"I'll show you somethin' mighty queer any-ways," she drawled, "if you'll come upstairs a minute. I've heard 

the steps and voices lots of times; they don't pheaze me any. I'd just as lief hear so many dogs barkin'. You'll 
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find the whole story in the newspapers if you look it up--not what goes on here, but the story of the Germans. 

My house would be ruined if they told all, and I'd sue for damages." 

They reached the bedroom, and the woman went in and pulled up the edge of the carpet where Shorthouse 

had seen the blood soaking in the previous night. 

"Look thar, if you feel like it," said the old hag. Stooping down, he saw a dark, dull stain in the boards that 

corresponded exactly to the shape and position of the blood as he had seen it. 

That night he slept in a hotel, and the following day sought new quarters. In the newspapers on file in his 

office after a long search he found twenty years back the detailed story, substantially as the woman had said, 

of Steinhardt & Co.'s failure, the absconding and subsequent arrest of the senior partner, and the suicide, or 

murder, of his son Otto. The landlady's room-house had formerly been their private residence. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/algernon-blackwood/short-story/a-case-of-eavesdropping 
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Old alcoholism drug shows potential as new anti-obesity treatment 

By Rich Haridy 

 

A mouse study found animals on a high-fat diet lost 40 percent of their body weight when treated with 

disulfiram, an old drug for alcohol use disorder 

Imagemore/Depositphotos 
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New research from an international team of scientists has found an old drug, used for over half a century to 

treat alcoholism, could be repurposed as a useful anti-obesity medication. The animal study saw the drug 

prevent obesity and improve metabolic health in mice fed a high-fat diet. 

Disulfiram was first approved for human use way back in the early 1950s. It was discovered to inhibit 

metabolism of acetaldehyde, a toxic compound produced when the liver breaks down alcohol. Acetaldehyde 

is the thought to be the source of many major negative “hangover” effects caused by alcohol consumption, 

from headaches to nausea. 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://depositphotos.com/230869538/stock-photo-drug-obesity-medication-tape-measure.html
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So essentially, subjects taking disulfiram would instantly feel significantly negative effects after just one drink 

of alcohol. Over the past few decades disulfiram for alcohol abuse has been replaced by several newer drugs 

that focus more on inhibiting pathways in the brain linked to alcoholism. 

The new research on disulfiram was led by a pair of scientists from the National Institute of Aging (NIA), a 

division of the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Inspired by some studies showing disulfiram’s anti-

inflammatory effects, Michel Bernier and Rafael de Cabo set out to explore the drug’s specific effects on 

obesity and metabolism. 

“When we first went down this path, we did not know what to expect, but once we started to see data showing 

dramatic weight loss and leaner body mass in the mice, we turned to each other and couldn’t quite believe our 

eyes,” says Bernier. 

The researchers first fed a group of mice a high-fat diet for 12 weeks, triggering metabolic signs of pre-

diabetes and making the animals overweight. Then, the animals were divided into four experimental groups. 

Two groups were assigned different doses of disulfiram while continuing a high-fat diet, while the other two 

groups acted as controls, continuing on either a standard or high-fat diet without the additional drug. 

The results were impressive, with the animals in both disulfiram groups losing weight and showing blood 

glucose improvements despite continuing on a high-fat diet. The mice in the high-dose group reportedly lost 

around 40 percent of their body weight in just four weeks, effectively matching the body weight reductions 

seen in those mice on a standard diet. 

It is unclear exactly how disulfiram generates these anti-obesity effects in the animals, but the researchers 

hypothesize it is related to the drug’s novel anti-inflammatory properties. An unrelated recent study from 

researchers at Harvard Medical School and the Boston Children’s Hospital also homed in on disulfiram’s anti-

inflammatory effects, finding the drug may have potential as a treatment for sepsis, and possibly the immune-

related "cytokine storms" seen in COVID-19 patients. 

It is, of course, early days for the research, and clinical trials are currently being planned to explore whether 

these anti-obesity effects can be replicated in humans. The scientists do note that since disulfiram is already 

approved for human uses, and known to be relatively safe, these trials could progress rapidly if positive 

results are observed. 

The new research was published in the journal Cell Metabolism. 

Source: National Institutes of Health 
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from 2013-2015. Since joining New Atlas Rich’s interests have broadened to encompass the era-defining 

effects of new technology on culture and life in the 21st century. 
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Polynuclear photocatalysts, a new generation? 

Author: Daniel González-Muñoz is a predoctoral researcher in photocatalytic processes at Universidad 

Autónoma de Madrid. 

One of the most important scientific objectives in recent years is to find solutions to the problem of climate 

change and environmental pollution. Unfortunately, this issue is not only related to the amount of CO2 that is 

released into the atmosphere from fossil fuels. The chemical industry, in the complex processes it carries out 

to synthesize products, generates a large amount of waste that is dumped into the environment. Imagine the 

process of synthesizing a drug to treat HIV, some type of cancer or a simple flu. The preparation of these 

drugs can require an enormous number of synthetic steps – 10, 20, 30 or even more – and each of these steps 

involves a multitude of reagents that make the process more expensive, while becoming potential pollutants 

released into the environment. That is why it is very important to develop chemical processes that require 

fewer steps and that the reagents used are as eco-friendly as possible. This way, we can protect the 

environment and chemical processes will become increasingly cheaper and profitable. At this point, the field 

of photocatalysis has gained enormous importance by using molecules (photocatalysts) capable of absorbing 

solar energy and transforming it into chemical energy. In this regard, the sun is the most abundant and 

accessible energy source on our planet and its application in the chemical industry will be a true disruption. 

Although it appears to be a very original idea, applying it is not as easy as it seems. The solar spectrum covers 

the near ultraviolet (UV), visible region and infrared spectrum; specifically, 5% is UV radiation, 43% visible 

radiation and 52% infrared radiation (Figure 1) 1. The problem is that photocatalysts normally do not absorb 

in the entire solar spectrum, limiting themselves to UV radiation and part of the visible radiation, and this 

restricts their application with sunlight since only a very small part of the solar spectrum can be used. 

Therefore, it is vitally important to develop photocatalysts that absorb as much radiation as possible and 

absorb at wavelengths in the visible and infrared region, which is the most abundant. 

Figure 1. Contribution of 

different radiation in the solar spectrum.Source: Wikimedia Commons. 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/05/18/polynuclear-photocatalysts-a-new-generation/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6794-1
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These characteristics can be covered by polynuclear photocatalysts 2 . As you can see in Figure 2a, a 

polynuclear photocatalyst can be obtained from a typical photocatalyst, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ by repeating its structure 

several times and obtaining molecules with 2 or more metallic centers. The absorption of the photocatalysts 

red-shifts towards longer wavelengths as the number of centers increases (Figure 2b). Given these changes in 

absorption wavelengths, the use of different light sources (white, blue, green or orange LEDs) can help 

evaluate the applicability and reactivity of each polynuclear photocatalyst. The emissions from the different 

light sources are also represented in figure 2b. 

Figure 2. a) Typical ruthenium photocatalyst and their polynuclear analogues. b) UV-Vis absorption of the 

different polynuclear photocatalysts (solid lines) and emission of the different light sources (dashed lines). 

Source: Cerfontaine et al (2020) 

In addition to absorption spectra, other important properties can be studied in order to characterize a 

photocatalyst. The molar absorption coefficient (ε), which is the amount of light absorbed by the 

photocatalyst at a given concentration, can provide valuable information (Table 1). Mononuclear 

photocatalyst, [Ru(bpy)3]2+, has a high  value, but as the number of centers increases, this value is even 

higher, reaching up to 54900 M-1 cm-1. In addition, when the light is absorbed by a photocatalyst, it goes into 

an excited state, and usually has a very short lifetime, in the order of nanoseconds. This property is measured 

with the excited-state lifetime (τ). These values are also represented in Table 1 and it is observed that the 

polynuclear photocatalysts have higher lifetimes, which means that they remain in the excited state longer and 

therefore, can be more reactive. The final property of photocatalysts we should discuss is the reduction 

potential to move from the excited state (Ru2+*) to a reduced species (Ru+), that is the ability of the 

photocatalyst to pick up an electron from another species (Table 1, E1/2). These values increase as the number 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/05/18/polynuclear-photocatalysts-a-new-generation/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6794-2
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of centers increases. This means that polynuclear photocatalysts are more oxidizing compounds, and as we 

will explain later, can lead to enhanced activity. 

Photocatalyst ε (M-1 cm-1) τ (ns) E1/2 (Ru2+*/+) (V) 

[Ru(bpy)3]2+ 11900 (450) 1020 0.83 

D1 21800 (480) 1920 0.98 

T1 40100 (485) 1580 1.01 

Q1 54900 (490) 1470 1.10 

Table 1. Molar absorption coefficients (values in parentheses indicate the corresponding wavelength in nm), 

excited-state lifetime and reduction potentials of the ruthenium photocatalysts. 

The polynuclear photocatalysts were evaluated in the dehalogenation reaction represented in figure 3a where 

the chloride functionality present in 1 is reduced to form 2. The reaction under white light illumination (figure 

2b, black dashed line) led to a 77% yield with [Ru(bpy)3]2+, whereas the use of polynuclear photocatalysts 

increased the reaction yields to >90%. Then, the reaction was studied with more specific wavelength light 

sources. With blue and green light (figure 2b, blue and green dashed lines respectively) the reaction yielded 

similar results to white light irradiation, which is not surprising considering the spectral overlap between the 

light emission profile and the absorption spectra of the photocatalysts. The most surprising results were 

obtained by using orange light (figure 2b, orange dashed line). [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photocatalyst led to a 31% yield 

of 2 while polynuclear photocatalysts reached >90% yield. To further demonstrate the potential of these 

photocatalysts, their catalytic amount in the reaction was reduced 25-fold. Using a white light, the reaction 

yield of 2 using [Ru(bpy)3]2+ was 66%, while polynuclear photocatalysts increased the reaction yield to 

around 90%. 
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Figure 3. 

Dehalogenation reaction to test the photocatalytic activity of polynuclear ruthenium complexes (a) and 

proposed mechanism (b). Source: Cerfontaine et al (2020) 

Additionally, a study was carried out in which it was verified that under irradiation of white light, ligand-loss 

photochemistry was observed for [Ru(bpy)3]2+ while polynuclear photocatalysts ligands remained stable. 
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The reaction mechanism is depicted in figure 3b. [Ru]2+ is excited with light to form [Ru]2+*, and this species 

takes an electron from DIPEA to form [Ru]+ and DIPEA·+ in a single-electron transfer (SET) event. At this 

stage, the value of the reduction potentials mentioned above is important. Polynuclear photocatalysts have 

higher values, which means that they will be able to pick up an electron from DIPEA more easily. Then 

[Ru]+ reduced the product 1 to form the radical intermediate and the recovered photocatalyst [Ru]2+. Finally, 

the Hantzsch Ester completes the hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) to the radical intermediate to form the final 

product 2. 

In conclusion, polynuclear photocatalysts present a red-shift absorption, better molar absorption 

coefficient (ε) and longer excited-state lifetime (τ). They are better oxidants and present a better ligand 

stability in comparison with mononuclear photocatalyst [Ru(bpy)3]2+. All these properties translate into better 

photocatalytic activity in the dehalogenation reaction. These results are very promising since they can widen 

the possibilities to develop more industrially effective photocatalysts and that solar radiation can be used 

effectively for this type of process. 
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Idol 
by Arthur Rimbaud 

Issue no. 169 (Spring 2004) 

Hidden, wrinkled as a flush violet wedged 

Humbly amid the moss, it breathes 

Still wet with love that leaves 

Along the gentle white curve of buttock to its edge. 

Like milky tears, a flow, 

Wept in a cruel wind forcing travel 

Back across the russet marl and gravel 

To be lost where the curve bids it go. 

Often my dream with this opening has played, 

My soul, jealous of the fleshly lay, 

Has fashioned it a tawny reservoir, its nest of moans. 

It is the enthralling olive, the seductive flute, 

The burnt almond of heaven descends this chute 

—Astarte of the Dews enclosed! 

                —translated from the French by Michael Thomas Davis 

 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 a letter from Rimbaud to his family written in 1878, published on the Daily? 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=c02ad1871d&e=d538c8f2e0 
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Inkjet-printed tattoo electrodes deliver long-term EEG measurements 

By Rich Haridy 

 

Printed tattoo electrodes have, for the first time, been found to effectively measure EEG activity, without a 

conductive gel, as well as traditional electrodes 

Greco - TU Graz 

European engineers have optimized a novel technology using temporary tattoo electrodes to record 

electroencephalography (EEG) brain activity. The technology is cheap, can be produced using an inkjet 

printer, and delivers EEG measurements as accurately as traditional electrodes. 

Two years ago the technology, developed initially in 2015, was demonstrated effective at 

recording electrocardiography (ECG) and electromyography (EMG) data. Now, with further optimization, the 

tattoo-styled electrodes can capture EEG signals. 

The new electrodes produced by ink-jet printing are cheaper than traditional electrodes 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://newatlas.com/tattoo-electrodes/54004/
https://newatlas.com/tattoo-electrodes/54004/
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Greco - TU Graz 

"Brain waves are in the low frequency range and EEG signals have a very low amplitude,” explains Laura 

Ferrari, one of the authors on the new study. “They are much more difficult to capture in high quality than 

EMG or ECG signals.” 

The tattoo electrodes are created using conductive polymers that can be printed through a standard inkjet 

printer. Clinical tests found the new technology to be as effective in measuring EEG signals as conventional 

electrodes, which require time-consuming application by highly trained individuals. Their application also 

requires a wet conductive gel, which progressively dries out within a few hours, making consistent 

measurements over a long period of time unreliable. 

 

Early tests show the electrodes continue to work effectively even as hair regrows through the temporary 

tattoo 

Greco - TU Graz 

The new electrodes offer accurate and stable skin contact that can be maintained over long periods of time 

when frequent EEG measurements may be needed. Francesco Greco, one of the originators of the electrodes 

from the Graz University of Technology, suggests the innovation is cheaper than traditional wet electrodes, 

and significantly more comfortable. 

"Due to inkjet printing and the commercially available substrates, however, our tattoos are significantly less 

expensive than current EEG electrodes and also offer more advantages in terms of wearing comfort and long-

term measurements in direct comparison,” says Greco. 

https://newatlas.com/medical/inkjet-printed-tattoo-electrodes-eeg/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=2560f5e5ad-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_18_08_16&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-2560f5e5ad-92970593#gallery:2
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The researchers also claim the new optimized electrodes should be effective with magneto-encephalography 

(MEG) measurements. MEG data can often complement EEG measurements, offering highly localized brain 

activity data. 

"With our method, we produce the perfect MEG-compatible electrode while reducing costs and production 

time," adds Greco. 

 

The new study was published in the journal npj Flexible Electronics. 

Source: TU Graz 
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Rich Haridy 

With interests in film, new media, and the new wave of psychedelic science, Rich has written for a number of 

online and print publications over the last decade and was Chair of the Australian Film Critics Association 

from 2013-2015. Since joining New Atlas Rich’s interests have broadened to encompass the era-defining 

effects of new technology on culture and life in the 21st century. 
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Federigo's Falcon 

by Giovanni Boccaccio 

 

Federigo's Falcon is Boccaccio's clever use of the ironic twist, often paired with The Necklace or The Gift of 

the Magi. It was originally published in The Decameron in 1353. Translation by Mark Musa and Peter 

Bondanella. 

 

Philip Reinagle, Man with falcon, undated 

There was once in Florence a young man named Federigo, the son of Messer Filippo Alberighi, renowned 

above all other men in Tuscany for his prowess in arms and for his courtliness. As often happens to most 

gentlemen, he fell in love with a lady named Monna Giovanna, in her day considered to be one of the most 

beautiful and one of the most charming women that ever there was in Florence; and in order to win her love, 

he participated in jousts and tournaments, organized and gave feasts, and spent his money without restraint; 

but she, no less virtuous than beautiful, cared little for these things done on her behalf, nor did she care for 

him who did them. Now, as Federigo was spending far beyond his means and was taking nothing in, as easily 

happens he lost his wealth and became poor, with nothing but his little farm to his name (from whose 

revenues he lived very meagerly) and one falcon which was among the best in the world. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/giovanni-boccaccio
https://americanliterature.com/author/guy-de-maupassant/short-story/the-necklace
https://americanliterature.com/author/o-henry/short-story/the-gift-of-the-magi
https://americanliterature.com/author/o-henry/short-story/the-gift-of-the-magi
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More in love than ever, but knowing that he would never be able to live the way he wished to in the city, he 

went to live at Campi, where his farm was. There he passed his time hawking whenever he could, asked 

nothing of anyone, and endured his poverty patiently. Now, during the time that Federigo was reduced to dire 

need, it happened that the husband of Monna Giovanna fell ill, and realizing death was near, he made his last 

will. He was very rich, and he made his son, who was growing up, his heir, and, since he had loved Monna 

Giovanna very much, he made her his heir should his son die without a legitimate heir; and then he died. 

Monna Giovanna was now a widow, and as is the custom among our women, she went to the country with her 

son to spend a year on one of her possessions very close by to Federigo’s farm, and it happened that this 

young boy became friends with Federigo and began to enjoy birds and hunting dogs; and after he had seen 

Federigo’s falcon fly many times, it pleased him so much that he very much wished it were his own, but he 

did not dare to ask for it, for he could see how dear it was to Federigo. And during this time, it happened that 

the young boy took ill, and his mother was much grieved, for he was her only child and she loved him 

enormously. She would spend the entire day by his side, never ceasing to comfort him, and often asking him 

if there was anything he desired, begging him to tell her what it might be, for if it were possible to obtain it, 

she would certainly do everything possible to get it. After the young boy had heard her make this offer many 

times, he said: 

“Mother, if you can arrange for me to have Federigo’s falcon, I think I would be well very soon.” 

When the lady heard this, she was taken aback for a moment, and she began to think what she should do. She 

knew that Federigo had loved her for a long while, in spite of the fact that he never received a single glance 

from her, and so, she said to herself: 

“How can I send or go and ask for this falcon of his which is, as I have heard tell, the best that ever flew, and 

besides this, his only means of support? And how can I be so insensitive as to wish to take away from this 

gentleman the only pleasure which is left to him?” 

And involved in these thoughts, knowing that she was certain to have the bird if she asked for it, but not 

knowing what to say to her son, she stood there without answering him. Finally the love she bore her son 

persuaded her that she should make him happy, and no matter what the consequences might be, she would not 

send for the bird, but rather go herself for it and bring it back to him; so she answered her son: 

“My son, take comfort and think only of getting well, for I promise you that the first thing I shall do tomorrow 

morning is to go for it and bring it back to you.” 

The child was so happy that he showed some improvement that very day. The following morning, the lady, 

accompanied by another woman, as if going for a stroll, went to Federigo’s modest house and asked for him. 

Since it was not the season for it, Federigo had not been hawking for some days and was in his orchard, 

attending to certain tasks. When he heard that Monna Giovanna was asking for him at the door, he was very 

surprised and happy to run there. As she saw him coming, she greeted him with feminine charm, and once 

Federigo had welcomed her courteously, she said: 

“Greetings, Federigo!” Then she continued: “I have come to compensate you for the harm you have suffered 

on my account by loving me more than you needed to; and the compensation is this: I, along with this 

companion of mine, intend to dine with you—a simple meal—this very day.” 
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To this Federigo humbly replied: “Madonna, I never remember having suffered any harm because of you. On 

the contrary, so much good have I received from you that if ever I have been worth anything, it has been 

because of your merit and the love I bore for you; and your generous visit is certainly so dear to me that I 

would spend all over again that which I spent in the past; but you have come to a poor host.” 

And having said this, he received her into his home humbly, and from there he led her into his garden, and 

since he had no one there to keep her company, he said: 

“My lady, since there is no one else, this good woman here, the wife of this workman, will keep you company 

while I go to set the table.” 

Though he was very poor, Federigo, until now, had never before realized to what extent he had wasted his 

wealth; but this morning, the fact that he found nothing with which he could honor the lady for the love of 

whom he had once entertained countless men in the past gave him cause to reflect. In great anguish, he cursed 

himself and his fortune and, like a man beside himself, he started running here and there, but could find 

neither money nor a pawnable object. The hour was late and his desire to honor the gracious lady was great, 

but not wishing to turn for help to others (not even to his own workman), he set his eyes upon his good falcon, 

perched in a small room; and since he had nowhere else to turn, he took the bird, and finding it plump, he 

decided that it would be a worthy food for such a lady. So, without further thought, he wrung its neck and 

quickly gave it to his servant girl to pluck, prepare, and place on a spit to be roasted with care; and when he 

had set the table with the whitest of tablecloths (a few of which he still had left), he returned, with a cheerful 

face, to the lady in his garden, saying that the meal he was able to prepare for her was ready. 

The lady and her companion rose, went to the table together with Federigo, who waited upon them with the 

greatest devotion, and they ate the good falcon without knowing what it was they were eating. And having left 

the table and spent some time in pleasant conversation, the lady thought it time now to say what she had come 

to say, and so she spoke these kind words to Federigo: 

“Federigo, if you recall your past life and my virtue, which you perhaps mistook for harshness and cruelty, I 

do not doubt at all that you will be amazed by my presumption when you hear what my main reason for 

coming here is; but if you had children, through whom you might have experienced the power of parental 

love, it seems certain to me that you would, at least in part, forgive me. But, just as you have no child, I do 

have one, and I cannot escape the common laws of other mothers; the force of such laws compels me to 

follow them, against my own will and against good manners and duty, and to ask of you a gift which I know 

is most precious to you; and it is naturally so, since your extreme condition has left you no other delight, no 

other pleasure, no other consolation; and this gift is your falcon, which my son is so taken by that if I do not 

bring it to him, I fear his sickness will grow so much worse that I may lose him. And therefore I beg you, not 

because of the love that you bear for me, which does not oblige you in the least, but because of your own 

nobility, which you have shown to be greater than that of all others in practicing courtliness, that you be 

pleased to give it to me, so that I may say that I have saved the life of my son by means of this gift, and 

because of it I have placed him in your debt forever.” 

When he heard what the lady requested and knew that he could not oblige her since he had given her the 

falcon to eat, Federigo began to weep in her presence, for he could not utter a word in reply. The lady, at first, 

thought his tears were caused more by the sorrow of having to part with the good falcon than by anything 

else, and she was on the verge of telling him she no longer wished it, but she held back and waited for 

Federigo’s reply after he stopped weeping. And he said: 
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“My lady, ever since it pleased God for me to place my love in you, I have felt that Fortune has been hostile 

to me in many things, and I have complained of her, but all this is nothing compared to what she has just done 

to me, and I must never be at peace with her again, thinking about how you have come here to my poor home 

where, while it was rich, you never deigned to come, and you requested a small gift, and Fortune worked to 

make it impossible for me to give it to you; and why this is so I shall tell you briefly. When I heard that you, 

out of your kindness, wished to dine with me, I considered it fitting and right, taking into account your 

excellence and your worthiness, that I should honor you, according to my possibilities, with a more precious 

food than that which I usually serve to other people; therefore, remembering the falcon that you requested and 

its value, I judged it a food worthy of you, and this very day you had it roasted and served to you as best I 

could; but seeing now that you desired it in another way, my sorrow in not being able to serve you is so great 

that I shall never be able to console myself again.” 

And after he had said this, he laid the feathers, the feet, and the beak of the bird before her as proof. When the 

lady heard and saw this, she first reproached him for having killed such a falcon to serve as a meal to a 

woman; but then to herself she commended the greatness of his spirit, which no poverty was able or would be 

able to diminish; then, having lost all hope of getting the falcon and, perhaps because of this, of improving the 

health of her son as well, she thanked Federigo both for the honor paid to her and for his good will, and she 

left in grief, and returned to her son. To his mother’s extreme sorrow, either because of his disappointment 

that he could not have the falcon, or because his illness must have necessarily led to it, the boy passed from 

this life only a few days later. 

After the period of her mourning and bitterness had passed, the lady was repeatedly urged by her brothers to 

remarry, since she was very rich and was still young; and although she did not wish to do so, they became so 

insistent that she remembered the merits of Federigo and his last act of generosity—that is, to have killed such 

a falcon to do her honor—and she said to her brothers: 

“I would prefer to remain a widow, if that would please you; but if you wish me to take a husband, you may 

rest assured that I shall take no man but Federigo degli Alberighi.” 

In answer to this, making fun of her, her brothers replied: 

“You foolish woman, what are you saying? How can you want him; he hasn’t a penny to his name?” 

To this she replied: “My brothers, I am well aware of what you say, but I would rather have a man who needs 

money than money that needs a man.” 

Her brothers, seeing that she was determined and knowing Federigo to be of noble birth, no matter how poor 

he was, accepted her wishes and gave her in marriage to him with all her riches. When he found himself the 

husband of such a great lady, whom he had loved so much and who was so wealthy besides, he managed his 

financial affairs with more prudence than in the past and lived with her happily the rest of his days. 

 

Federigo's Falcon was featured as The Short Story of the Day on Sun, Mar 11, 2018 

 

https://americanliterature.com/short-story-of-the-day
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Frederigo's Falcon is a featured in our collection of Short Stories for Middle School. It is one of many short 

stories that feature an ironic or confounding event. O. Henry's The Gift of the Magi and Guy de 

Maupassant's The Necklace are great works to compare the authors' use of irony. 

 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/giovanni-boccaccio/short-story/federigos-falcon 

  

https://americanliterature.com/middle-school-short-stories
https://americanliterature.com/author/o-henry/short-story/the-gift-of-the-magi
https://americanliterature.com/author/guy-de-maupassant
https://americanliterature.com/author/guy-de-maupassant
https://americanliterature.com/author/guy-de-maupassant/short-story/the-necklace
https://americanliterature.com/author/giovanni-boccaccio/short-story/federigos-falcon
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The Cosmic Miracle of Trees: Astronaut Leland Melvin Reads Pablo Neruda’s Love Letter to Earth’s 

Forests 

“Anyone who hasn’t been in the Chilean forest doesn’t know this planet. I have come out of that landscape, 

that mud, that silence, to roam, to go singing through the world.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“Today, for some, a universe will vanish,” Jane Hirshfield writes in her stunning poem about the death of a 

tree a quarter millennium after William Blake observed in his most passionate letter that how we see a tree is 

how we see the world, and in the act of seeing we reveal what we are: “The tree which moves some to tears of 

joy is in the eyes of others only a green thing which stands in the way,” he wrote. “As a man is, so he sees.” 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/15/today-another-universe-jane-hirshfield-ledger-jasmine/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/15/today-another-universe-jane-hirshfield-ledger-jasmine/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/07/14/william-blake-john-trusler-letter/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374206600/braipick-20
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If a single tree is home to a miniature universe of life, and if we are learning with wide-eyed wonder that a 

tree is not a self-contained world but a synaptic node in a complex cosmos of relationships in constant and 

astonishing communication with other nodes, relationships that weave the fabric of earthly life, what does it 

make us — what does it reveal about our character, as a planetary people and a civilization — to watch the 

world’s forests vanish in flames before our eyes, in wildfires so ferocious as to be visible from space? 

 

Art from Trees at Night by Art Young, 1926. (Available as a print.) 

A century after Walt Whitman turned to trees as our wisest moral teachers and a generation before Wangari 

Maathai defended them with her life in a movement of moral courage that won her the Nobel Peace Prize, the 

Nobel-winning Chilean poet Pablo Neruda (July 12, 1904–September 23, 1973) — one of humanity’s 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/10/trees-ted-ed/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/10/trees-ted-ed/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/12/08/the-songs-of-trees-david-haskell/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
https://society6.com/product/cathedral-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/11/06/walt-whitman-specimen-days-trees/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/06/04/wangari-maathai-the-woman-who-planted-millions-of-trees/
https://society6.com/product/cathedral-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
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furthest-seeing and lushest-minded artists — shone a gorgeous sidewise gleam at an answer by way of 

celebration rather than lamentation in a passage from his Memoirs (public library), posthumously published 

in English the year the Voyager spacecraft captured that poetry-fomenting first glimpse of our Pale Blue Dot 

seen from far away. (Translated from the Spanish by Hardie St. Martin, this treasure of a book is now — 

unfathomably, tragically, a civilizational embarrassment — out of print.) 

At the 2020 Universe in Verse, celebrating fifty years of Earth Day, astronaut and poetry-lover Leland 

Melvin — one of a fraction of a fraction of a percentage of humans in the history of our species to have left 

this rare planet, to have seen its forests and its intricate living web of relationships from the cosmic 

perspective, and to have returned loving it all the more passionately — breathed new life into Neruda’s 

forgotten words with a soulful reading of that passage: 

Under the volcanoes, beside the snow-capped mountains, among the huge lakes, the fragrant, the silent, the 

tangled Chilean forest… My feet sink down into the dead leaves, a fragile twig crackles, the giant rauli trees 

rise in all their bristling height, a bird from the cold jungle passes over, flaps its wings, and stops in the 

sunless branches. And then, from its hideaway, it sings like an oboe… The wild scent of the laurel, the dark 

scent of the boldo herb, enter my nostrils and flood my whole being… The cypress of the Guaitecas blocks 

my way… This is a vertical world: a nation of birds, a plenitude of leaves… I stumble over a rock, dig up the 

uncovered hollow, an enormous spider covered with red hair stares up at me, motionless, as huge as a crab… 

A golden carabus beetle blows its mephitic breath at me, as its brilliant rainbow disappears like lightning… 

Going on, I pass through a forest of ferns much taller than I am: from their cold green eyes sixty tears splash 

down on my face and, behind me, their fans go on quivering for a long time… A decaying tree trunk: what a 

treasure!… Black and blue mushrooms have given it ears, red parasite plants have covered it with rubies, 

other lazy plants have let it borrow their beards, and a snake springs out of the rotted body like a sudden 

breath, as if the spirit of the dead trunk were slipping away from it… Farther along, each tree stands away 

from its fellows… They soar up over the carpet of the secretive forest, and the foliage of each has its own 

style, linear, bristling, ramulose, lanceolate, as if cut by shears moving in infinite ways… A gorge; below, the 

crystal water slides over granite and jasper… A butterfly goes past, bright as a lemon, dancing between the 

water and the sunlight… Close by, innumerable calceolarias nod their little yellow heads in greeting… High 

up, red copihues (Lapageria rosea) dangle like drops from the magic forest’s arteries… A fox cuts through 

the silence like a flash, sending a shiver through the leaves, but silence is the law of the plant kingdom… The 

barely audible cry of some bewildered animal far off… The piercing interruption of a hidden bird… The 

vegetable world keeps up its low rustle until a storm chums up all the music of the earth. 

Anyone who hasn’t been in the Chilean forest doesn’t know this planet. 

I have come out of that landscape, that mud, that silence, to roam, to go singing through the world. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/10/30/pablo-neruda-childhood-and-poetry/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374206600/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/memoirs/oclc/1030900401&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-angelou/
https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
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Art from Trees at Night by Art Young, 1926. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
https://society6.com/product/archangel-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/archangel-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
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Complement with poet and painter Rebecca Hey’s lovely illustrations for the world’s first encyclopedia of 

trees, Mary Oliver’s radiant poem “When I Am Among the Trees” radiantly read by Amanda Palmer, the 

uncommonly wonderful picture-book The Forest, and the poetic nature writer Robert Macfarlane — who also 

read at the 2020 Universe in Verse — on how trees illuminate the secret of true love, then savor other 

highlights from this poetic celebration of the science and splendor of nature: a sublimely beautiful 

animation of Marie Howe’s stirring poem about our cosmic belonging and the meaning of home, inspired by 

Stephen Hawking; astrophysicist Janna Levin reading “Antidotes to Fear of Death” by the late, great 

astronomer and poet Rebecca Elson; Amanda Palmer reading “Einstein’s Mother” by former U.S. Poet 

Laureate and Universe in Verse alumna Tracy K. Smith; and artist Ohara Hale’s lyrical watercolor adaptation 

of Mojave American poet Natalie Diaz’s ode to brokenness as a portal to belonging and resilience. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/26/leland-melvin-reads-pablo-neruda-chilean-

forest/?mc_cid=be1895bdc1&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/01/06/sylvan-musings-hey/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/01/06/sylvan-musings-hey/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/09/23/amanda-palmer-mary-oliver-when-i-am-among-the-trees/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/10/09/the-forest-riccardo-bozzi/
https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/13/robert-macfarlane-underland-tree-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/23/singularity-marie-howe-animated/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/23/singularity-marie-howe-animated/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/10/antidotes-to-fear-of-death-rebecca-elson/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/18/einsteins-mother-tracy-k-smith-amanda-palmer/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/22/natalie-diaz-lake-loop-ohara-hale-animation/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/26/leland-melvin-reads-pablo-neruda-chilean-forest/?mc_cid=be1895bdc1&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/26/leland-melvin-reads-pablo-neruda-chilean-forest/?mc_cid=be1895bdc1&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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New biosensor could give gout patients real-time blood urate readings 

By Loz Blain 

 

New research could lead to an instant urate-level-measuring implant that could help gout sufferers manage 

their painful affliction 

Thamkc/Depositphotos 

I know a thing or two about gout. It's horrible. If you're susceptible to it, eating the wrong food can trigger 

deposits of uric acid salts to crystallize into spiky pain bombs in your joints. Often, this happens in the big toe, 

but in my case they seem to center around old injuries in my ankles and knees. The pain is excruciating; three 

times I've been to the doctor thinking I've somehow broken my ankle or knee, only to find out it was gout. 

Left untreated, it can cause permanent damage. 

The key metric determining when you'll get an attack is your blood urate level, something that generally 

requires a fasting blood test to establish. But new work from researchers at Texas A&M University appears to 

point the way toward a sub-dermal implant that could give gout sufferers 24-hour access to an instant blood 

urate level reading, letting them see exactly which foods they're reacting to and help stave off painful attacks. 

https://newatlas.com/author/loz-blain/
https://depositphotos.com/91639260/stock-photo-man-with-painful-and-inflamed.html
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The technology relies on a new discovery: that urate levels in the blood could be effectively measured using 

LED light and benzoporphyrin sensors. Benzoporphyrin molecules are typically used to measure the oxygen 

content of blood, and the researchers found that this measurement could be reliably correlated to urate levels, 

as urate reacts with oxygen and an enzyme called uricase to form allantoin in the blood. 

The researchers devised a system using a biocompatible hydrogel containing benzoporphyrins and uricase – 

which could eventually be embedded just under the skin – and an LED light sensor that could both shine light 

on the benzoporphyrins and measure how much comes back out. This would give an oxygen level reading, 

and the team hypothesized that the lower the oxygen dropped in the presence of uricase, the higher the urate 

levels would be. 

 

Experimental set-up used in the study to measure urate levels 

Dr. Mike McShane 

They tested it by putting thin discs of the hydrogels in saline-filled chambers, each receiving a steady flow of 

oxygen and kept at body temperature. Then, they added different levels of urate to each chamber, and 

proceeded with the light measurements. The readings "failthfully followed urate levels," giving the team a 

solid research basis from which to work towards a human-implantable device. 

If the hydrogel proves to have a good enough service life – and this is yet to be determined – the researchers 

believe they could be placed just under the skin in a minimally invasive procedure, and then patients could 

use a simple computer peripheral to do the light measurements and take a blood urate reading at any time. In 

this way, the effects of certain foods, drinks or medications could be measured in near-to real time, helping 

people to prevent gout flare-ups and saving themselves a ton of pain. 

https://newatlas.com/medical/gout-urate-measurement-implant/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=77758bd376-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_16_10_56&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-77758bd376-92970593#gallery:2
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A neat discovery that will hopefully bear fruit as an effective device in the future. 

The team's research appears in the journal Sensors. 

Source: Texas A&M University 
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Loz Blain 

https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/20/4/959
https://engineering.tamu.edu/news/2020/05/new-optical-biosensor-system-may-help-round-the-clock-management-of-gout.html
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/informatics/pediatric-cancer-big-data-initiatives-could-help-set-best-practices-sequencing-data?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.XRIo4MdlDnc
https://bestpractice.bmj.com/topics/es-es/13?utm_source=trendmd&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=bp&utm_content=americas&utm_term=latin
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/cancer/genetic-testing-challenges-oncology-patient-brca1-vus-has-prophylactic-surgery?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.XoxQ7f0zbIV
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/cancer/genetic-testing-challenges-oncology-missed-mutations-highlight-somatic-germline-test?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.Xs1tx2hKg2w
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/cancer/genetic-testing-challenges-oncology-missed-mutations-highlight-somatic-germline-test?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.Xs1tx2hKg2w
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/molecular-diagnostics/confirmatory-testing-insurance-coverage-growing-alongside-dtc-genetic-testing?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.XVMCdlBOlBQ
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/cancer/startup-my-personal-therapeutics-apply-ai-fruit-fly-models-cancer-rx-recommendations?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://newatlas.com/author/loz-blain/
https://newatlas.com/author/loz-blain/
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Loz has been one of our most versatile contributors since 2007. Joining the team as a motorcycle specialist, he 

has since covered everything from medical technology to aeronautics, music gear and historical artefacts. 

Since 2010 he's branched out into photography, video and audio production. 

 

https://newatlas.com/medical/gout-urate-measurement-

implant/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=77758bd376-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_16_10_56&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-77758bd376-

92970593 

  

https://newatlas.com/medical/gout-urate-measurement-implant/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=77758bd376-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_16_10_56&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-77758bd376-92970593
https://newatlas.com/medical/gout-urate-measurement-implant/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=77758bd376-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_16_10_56&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-77758bd376-92970593
https://newatlas.com/medical/gout-urate-measurement-implant/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=77758bd376-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_16_10_56&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-77758bd376-92970593
https://newatlas.com/medical/gout-urate-measurement-implant/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=77758bd376-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_16_10_56&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-77758bd376-92970593
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An Anatomical Study 
by Mary Jo Bang 

Issue no. 216 (Spring 2016) 

Now I’m an archivist. Indexer of everywhere  

I have ever been. Of every moment I stood  

there and there. Of where I was when I was  

getting and spending. Coming and going.  

My seeing is now different from what it once  

was. White burns my eyes. Orange glares  

back like a crass plastic pumpkin bright  

in the last null of night. This must be the  

way any newborn sees a face facing its face.  

Color catches and brings two wide eyes into  

view. The archive is a disguise, and disguise  

is a form of experiment, a mask every bit as  

radical as an overblown detail or some new  

extreme perspective. Here I am not myself  

but still me: hectic tulle and self-timer instead  

of identity. I’m an interceding nameless other  

and transforming even as we speak: face,  

makeup, lace and cliché overlay. Eyes open,  

I’m someone else. Eyes closed, I’m a face  

shape falling asleep. 

 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 more poetry by Mary Jo Bang, who’s been publishing in The Paris Review since the ’90s? 

 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=747a2f30b4&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=747a2f30b4&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=bed7840f98&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=747a2f30b4&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=747a2f30b4&e=d538c8f2e0
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How Not to Teach Grammar 

When people with opinions and a platform rant about bad grammar, they’re not helping, write two English 

professors. 

 

Getty 

By: Livia Gershon 

Grammar is a sticky subject for English teachers. On one hand, speaking and writing “proper” Standard 

English is an important real-world skill for students to learn. It can help them get into college, get good jobs, 

and be taken seriously as participants in civic institutions. On the other hand, elevating the importance of 

grammar rules obscures the way language is constantly changing and the arbitrary nature of “correct” 

grammar. It can lead young people to dismiss ideas presented in different dialects, like African American 

Vernacular English. 

Rants offer a clear demonstration of how powerful people make judgments—often harsh ones—based 

on grammar. 

https://daily.jstor.org/daily-author/livia-gershon/
https://daily.jstor.org/grammar-rule-is-probably-fake/
https://daily.jstor.org/grammar-rule-is-probably-fake/
https://daily.jstor.org/black-english-matters/
https://daily.jstor.org/black-english-matters/
https://daily.jstor.org/how-not-to-teach-grammar/?utm_term=How%20Not%20to%20Teach%20Grammar&utm_campaign=jstordaily_05212020&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://daily.jstor.org/how-not-to-teach-grammar/?utm_term=How%20Not%20to%20Teach%20Grammar&utm_campaign=jstordaily_05212020&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
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English professors Kenneth Lindlom and Patricia A. Dunn present a different way teachers can approach 

the subject. They suggest starting with a “grammar rant.” For example, they describe a 2002 Dear Abby 

column about the writer’s irritation at double negatives and “improper” words like “irregardless.” Lindlom 

and Dunn note that heated, emotional writing like this is more interesting to students than dry lists of rules to 

follow. More importantly, rants offer a clear demonstration of how powerful people make judgments—often 

harsh ones—based on grammar. 

The authors suggest encouraging students to consider a number of questions about the rant. For example: 

  

 What does the author of the grammar rant think is important about language and 

communication? 

  

 Do the author’s claims about what is right or wrong in language always hold true in any 

communication situation, or can you think of exceptions? Does the author acknowledge 

exceptions? What does the presence of exceptions do to the validity of the author’s claim? 

  

 How do the author’s claims about language relate to the socioeconomic class in which 

speakers and writers have been raised [or their race or cultural and geographical 

background]? Does the author acknowledge these connections? 

Lindlom and Dunn outline a lesson using the Dear Abby column, examining the “errors” that bother her. 

Some, like double negatives, or the use of “youse” for the plural you, reflect clear class, racial, and regional 

differences in style. Others, like using “myself” instead of “me” or pronouncing “forte” as “for-tay,” are 

attempts to sound more formal or correct. A discussion with students could reveal nuances of language use. 

For example, George W. Bush’s “mispronunciation” of “nuclear” may have helped him create a folksy image 

despite his elite background. 

In another example, Lindblom and Dunn suggest having students read a rant by Bill O’Reilly that includes a 

judgment about grammar: “If a working-class or poor child rejects education, does not learn to speak 

properly, does not respect just authority and does not understand that having babies at age 14 is a ticket to 

ruin, then that child’s life will likely be tragic.” 

Weekly Newsletter 

Get your fix of JSTOR Daily’s best stories in your inbox each Thursday. 

Subscribe
 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/30046592?mag=how-not-to-teach-grammar
https://www.jstor.org/stable/30046592?mag=how-not-to-teach-grammar
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The authors suggest having students consider what O’Reilly means by “speak properly,” how that relates to 

his other complaints, and how a particular speaking style could lead to tragedy. 

Lindblom and Dunn write that grammar rants have been useful tools in their own classrooms in helping to 

students to understand both why “proper” English is an arbitrary idea and why it’s so important. 

 

https://daily.jstor.org/how-not-to-teach-

grammar/?utm_term=How%20Not%20to%20Teach%20Grammar&utm_campaign=jstordaily_05212020&ut

m_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email 

  

https://daily.jstor.org/how-not-to-teach-grammar/?utm_term=How%20Not%20to%20Teach%20Grammar&utm_campaign=jstordaily_05212020&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://daily.jstor.org/how-not-to-teach-grammar/?utm_term=How%20Not%20to%20Teach%20Grammar&utm_campaign=jstordaily_05212020&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://daily.jstor.org/how-not-to-teach-grammar/?utm_term=How%20Not%20to%20Teach%20Grammar&utm_campaign=jstordaily_05212020&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
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A mutation could protect from familiar Alzheimer’s cognitive decline 

ByRosa García-Verdugo   

Source: Wallpaper Flare 

A reported case study in a Colombian woman 1, member of a family carriers of a mutation in the presinilin 

1 gene which leads to early onset Alzheimer’s, has shown that a certain mutation in the gene APOE3 can 

protect from the cognitive decline associated with Alzheimer’s disease. 

This woman was already aged 70 but not showing any of the cognitive decline that many other members of 

her family were already showing by 40 years of age. That was surprising for the researchers, specially 

because her brain was filled with amyloid plaques, a typical sign of Alzheimer’s. 

Even though most cases of Alzheimer’s start later and have no singular genetic hallmark, in the case of early, 

familiar Alzheimer’s are linked to certain mutations like the one found in this Colombian family in 

the presinilin 1 gene. This gene codes for a protein involved in cutting the amyloid precursor into small pieces 

to be disposed off. However, when mutated these pieces are too big for degradation and end up accumulating 

in the amyloid plaques typical of Alzheimer’s. 

Even though the effects of the mutation seem to have a strong influence on the disease progression, it is not 

yet clear whether the plaques are protective or responsible for the cognitive symptoms. Genetic tests of the 

“resistant” woman showed that, aside from her familial mutation in the presinilin 1 gene, responsible for the 

extreme amyloid build-up in the brain, she also had the so-called Christchurch mutation in both copies of 

her APOE gene. Also, that this mutation seemed to be related to her immunity to cognitive decline, and since 

the APOE gene is a strong genetic factor increasing the risk of dementia, this relationship makes sense. 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/05/20/a-mutation-could-protect-from-familiar-alzheimers-cognitive-decline/#author
https://www.wallpaperflare.com/man-in-black-top-dementia-alzheimer-s-dependent-forget-wallpaper-wqyrp
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/05/20/a-mutation-could-protect-from-familiar-alzheimers-cognitive-decline/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6806-1
https://starvingneuron.com/en/neurociencia/smell-alzheimers/
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This mutation in the APOE gene prevents the protein from binding to heparan sulfate proteoglycans, or 

HSPGs, which have been shown to promote not only amyloid plaque formation but also to produce another 

toxic protein: tau. It seems that by breaking these interactions, the disease progression gets impaired. 

Obviously, this finding paves the way for drug development which take advantage of the effects of this 

mutation. 

References 

1. Arboleda-Velasquez et al (2020) Resistance to autosomal dominant Alzheimer’s disease in 
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Fairy Tales and Facts: Siri Hustvedt on How We Read in a Pandemic 

"Separate and Secluded" We Pass Our Days 

By Siri Hustvedt 

Reading is an intimate encounter that does not require social distance. In our current world of restricted 

movement, the book is a geography where complete freedom remains possible. But what a person reads 

during a pandemic, it seems to me, has no moral quality. The moral decision has already been made. Protect 

yourself to protect others. Stay put if you can. But no one is obliged to steep herself in the science of virology 

or the earth’s complex and fragile ecosystems or novels about the plague or poems about death and dying. 

They are all possible choices—as is a turn to comedy, a form distinguished by its ending: It all works out. 

The fairy tale is another buoyant genre. The hero or heroine is tested sorely, but in the end, he or she is 

rewarded with happiness. And fairy tales have magic. The laws of nature are overturned and replaced by 

human desires. Human beings often believe their wishes will come true, and they often do so without reason. 

Reading offers a safe road to a variety of vicarious gratifications. 

The question is: If you are well and at home and have enough to eat and can concentrate on a book, do you 

read toward or away from your fear? Reading for comfort and escape is readily explicable. But why read 

about what you fear? Since Aristotle used the word catharsis in his Poetics without explaining exactly what 

he meant, philosophers have puzzled over the undeniable fact that people take a weird pleasure from art that 

describes terrible events. Why do we enjoy weeping over the sorrows of characters in books?  Why do 

gruesome stories of war, murder, and even uncontrollable contagions seem to relieve some of the pressure and 

anxiety of this real moment when the authorities scramble to find room for the growing number of corpses in 

New York City? 

Why bother with art, after all? Why not consume every factual tidbit available about the virus and its spread, 

the best mask to wear, or how to clean your groceries to avoid contamination? Isn’t this the age of facts versus 

fakery? What could fiction with its imaginary ramblings possibly give anyone at such a time, except an 

escape into the unreal? “Just the facts, ma’am” has become a mantra in an age of lies, the lifebuoy to which 

the noble opposition clings to keep from going under. When a statement from on high, “Everyone who wants 

https://lithub.com/author/siri-hustvedt/
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a test can get a test” actually means, “Hardly anyone can get a test because they aren’t available,” public 

outrage is entirely reasonable, but facts, important as they are, remain limited and puny things that must be 

interpreted. 

For example, what does a brand new fact (or possible fact)—more men are dying of corona virus than 

women—actually mean? It could mean the data is unreliable and incomplete. It might be related to 

modulating genes on the X chromosome that affect the immune system. Maybe the female double X is 

somehow protective. It could be related to the fact that men have more untreated health conditions than 

women because they see doctors less often—a sociological reality that makes them more vulnerable. Macho 

stoicism becomes risk factor. 

What could fiction with its imaginary ramblings possibly give anyone at such a time, except an escape into 

the unreal? 

One can easily imagine a novelist taking this possible fact and pushing it across a limit—only men are 

vulnerable to a new plague that has taken over the globe, a scourge which leaves the XY demented, frail, or 

dead. The very survival of the species is threatened. The startling numbers of sick and dying men have turned 

the age-old hierarchy upside down. All authority now lies with the clear heads and strong hands of those who 

had long been dubbed “the weaker sex.” From a scientific point of view, the narrative is highly dubious. 

Despite much advertising to the contrary, male and female physiologies are more the same than different. And 

yet, as far as I can tell, almost every novel or story that somehow relates to disease epidemics has been 

popping up on “what to read during the virus” lists. Does the very fact that these exist testify to something 

more than filling up culture pages or screens with the timely and relevant? 

In a country that denigrates the humanities and champions STEM fields, a country that cuts budgets for all the 

arts, a country in which poetry, the novel, and the arts in general are regarded as mostly fluffy, imaginary stuff 

for women (who are the principal consumers of all art), I have wondered why at this moment articles about 

imaginative fiction have been appearing all over the place. A number of these writers are not literary people, 

but they have taken to promoting the wisdom of the imaginary. Camus’ The Plague is selling well. In France, 

it is topping bestseller charts. Katherine Ann Porter’s Pale Horse/Pale Rider, which treats the 1918 flu 

pandemic has been disinterred. I read it again. Its delirium passages are extraordinary. 

Although I haven’t read anyone who has been explicit about why some people turn to literature during a 

crisis, I suspect that implicit in these literary resurrections is an understanding that “the news” and “facts” are 

impersonal, and even when they are advertised as personal, they fill a slot, the “heart-warming story,” for 

example—half a minute on an adorable toddler waving through the glass at Grandpa, or a noble nurse on “the 

front lines,” or the sweet young woman who carries groceries for the old lady next door. They are intended as 

a momentary lift for reader or viewer “at home.” The emotional manipulation is calculated. When it is good, 

literature moves the personal into other territory altogether and in the process becomes collective. 

I have found that certain detective novels slide through me like water, and if I stumble across one I have 

already read, I do not remember it until late in the game. 

There are countless novelists that manipulate readers as mercilessly as television producers. They fulfill the 

expectations of their readers and their books sell like hotcakes. They serve an important purpose in the 

culture, just as comfort food does. In my own life, I have found that certain detective novels slide through me 
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like water, and if I stumble across one I have already read, I do not remember it until late in the game, 

sometimes not at all. This kind of reading is like eating chocolate in bed. I am all for it. And yet, it may be 

that during moments when death is close and perhaps imminent, at least some readers crave an experience 

that is beyond what they expect, beyond the endlessly repeated platitudes on radio and TV and the Internet. 

My own tolerance for breathless reports on the virus has plummeted. I turn them off now. 

At the last dinner party I attended on March 7, Boccaccio’s Decameron (1350-1353) came up. I fell ill on 

March 11, not seriously. I had headache, body aches, chills, cough, chest constriction but no fever. I was in 

bed for a week and then the symptoms lingered. I recovered. There were no tests so I don’t know if it was 

Covid-19 or something else, but Boccaccio’s book, which I have long loved, haunted me as I lay in bed, and I 

returned to it. 

The prologue gives a vivid description of “the deadly pestilence” wending its way through Florence. It 

describes the apple and egg-sized tumors that grow in the groins and armpits of the afflicted, its spread from 

person to person contact but also from touching infected garments. And the narrator describes the varying 

responses to the plague. There are those who withdraw to live “a separate and secluded life” of imagined 

safety, others who throw themselves into mad revelry and flout all authority, and a third more moderate group 

that tries to be sensible, neither terrified nor negligent. Everyone is vulnerable. The corpses pile up, and the 

city becomes a “sepulcher.” This reading felt cathartic. 

The seven women and three men who flee the plague for the countryside in the Decameron tell one another 

stories to pass the time while the death germ rages through the city. They tell each other stories of wit and 

agency and passion. They are tragic and comic. They are stories about our vulnerable erotic and mortal 

bodies, about being alive but also knowing we will die. They are about the flights our imaginations take—for 

better and for worse. They are stories for now. 

 

Siri Hustvedt 

Siri Hustvedt has a PhD in English literature from Columbia University and is the internationally acclaimed 

author of six novels, four books of essays and a nonfiction work. Her novel The Blazing World won the LA 

Times Book Prize for fiction. In 2012 she was the recipient of the Gabarron International Award for Thought 

and Humanities. Her most recent novel, Memories of the Future, was longlisted for the 2020 Andrew 

Carnegie Medals for Excellence. She lives in Brooklyn. 
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What fiction like ‘the end of october’ gets right (and wrong) about pandemics 

Lawrence Wright’s new novel about a coronavirus that develops in Indonesia and spreads throughout 

the world couldn’t be more prescient. It’s also pandemic literature’s clear standard-bearer in terms of 

accuracy. 

The year is 2092. It’s an election year, but the nation’s attention is elsewhere. Troubling reports from abroad 

warn of a deadly plague. “At the commencement of summer, we began to feel that the mischief which had 

taken place in distant countries was greater than we had at first suspected.” Soon, danger is at their doorstep. 

“Can it be true… that whole countries are laid waste, whole nations annihilated, by these disorders in nature? 

The vast cities of America, the fertile plains of Hindostan, the crowded abodes of the Chinese, are menaced 

with utter ruin.”  

Published in 1826, these passages are drawn from The Last Man by Mary Shelley, one of the earliest 

examples of pandemic literature. Thanks to COVID-19, this subgenre of science fiction is receiving abundant 

attention as of late. Severance by Ling Ma and Station Eleven by Emily St. John Mandel have more or less 

been dubbed the official novels of quarantine and, on the movie end, Contagion and Outbreak held the throne 

before Tiger King’s glorious, kitschy ascent.  

Works in this genre usually fall into two camps. In the first, the plague is worming its way through the world, 

felling cities with an invisible hand. In the second, a band of survivors scrapes by in a wasteland of a world 

ravaged by disease. 

The latest addition to this genre, The End of October by Lawrence Wright, falls into the first category. 

Though COVID-19 has delayed the publication date of many books, it conjured a perfect storm for this 

particular novel. The End of October tracks a deadly new disease (“it could be a coronavirus, like SARS or 

MERS,” muses the protagonist at one point) as a brilliant epidemiologist struggles to stave off a pandemic 

and return home to his family.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Last_Man
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_Shelley
https://www.theringer.com/2020/3/18/21184516/severance-coronavirus-book-ling-ma
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ling_Ma
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Station_Eleven
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_St._John_Mandel
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1598778/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5povsMKfT4
https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/the-true-crime-docuseries-tiger-king-is-highly-binge-able-but-doesnt-earn-its-stripes
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/624363/the-end-of-october-by-lawrence-wright/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Wright
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The aforementioned protagonist, Dr. Henry Parsons, who is known for his heroic efforts in combatting the 

Ebola outbreak, takes it upon himself to investigate a mysterious outbreak in Indonesia, despite reassuring 

reports from the local government. The outbreak occurred in a camp housing persecuted gay people, many of 

whom were HIV-positive and immunocompromised. In other words, the perfect breeding ground for a novel 

virus.  

This fictional disease — the “Kongoli flu” — is frequently compared to the Spanish flu of 1918, for the way it 

affects the body and the magnitude of contagiousness. Frighteningly, it doesn’t attack the elderly and weak, 

but rather the strongest members of society with the greatest vitality. Of those infected, Wright writes, “Their 

powerful immune response was killing them, just as in 1918, by filling the lungs with fluids to fight the 

infection but drowning the body in the process.”  

Hope of containment, however, is soon lost. Though Henry was able to quickly identify patient zero, his 

driver, an elderly, affable Muslim man, makes the grave mistake of accompanying Henry into the diseased 

camp. While Henry remains on site under quarantine for the next seven days, his driver bids his family and 

friends farewell before boarding a plane to Saudi Arabia for hajj, a religious pilgrimage to Mecca. What’s 

incredible about pandemics is how a single person can unknowingly bring a world to its knees.  

Mecca might be the worst place for an infected person to travel. Millions of people congregate there into 

incredibly tight quarters and then fly back to their respective homes all across the globe. This, according to 

an interview between Wright and David Remnick of the New Yorker, was “a real leap of imagination” and 

“doesn’t begin to compare with what China did with 60 million people.” Even though they take the outlandish 

step of quarantining the holy city, the virus inevitably breaks loose. 

When combating a pandemic, time is our greatest resource, and worst adversary. From the beginning of The 

End of October, everything is a race. From identifying patient zero to mandating a quarantine, all of these 

containment measures are an effort to buy more time for the scientific community to understand the disease 

— how it spreads, its symptoms, its incubation period, and eventually, how to combat it with a vaccine.  

Generally speaking, entertainment media has a good grasp of this concept. To that end, all pandemic stories, 

from The Last Man to Contagion, heighten feelings of anxiety and dread by bending time and manipulating 

narrative structure to maximize suspense. Writers want us to feel the floodgates tremble and then buckle.  

Where movies and books start to go astray is with regards to timelines. The movie Outbreak, for instance, is 

“probably the worst example” of how an outbreak really happens according to Jeff Schlegelmilch, deputy 

director of the National Center for Disaster Preparedness at Columbia University and author of the 

forthcoming book, Rethinking Readiness: A Brief Guide to Twenty-First-Century Megadisasters. “It makes 

for good entertainment, but it’s not how pandemics work.” 

Contagion, on the other hand, had several “serious advisors,” Schlegelmilch tells me, including “members of 

the CDC” and “officials from the NYC Department of Health.” This is evidenced by the lengthy amount of 

time it took to develop a vaccine as well as the now infamous closing scene that reveals the “spillover” of the 

virus, leaping from bat to pig to human. (Wright refers to pigs as “virus factories,” explaining they’re “an 

almost perfect bridge between avian influenzas and human disease. Once inside a pig, the virus adapted itself 

to mammals.”) 

https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/coronavirus-hiv-aids
https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/am-i-immunosuppressed-coronavirus-test
https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/the-hunt-for-a-so-called-patient-zero-has-always-just-been-the-hunt-for-a-scapegoat
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-new-yorker-interview/what-lawrence-wright-learned-from-his-pandemic-novel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Remnick
https://twitter.com/jeffschlegel?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://cup.columbia.edu/book/rethinking-readiness/9780231190411
https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/wargames-ronald-reagan-cybersecurity
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Wright, a reporter by training, also consulted numerous health experts, as noted in the acknowledgments, and 

has a solid grasp on lab protocol and realistic timelines for development of a vaccine. But where Wright’s 

reporting background really shines, and where this book might distinguish itself from others in the genre, is 

how skillfully he dramatizes the decision-making processes of government officials who operate behind 

closed doors. 

There, in the oak-paneled upper echelons of power, early warnings from health officials fell on deaf ears. A 

pest from the CDC recommended comprehensive containment measures — “borders closed, sports and 

entertainment facilities shuttered, nonemergency cases discharged from hospitals, schools closed” and so on. 

But leadership in government is more concerned with public perception than public health. The deadly virus 

quickly becomes a political pawn between world powers vying for supremacy and, for one ambitious 

Homeland Security official, a means to advance her personal influence with the president.  

Though I’m speaking of the novel, this prognosis could sadly be mistaken for our current reality.  

The government’s handling of COVID-19 is ongoing and many memos are yet to see the light of day, but 

what’s obvious is how woefully unprepared they were. Based on Wright’s track record in researching and 

reporting The Looming Tower about the growth of Al Qaeda, I have reason to suspect his portrait of U.S. 

officials’ response to disaster (i.e., their willingness to use the disease as a pawn to advance pre-existing 

agendas against other world powers and as personal leverage to accrue greater influence) doesn’t entirely miss 

the mark.  

But perhaps what’s most gripping about The End of October is everyone’s response to the pandemic. It’s 

fascinating not only because of our current predicament, but also because Wright’s baseline reality so closely 

adhered to present-day geopolitics. His novel is basically a thought experiment as to what would happen if a 

pandemic was unleashed. As we’ve come to learn, our lives can sometimes depend on our ability, and 

willingness, to accept new realities. In this case, the realities of socially-distanced life.  

Still, as much as The End of October gets right about disease outbreaks, it falls for the most common trapping 

of pandemic literature, which also happens to be Schlegelmilch’s biggest beef with the genre. They always 

“assume widespread public panic,” which is actually very rare after disasters. As history shows, people are 

more likely to band together to do their best to oust an invisible enemy. “You’ll get clusters of civil unrest,” 

concedes Schlegelmilch, “but generally people will be there for each other.”  

 Connor Goodwin 

Connor Goodwin is a writer and critic from Lincoln, Nebraska. His writing has appeared in The Washington 

Post, The Atlantic, The Seattle Times, BOMB, Inside Hook, and elsewhere. 

https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/the-end-of-october-pandemics 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Looming_Tower
https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/author/connor-goodwin
https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/the-end-of-october-pandemics
https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/author/connor-goodwin
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Chinua Achebe on Art as a Form of Citizenship: Lessons in Creativity as “Collective Communal 

Enterprise” from the Igbo Tradition of Mbari 

 

“There is no rigid barrier between makers of culture and its consumers. Art belongs to all and is a ‘function’ 

of society.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 
“The greatest poet in the English language found his poetry where poetry is found: in the lives of the people,” 

James Baldwin wrote in his superb meditation on Shakespeare. “Art must be life — it must belong to 

everybody,” Marina Abramović insisted in her artist life manifesto. Since long before Abramović, since long 

before Baldwin, since long before Shakespeare, the Igbo culture of Nigeria has embodied and enacted the 

notion that there is poetry — there is art and artistry — in the lives of the people, the ordinary people, 

unleashed into communal belonging through their ritual of mbari — the ceremonial celebration of the creative 

spirit, dedicated to the Earth goddess Ala. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/11/james-baldwin-shakespeare-language-poetry/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/30/marina-abramovic-artist-manifesto/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1517909325/braipick-20
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Chinua Achebe 

Chinua Achebe (November 16, 1930–March 21, 2013) explores what mbari can teach us about the crucial 

interleaving of art and society in a long-ago essay titled “Africa and Her Writers,” excerpted and discussed 

in Pipers at the Gates of Dawn: The Wisdom of Children’s Literature (public library) — Jonathan Cott’s 

collection of erudite, sensitive, soaring conversations with such titans of feeling in word and image as 

Maurice Sendak, Dr. Seuss, and Astrid Lindgren, originally published just before I was born (and reprinted in 

2020 with a foreword I had the joy of writing). 

Achebe writes of the mbari temple as a spare but striking structure that, despite its simplicity, often becomes 

“a miracle of artistic achievement — a breathtaking concourse of images in bright, primary colors,” sculpted 

from Ala’s own material — “simple molded earth.” 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1517909325/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/pipers-at-the-gates-of-dawn-the-wisdom-of-childrens-literature/oclc/1155203243&referer=brief_results
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Figure of Ala in an mbari. (Photograph: Herbert M. Cole. University of Iowa Stanley Museum of Art.) 

Achebe describes its making and makers: 

Every so many years Ala would instruct the community through her priest to prepare a festival of images in 

her honor. That night the priest would travel through the town, knocking on many doors to announce to the 

https://africa.uima.uiowa.edu/topic-essays/show/14?start=3
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various household whom of their members Ala had chosen for the great work. These chosen men and women 

then moved into the seclusion in a forest clearing and, under the instruction and guidance of master artists and 

craftsmen, began to build a house of images. The work might take a year or even two, but as long as it lasted 

the workers were deemed to be hallowed and were protected from undue contact from, and distraction by, the 

larger community. 

What emerges from this tradition is the bold, unfussy affirmation that art is not only a form of consciousness 

accessible to all but a form of citizenship — that the responsibility for its making, the right of its enjoyment, 

and the dialogue between the two are an essential and natural part of our civic conscience. Achebe writes: 

The making of art is not the exclusive concern of a particular caste or secret society. Those young men and 

women whom the goddess chose for the re-enactment of creation were not “artists.” They were ordinary 

members of society. Next time around, the choice would fall on other people. Of course, mere nomination 

would not turn everyman into an artist — not even divine appointment could guarantee it. The discipline, 

instruction, and guidance of a master artist would be necessary. But not even a conjunction of those two 

conditions would insure infallibly the emergence of a new, exciting sculptor or painter. But mbari was not 

looking for that. It was looking for, and saying, something else: There is no rigid barrier between makers of 

culture and its consumers. Art belongs to all and is a “function” of society. 

Mbari depicting a maternity clinic with three uniformed nurses attending to a woman in the act of giving 

birth. (Photograph: Herbert M. Cole. University of Iowa Stanley Museum of Art.) 

Achebe recognizes that while this notion may be a natural part of the “holistic concern” of traditional 

societies, it is “abominable heresy in the ears of mystique lovers” — the ego-pricked ears of those who exalt 

the artist as a special class of citizen, apart from and above the rest of society. With a wry wink, Achebe 

https://africa.uima.uiowa.edu/topic-essays/show/14?start=3
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offers a necessary disclaimer “for their sake and their comfort.” Echoing Thoreau’s distinction between an 

artisan, an artist, and a genius, he writes: 

The idea of mbari does not deny the place or importance of the master with unusual talent and professional 

experience. Indeed it highlights such gift and competence by bringing them into play on the seminal 

potentialities of the community. Again, mbari does not deny the need for the creative artist to go apart from 

time to time so as to commune with himself, to look inwardly into his own soul. For when the festival is over, 

the villagers return to their normal lives again, and the master artists to their work and contemplation. But 

they can never after this experience, this creative communal enterprise, become strangers again to one 

another. And by logical and physical extension the greater community, which comes to the unveiling of the 

art and then receives is makers again into its normal life, becomes a beneficiary — indeed an active partaker 

— of this experience. 

“Spirit worker” pounding clay from anthills for the apprentice artist to sculpt with. (Photograph: Herbert M. 

Cole. University of Iowa Stanley Museum of Art.) 

Complement this slender portion of Cott’s wholly magnificent Pipers at the Gates of Dawn with Achebe 

on how storytelling helps us survive history’s rough patches and his superb forgotten conversation with James 

Baldwin, then revisit Baldwin on what it means to be an artist and Iris Murdoch on why art is essential for 

democracy. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/08/06/chinua-achebe-mbari/?mc_cid=d1e330e7f2&mc_eid=d1c16ac662  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/03/thoreau-on-genius/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/03/thoreau-on-genius/
https://africa.uima.uiowa.edu/topic-essays/show/14?start=3
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1517909325/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/16/chinua-achebe-bill-moyers-interview/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/21/james-baldwin-chinua-achebe-art/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/21/james-baldwin-chinua-achebe-art/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/24/james-baldwin-life-magazine-1963/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/07/18/iris-murdoch-existentialists-mystics-philosophy-literature-art/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/07/18/iris-murdoch-existentialists-mystics-philosophy-literature-art/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/08/06/chinua-achebe-mbari/?mc_cid=d1e330e7f2&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Choosing Love over Eugenics 

Some writers see contagion as a metaphor for community—proof that we exist within an interdependent 

network and not as autonomous disconnected islands. 

Getty 

By: Cynthia Barounis  

About a decade before he published The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald tried his hand at musical theater, 

writing the plot and lyrics for a college production called Fie! Fie! Fi-Fi! It was 1914 and Fitzgerald was in 

his second year as an undergraduate at Princeton. The musical was an upbeat romantic comedy filled with 

quippy dialogue. But one song—titled “Love or Eugenics”—highlighted one of the era’s anxieties about the 

disconnect between personal pleasure and public health. 

In the song, two women spar wits as they disagree about what kind of woman is most desirable to men. Are 

potential suitors more drawn to the sturdy and sensible Clover who boasts “no fashionable bustle but plenty of 

muscle”? Or would they prefer the popular fashion-savvy Celeste, “a maiden born to vex” and whose 

cosmetically enhanced beauty also makes her the “queen of the feminine sex”? The two women conclude the 

song with a chorus, addressed to the audience, that summarizes this quandary of modern love: 

https://daily.jstor.org/daily-author/cynthia-barounis/
https://books.google.com/books?id=OMjb2kn2eQIC&newbks=0&lpg=PP1&dq=fie%20fie%20fi-fi&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q&f=false
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Ladies, here’s a problem none of you can flee, 

Men, which would you like to have come and pour your tea? 

Kisses that set your heart aflame, 

Or love from a prophylactic dame. 

Ladies, take your choice of what your style shall be. 

There is plenty to say about the obvious heterosexism (not to mention the plain old sexism) of this framing. 

But even more striking is the casual ease with which the teenaged Fitzgerald manages to incorporate a word 

as clinical and cumbersome as “prophylactic” into the verse’s otherwise simple and light-hearted diction. 

What exactly is a “prophylactic dame”? 

Deriving from the Greek words for “before” and “guard,” prophylaxis refers to a variety of precautionary 

measures designed to predict and preempt a negative outcome, primarily in a medical context. Vaccines 

fortify the body against certain viruses; condoms and other prophylactic barriers can prevent pregnancy and 

the transmission of STIs; and routine screenings like mammograms and colonoscopies are designed to detect 

and neutralize issues in their early stages. 

However, at the time that Fitzgerald wrote the lyrics quoted above, prophylaxis was most frequently invoked 

as an extension of eugenic ideology and practice. Marshalling the white supremacist science of “racial 

hygiene,” doctors became amateur sociologists recommending “prophylactic” solutions to social problems. 

These solutions included both “negative eugenics”—the institutionalization and forced sterilization of 

prostitutes, poor women, women of color, and disabled people—as well as “positive eugenics,” which 

attempted to increase the birthrate among white, upper middle class, nondisabled, and neurotypical families. 

You may unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the provided link on any marketing message. 

Consider, for example, these remarks by Dr. R.M. Funkhouser which link the science of preventative 

medicine to private decisions around romantic courtship. This advice appeared in a 1913 issue of the Journal 

of the Missouri State Medical Association just one year before Fitzgerald wrote “Love or Eugenics”: 

The quality of human beings should count and not quantity. Is it not wiser and better that prophylaxis precede 

than wholesale destruction follow?… The general knowledge of the laws of heredity should be more largely 

disseminated and marriage should primarily depend on the desire to produce ‘worthy’ offspring with the best 

qualities. 

To be clear, when Funkhouser weighs the benefits of “prophylaxis” against a future of “destruction,” the 

calamity he is referring to is the imagined contamination and degradation of white bloodlines. Prescriptions 

like these were echoed in countless medical publications of the period and strongly influenced both public 

policy and popular culture. The same year, the United States Surgeon General, Rupert Blue, advocated for the 

use of “eugenic marriage certificates,” which would certify the mental and physical health of both partners 

in advance of their wedding. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/1011340?mag=choosing-love-over-eugenics
https://daily.jstor.org/when-forced-sterilization-was-legal-in-the-u-s/
https://www.jstor.org/stable/30031605?mag=choosing-love-over-eugenics
https://www.google.com/books/edition/Journal/_YNMAQAAMAAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&pg=PA1&printsec=frontcover
https://www.jstor.org/stable/44448396?mag=choosing-love-over-eugenics
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By the end of the decade in which Fitzgerald was writing, state fairs across the country would begin to 

hold “fitter families” contests, transforming these medical recommendations into a recreational pastime. 

Making an anxious spectacle of the usually unmarked category of whiteness, middle class families competed 

for “top honors” by undergoing a series of mental and physical evaluations designed to test their eugenic 

fitness. Winners were announced and ribbons were awarded—though any family that scored a B+ or higher 

was presented with a medal bearing the inscription, “Yea, I have a goodly heritage.” 

Arguably, Fitzgerald is poking fun at practices like these; his lyrics appear to satirize prophylactic marriage 

and invite skepticism around the wisdom of applying the “laws of heredity” to mate selection. While Dr. 

Funkhouser would no doubt advocate choosing a “prophylactic dame” over “kisses that set your heart 

aflame,” the plot arc of the musical validates the opposite outcome as the charming Celeste wins out over the 

eugenically “fit” Clover. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/4598925?mag=choosing-love-over-eugenics&seq=1
http://www.eugenicsarchive.org/eugenics/image_header.pl?id=199&printable=1&detailed=0
https://daily.jstor.org/judging-families-at-the-state-fair/
https://daily.jstor.org/judging-families-at-the-state-fair/
http://www.eugenicsarchive.org/eugenics/image_header.pl?id=31&printable=1&detailed=0
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via Smithsonian 

These critiques also show up in Fitzgerald’s later novels, as he places eugenic sentiments in the mouth of 

deeply unlikeable characters like Tom Buchanan in The Great Gatsby (1925) who proclaims that “if we don’t 

look out the white race will be — will be utterly submerged. It’s all scientific stuff; it’s been proved.” Tom’s 

appeal to racial prophylaxis is discredited in the novel, along with the eugenic science that motivates it. 

In my book, Vulnerable Constitutions: Queerness, Disability, and the Remaking of American 

Manhood (2019), I coin the phrase “anti-prophylactic citizenship” to name this kind of skepticism toward 

public health mandates. Put simply, anti-prophylactic citizenship describes the way some writers have 

advocated for more radical forms of belonging and kinship through a rejection of medical 

authority. Fitzgerald’s song which encouraged his audience, however flippantly, to choose “love” over 

“eugenics” is one of the more straightforward examples. But for the most part, the anti-prophylactic visions 

that I traced came from queer, disabled, black, and trans writers who struggled to feel safe or cared for by 

medical professionals. 

https://everybody.si.edu/media/891
https://daily.jstor.org/what-the-great-gatsby-reveals-about-the-jazz-age/
http://tupress.temple.edu/book/20000000009513
http://tupress.temple.edu/book/20000000009513
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James Baldwin, for example, was deeply troubled by the violence of the DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders) which tended to either overlook or actively target black men in its diagnostic 

criteria for various mental disorders. In one particularly damning essay, Baldwin compared psychiatry to the 

prophylactic walls of a bomb shelters, both of which, he believed, offered technologies for insulating white 

liberals against authentic engagements with their own and others’ racism. Samuel Delany takes a similar anti-

prophylactic stance when he dismisses the way panic over AIDS was used as a justification to “clean up” up 

New York City’s gay cruising zones. Against the restrictive zoning laws that attempted to sanitize and 

gentrify public space, Delany defended public sex between strangers as a valuable form of cross-class 

intimacy. 

Delany, of course, does not literally advocate spreading HIV. Yet it is no coincidence that he names this 

model of cross-class intimacy “contact” with all its epidemiological connotations of tracing, transmission, and 

spread. In these and other examples that I discuss in the book, anti-prophylactic citizenship is often more 

figurative than literal, a fantasy of how community can form organically through unexpected vectors and 

across multiple lines of race, sexuality, gender, class, and ability. Embracing viral metaphors, these writers 

saw the willingness to remain open to infection as both an ethics and a powerful way to describe a broader 

willingness to be transformed—physically and psychologically—by your encounters with difference. 

As we navigate our current public health crisis, it may feel counterintuitive or even dangerous to imagine 

infection as a site of connection and community. Today, prophylaxis has become a necessary part of our 

everyday life as we mask up in public, disinfect groceries, and keep a safe distance from loved ones. But 

unlike the prophylactic boundaries set in place by eugenicists, these recent practices of heightened vigilance 

are gestures of love and care—not only for ourselves but for members of communities disproportionately 

affected by the virus’s spread. Meanwhile, the partisan controversy that has emerged in opposition to 

mask-wearing is dominated by a dangerous rhetoric of individualism. 

These writers saw contagion as a metaphor for community—proof that we exist within an 

interdependent network and not as autonomous disconnected islands. 

In this context, it is necessary to make careful distinctions between the libertarian entitlement of those who 

refuse to wear masks and the anti-prophylactic visions of queerness, disability, and anti-racism that I describe 

in my book. When Baldwin or Delany urge their readers to disobey doctors’ orders, it is not out of disregard 

for the welfare of others but because they understood the way medicine has been used systemically to discount 

marginalized bodies. 

Most importantly, these writers saw contagion as a metaphor for community—proof that we exist within an 

interdependent network and not as autonomous disconnected islands. As AK Thompson puts it in a recent 

interview about the relationship between the politics of COVID and the politics of anti-racism, 

with the pandemic mask, the myth of the individual comes face to face with the reality that you’re in my 

lungs, and I’m in yours. Here, politics reveals itself to be fundamentally respiratory. This was highlighted 

when Black Lives Matter turned Eric Garner’s dying words, ‘I can’t breathe,’ into a rallying cry. 

When we place a fabric shield between our bodies and the bodies of those around us, we are not policing 

borders as much as we are acknowledging interconnectedness. But this is precisely the opposite message of 

anti-mask protesters whose opposition to literal prophylaxis speaks to a deeper commitment to the self as an 

https://daily.jstor.org/feature-james-baldwin-fire-next-time/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/05/18/us/coronavirus-underlying-conditions.html
https://www.thenation.com/article/society/covid-19-racial-disparities/
https://www.thenation.com/article/society/covid-19-racial-disparities/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/05/27/trumps-accidental-culture-war-over-wearing-masks/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/wearing-a-mask-is-not-a-political-statement-its-crucial-to-beating-this-pandemic/2020/06/23/6c8ba090-b4b8-11ea-aca5-ebb63d27e1ff_story.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/06/dudes-who-wont-wear-masks/613375/
https://daily.jstor.org/choosing-love-over-eugenics/?utm_term=Read%20More&utm_campaign=jstordaily_08062020&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://daily.jstor.org/choosing-love-over-eugenics/?utm_term=Read%20More&utm_campaign=jstordaily_08062020&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
http://bostonreview.net/politics/politics-of-the-mask-ak-thompson-clare-oconnor
http://bostonreview.net/politics/politics-of-the-mask-ak-thompson-clare-oconnor
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isolated unit—what we might call a quarantining of the soul. When both anti-maskers and police violence 

apologists advocate for a return to business as usual, their arguments rest on the premise that a portion of the 

population is expendable in the name of public safety and economic security. In Fitzgerald’s terms, they are 

choosing eugenics over love. 

The same can be said of the now-infamous duo, Mark and Patricia McCloskey, who claimed self-defense 

after they pointed firearms at BLM protesters who happened to walk past their mansion in late June. As Kea 

Wilson clarifies in her essay about the spatial politics that frame the incident, it would be a mistake to 

ignore the gentrified “backdrop for their act of racist aggression: a gated, private street with an explicitly anti-

Black history, located in the dead center of a major city.” A recent picture shows the McCloskeys’ broken 

gate, now surrounded by several new freestanding barricades, each individually wrapped in caution tape: a 

parody of prophylactic hypervigilance. 

https://usa.streetsblog.org/2020/06/29/meet-the-mccloskeys-private-places-lead-to-spatial-anti-blackness-in-st-louis/
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1206932709655900&set=a.144957849186730&type=3&theater
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Spread Compassion by Lisa Vollrath via Amplifier 

In this context, I prefer to think of mask-wearing not exactly as prophylactic medicine but rather as an 

expression of what Carol J. Adams has called “anticipatory care.” Like prophylaxis, anticipatory care 

requires forethought and vigilance; but unlike barriers intended to patrol and police, anticipatory care asks 

how we can be of service to our loved ones and our communities. The anti-prophylactic virtues of 

anticipatory care might be summarized in visual terms by Lisa Vollrath’s recent “Spread Compassion” 

postcard series in which two masked individuals, despite their protective barriers, commune with one 

another through a connecting trail of hearts. 

https://amplifier.org/
https://critinq.wordpress.com/2020/04/05/anticipatory-care/
https://lisavollrath.com/spread-compassion-postcards/
https://lisavollrath.com/spread-compassion-postcards/
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This framing of compassion as something that can “spread” like virus also calls to mind sci-fi writer David 

Brin’s 1987 short story “The Giving Plague.” In it, a biologist named Les discovers a new virus which he 

names Acquired Lavish Altruism Syndrome (ALAS) because its sole symptom—an intense desire to donate 

blood—cultivates an altruistic self-image in those who contract it, thus inspiring additional acts of goodwill. 

Rather than announcing his discovery, Les allows the virus to spread unchecked, believing it to be “our last 

chance, a final opportunity to become better people, to learn to cooperate before it’s too late!” By the end of 

the story, one quarter of the world’s population has been infected, and the narrator reflects: 

“Peace treaties were signed. Citizens of the industrial nations voted temporary cuts in their standards of living 

in order to fight poverty and save the environment. Suddenly, it seemed, we’d all grown up.” 

In the initial weeks following the outbreak, I found myself returning to these passages from Brin’s story. As 

we all adjusted to life during lockdown and as serious conversations began to open up around disability access 

and universal basic income, I wondered if COVID had the potential to inspire a similar national and global 

awakening. 

Four months later, it’s hard to tell whether the new normal we’re in the process of fashioning will live up to 

that promise. As states reopen their economies alongside rising infection rates and as officials rationalize the 

inevitable death toll of sending children back to their classrooms—but also as protests against police violence 

continue to inspire necessary transformations and as confederate monuments are pulled from their pedestals—

it remains to be seen if we, too, are on the verge of growing up. 
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